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Abstract
Current state of the art electronic devices are nanoscaled, three-
dimensional and employ compound semiconductors like SiGe, InP,
InGaAs etc. as the active components. The metrology requirements for
these devices are structural and elemental analysis in three-dimensions
with sub-nanometer resolution. Laser assisted Atom Probe Tomography
(L-APT) is one metrology tools that fulfills this criteria and is being
developed actively for routine analysis of semiconductor devices. In this
thesis, we evaluate and develop L-APT for qualitative and quantitative
analysis of compound semiconductors. To do this, we identified two main
focus areas, firstly improve the understanding of the interaction between
the laser and the semiconducting specimen and secondly develop and
apply statistical data mining approaches to understand the impact of
physical mechanisms like cluster formation on material properties.
It is well known that the pulsed laser generates a thermal pulse in
the specimen. We developed a new method to quantify the temperature
at the apex of the semiconducting specimen. A major advantage of the
proposed method is that the determined temperature value is a function
of derivatives, thereby keeping the error low. Subsequently, we used the
method to gain insight into the impact of the laser on the apex shape
of moderately absorbing materials (e.g. Si under green illumination) and
laser absorption by a-priori non-absorbing materials (e.g. absorption of
515 nm laser by GaN). In this work we will show that the apex shape
is a function of both the absorption depth and the spatial distribution
of the resonantly coupled light. In situations when the light couples in
close proximity to the apex of the tip, minimal diffusion of the locally
generated heat occurs before field evaporation, leading to an asymmetrical
apex shape. The non-hemispherical shape in turns degrades spatial
resolution due to magnification variations across the apex. Regarding the
iii
absorption by a-priori transparent samples, we observed that amorphized
shell created due to the Ga ion beam damage during sample preparation
is highly absorptive and plays a vital role in laser absorption.
In this work we used L-APT to understand the role of Sn clusters
formation in layer relaxation of Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers. To do this, we first
verified the absence of field and laser induced artifacts in the reconstructed
layers and also developed a new cluster analysis algorithm to extract
ultra-fine scaled clusters (few 10’s of atoms). We will demonstrate that
Sn cluster formation is not the dominant relaxation mechanism in layers
relaxing due to its thickness or due to a post growth thermal anneal and
defect generation is potentially the main cause of relaxation.
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Abstract (nl)
Hedendaagse micro-elektronica chips worden opgebouwd uit 3-
dimensionele componenten met afmetingen in de orde van enkele tot
tientallen nanometers. Alhoewel Si en Ge de voorbij decennia hun
dienst bewezen hebben als halfgeleidermateriaal bij uitstek, worden
samengestelde halgeleidermaterialen zoals SiGe, InP, InGaAs, enz. steeds
vaker geïmplementeerd in hedendaagse performante microelektronica.
Deze evoluties in micro-elektronica vertalen zich op hun beurt in
uitdagende noden op het gebied van metrologie, waarbij toegang tot
structurele- en kwantitatieve elementele analyse in 3 dimensies en met
sub-nanometer resolutie een “must” is. De laser-geassisteerde atoom
probe tomograaf (L-APT) is in dit opzicht een techniek die aan deze
voorwaarden voldoet. De mogelijkheden om deze techniek routineus
in te zetten als analyse techniek in de halfgeleider industrie vormt
dan ook een actief onderzoeksgebied binnen de metrologie. Algemeen
gezien situeert deze thesis zich in de evaluatie en ontwikkeling van
L-APT analyse, specifiek voor samengestelde halfgeleidermaterialen.
Binnen dit domein werd gefocust op een fundamenteel begrip van de
interacties tussen de laser en een samengestelde halfgeleidercomponent
met dimensies in de orde van enkele nanometer. Naast de fundamentele
laser-specimen interactie werden statistische “data mining” technieken
ontwikkeld voor de studie van fysische mechanismen en hun impact op de
materiaaleigenschappen (bv. clustervorming).
Aan de basis van L-APT ligt het genereren van een thermische puls
in het te analyseren specimen door middel van een laser puls. In deze
thesis werd een methode ontwikkeld om de temperaturen ontwikkeld in
de apex van het specimen te kwantificeren. Het grootste voordeel van
deze voorgestelde methode is dat de temperatuur beschreven wordt als
een functie van afgeleiden, wat de foutmarge laag houdt. Vervolgens werd
v
deze methode ingezet om een beter inzicht te krijgen in de impact van
de laser op de apex-vorm. Dit zowel voor materialen die a priori geen
fotonen absorberen (bv. De combinatie van GaN met een laser golflente
van 515 nm) en middelmatige absorptie regimes (bv. Si in combinatie
met een 515 nm golflengte laser). De bevinding van dit werk is dat de
apex-vorm een functie is van zowel de absorptie diepte als de ruimtelijke
distributie van het resonant-gekoppelde licht. In situaties waarbij de
resonantie dicht bij de apex piekt is de diffusie van de lokaal gegenereerde
warmte minimaal vóór de veld-emissie van ionen plaats vindt. Dit leidt
op zijn beurt tot een asymmetrische apex vorm. De niet-hemisferische
vorm vertaalt zich vervolgens in een lagere ruimtelijke resolutie in de
analyse omwille van variaties in lokale vergroting. In het geval van niet-
absorberende materiaal-laser combinaties speelt fotonen-absorptie in de
amorfe oppervlaktelaag een cruciale rol in het L-APT proces. Deze amorfe
laag wordt niet-intentioneel geïnduceerd tijdens de specimen preparatie
door Ga-ionen implantatie.
Met betrekking tot materiaalanalyse werd in dit werk L-APT ingezet
om de rol van Sn-clustervorming in de relaxatie van Ge(1-x)Sn(x) dunne
films te begrijpen. Hiervoor werd eerst geverifieerd in welke mate er
veld- of laser geïnduceerde artefacten aanwezig zijn in de gereconstrueerde
data, en in welke mate ze een impact hebben op de analyse. Vervolgens
werd een nieuw cluster-analyse algoritme ontwikkeld om structurele data
ivm ultra fijne clusters (enkele 10-tallen atomen) te extrageren. In deze
thesis wordt aangetoond dat Sn-clustervorming niet het belangrijkste
relaxatiemechanisme is, zowel voor thermisch geïnduceerde relaxatie als
relaxatie die voorkomt in dikkere films. De generatie van defecten werd
geïdentificeerd als grootste oorzaak voor relaxatie.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The aim of this doctoral thesis is to evaluate and develop atom
probe tomography (APT) for metrology of advanced semiconducting
materials like Ge(1-x)Sn(x), SiGe, GaN etc. The interest in these new
semiconducting materials stems from the aspiration of achieving higher
performance and functionality in micro-electronic devices. Conventional
microelectronic devices (namely metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect
transistors (MOSFET)) were predominately made up of Si and its
compounds like SiO2, nickel silicides etc. Until about the early 2000s,
increased performance was achieved by pure geometrical scaling of these
devices. However, when the physical channel lengths of MOSFET’s
approached ∼ 100 nm and the thickness of the gate oxide reached
∼ 1 nm, further shrinking their dimensions did not significantly improve
performance. This was due to a myriad of new semi-classical and
quantum phenomena occurring in the device like short channel effects [4],
gate leakage due to electron tunneling [5] etc.. These in-turn lead
to multiple effects which degraded device performance like increased
power consumption due to leakage current, lower carrier mobility due to
increased surface scattering, variation in threshold voltage due to oxide
charging, device breakdown due to gate-oxide tunneling etc.
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Figure 1.1 – Innovation in CMOS device technology introduced in large scale
production from the 90 nm node till 22 nm node and future device structures under
consideration for 14 nm node and beyond. Reproduced from [6].
To improve the performance of devices with smaller gate dimensions
new concepts both in terms of device structure and materials were
introduced (Fig. 1.1). Examples include, introduction of SiGe and Si3N4
as stressors to improve charge carrier mobilities [7], substitution of SiO2
gate oxide and ploy-Si gate with higher permittivity materials (high-k
dielectrics) and a metal gate, respectively, in order to reduce the leakage
currents and maintain acceptable OFF-state performance [7], introduction
of FinFET’s like device architecture for improved electrostatic control of
the gate [8] etc. Next generation microelectronic devices from 14 nm
node and beyond are envisioned to include new novel semiconductors like
GeSn, III/V compounds, nanowires etc. and device architectures like
gate all around FET, tunneling FET’s (TFET) etc. [9]. This ever-evolving
landscape leads to new interactions at the atomic scale often resulting in
unexpected outcomes. For example, to keep the costs down, structures
based on materials like Ge and III/V need to be co-integrated onto Si
substrates. This can be done among others via heteroepitaxy of these
materials in nanoscaled trenches [10]. However, the latter is challenging
as integrating these materials onto Si leads to the generation of crystal
defects (like vacancies, misfit dislocations, threading dislocations etc.) due
to lattice mismatch, which are detrimental for device performance [11].
Furthermore, due to the different thermodynamics and kinetics of growth
in confined volumes as compared to bulk, the resulting layers often have
increased surface roughness, enhanced relaxation etc. [12]. To understand
the physical mechanisms leading to these new phenomena, metrology of
these devices is required to determine layer compositions, layer thickness,
dopant distributions, interface characteristics etc. Faced with the reduced
dimensionality of these devices, there is therefore a need for a metrology
concept that would provide this information [13]:
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• in confined volumes of a few 100 nm3,
• with sub-nanometer or ideally atomic resolution in three dimensions,
and
• with high (equal) detection efficiency for all elements.
Conventional metrology tools like Secondary Ion Mass spectroscopy
(SIMS), Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS), X-Ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and X-Ray diffraction (XRD), are
generally not up to these challenges, primary due to their lack in
spatial resolution. Techniques like SIMS, RBS rely on the interaction
of an ion beam with the sample and are typically used for elemental
mapping. In dynamic SIMS the lateral resolution and the detection
limit (i.e. the lowest concentration detectable) is a function of the
ion beam size. However, while the lateral resolution increases as the
beam size decreases, the detection limit decreases with beam size. In
most cases with acceptable detection limit (∼ 1 × 1016 atoms/cm3)
the lateral resolution of SIMS is a few 100′s nm2 [14]. Two- or three-
dimensional information is possible using SIMS [14] but not with required
nanometer resolution. RBS can not only provide elemental profiling
but can also provide useful insight into (1) the crystal structure via
RBS channeling experiments [15], (2) kinetics and thermodynamics of
growth via real time RBS measurements [16]. However RBS can only
provide one-dimensional information and the minimum feature size it
can probe is of the order of a ∼ 50µm2 using commercially available
lenses to focus the ion beam. XPS and XRD, as the names suggest, are
based on the interaction of X-Rays with the sample. XPS is a surface
sensitive technique and gives access to the elemental composition (in
parts per thousand), chemical and electronic state of the elements present
in the sample. XRD provides information about the crystal structure
of the sample. However, both techniques do not provide any spatial
information. Currently, Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) and
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) are mostly used
for characterizing devices/materials at the atomic scale. Nonetheless,
these techniques are inherently two-dimensional and image columns of
atoms instead of single atoms. The only techniques available currently
for three-dimensional metrology at the nanometer scale are the TEM-
based methods like tomography; however, they provide limited chemical
information and are insensitive to concentrations below a few atomic
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percent. In other words, to meet the metrology challenges presented by
today’s nanoelectronic devices new techniques are needed.
On the other hand APT is a powerful metrology tool that is
inherently three-dimensional and can provide atom distribution in the
sample with elemental identification and near atomic resolution (0.5 Å -
3 Å). In fact, analysis of semiconductor materials and devices with sub-
nanometer resolution using APT has been demonstrated in the scientific
literature [17]. K. Inoue et al. used APT to study dopant distribution
in n- and p- type MOSFET from the 65 nm node [18, 19]. APT analysis
on Ge and Si nanowires (radius ∼ 20 nm) revealed non-uniform dopant
distribution in these nanowires [20]. The reason behind these interesting
characteristics of APT is the basic working principle of the technique.
Instead of relying on the interaction between either the ion (like in SIMS,
RBS, ERD) or the electron beam (like in TEM, AES) with the sample,
which will fundamentally limit its spatial resolution and sensitivity, it
relies on the process of field evaporation. Field evaporation involves
the transition of a surface atom from its atomic state to its ionic state
and its subsequent removal under the influence of an electric field [21].
The electric field required to evaporate an atom is of the order of a few
volts/nm. Such high fields can normally not be obtained in a planar
configuration but are obtained in APT by applying a few kilo-volts of
positive electric potential to a needle-shaped specimen (with an apex
radius of a few tens of nanometers) (Fig. 1.2(A)). Once the atom is
ionized, it is projected on to a position sensitive detector (PSD) due to
the potential gradient between the tip and the PSD (Fig. 1.2(B)). The
ionized atom follows a diverging trajectory from the tip to the PSD (Fig.
1.2(A)) [22] hence, if the ion is collected at a distance of a few centimeter’s
from the tip, a magnification of ∼106 is obtained. Furthermore, APT
analysis are done at 10’s of Kelvin, thereby suppressing the lateral motion
of the atom. This minimizes the variability on the emission point thereby
providing a more univocal relation between the point of detection and
atom position at the tip apex. This unique relation is the essence of the
atomic resolution of the APT.
The probability of field evaporation is very sensitive to the electric field
on the surface and the temperature of the surface atoms [23]. Therefore,
it is possible to timely control the evaporation of an atom by pulsing the
electric field or the temperature. The timed evaporation allows elemental
identification of the evaporating ion by employing ’Time Of Flight’ (TOF)
spectrometry. Pulsing of the electric field is achieved by superimposing a
standing DC voltage and a pulsed voltage, such that the atoms acquire
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the energy required for field evaporation only during the pulse [23].
The temperature pulsing is obtained by illuminating the sample by a
femtosecond pulsed laser instead of a voltage pulse [24, 25]. Furthermore,
in APT only the surface atoms field evaporate as only they experience
high enough fields required for evaporation. Hence, the sequence of field
evaporation and the impact location on the PSD allows to obtain three-
dimensional distribution of the evaporated ions by using reconstruction
algorithms [26].
Figure 1.2 – (A) Field enhancement at the tip apex and diverging trajectories (white
lines) of evaporated ions in APT. (B) Schematic representation of APT
Therefore, in theory, APT gives us the capability to map elemental
composition in three dimensions with atomic resolution for nanoelectronic
devices. APT on metallic samples has shown some exceptional results
like the identification of ultra-small scale clusters (few 10’s of atoms)
along crystal defects [27]. However, the use of APT for characterizing
semiconducting materials and devices still faces hurdles like reduced
spatial resolution and high tip failure etc. The cause of these problems
are linked to the specific properties of semiconductors/insulators and are
discussed in detail below:
• The main cause of the reduced spatial resolution is the inability to
use voltage pulsed APT due to the high electrical resistance of these
materials. The high electrical resistance leads to distortion of the
electric pulse propagating through the material in time and space
and therefore adversely affects the TOF measurement leading to a
low mass resolution. A solution to this problem is the introduction of
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Laser Assisted Atom Probe Tomography (L-APT) where by a laser
pulse instead of a voltage pulse is used to stimulate the ion emission
by generating a thermal pulse. However, at the same time the
increased temperature also creates a transverse kinetic energy, which
reduces the accuracy to determine the original position of the atoms
and results in a lower achievable spatial resolution. Another factor
effecting the spatial resolution is the asymmetrical apex shapes
usually observed while analyzing these materials using L-APT [28,
29, 30]. The causes for the asymmetry in the apex shape are (1)
the non-uniform temperature distribution at the apex due to non-
uniform laser absorption and (2) the difference in the field required
to evaporate the various elements/layers present simultaneously at
the apex when analyzing heterogeneous structures like FinFET or
when analyzing an interface in a multi-layer structure. In both
cases, the tip apex reshapes to accommodate the impact of the
non-uniform temperature distribution or the differences in required
field on the evaporation probability over the tip apex. These
local distortions inherently decrease the spatial resolution of the
reconstructed data [31, 22] since they are not accounted for in
the currently available reconstruction algorithms. To improve the
limited spatial resolution due to the non-hemispherical apex shape,
it is imperative to gain a deeper understanding of the effect of (1)
laser absorption on the tip apex and (2) differences in threshold fields
required for evaporation. The main impact of the reduced spatial
resolution (∼0.2 - 0.3 nm lateral resolution and ∼0.05 - 0.1 nm
depth resolution) is the limited ability for structural analysis in
small volumes (∼ 10-100 of nm3) as all crystallographic information
is lost. Furthermore, due to the 50 % detection efficiency of
the PSD [32], the reduced statistics in these small volumes also
limits compositional analysis. To overcome these limitations various
statistical analysis tools have been developed [33, 34, 35, 36].
However, better methods are still required especially to extract
ultra-fine-scaled clusters (few 10’s of atoms).
• The causes of the high failure rate of these materials/structures is
still a subject of debate in the scientific community. One of the
causes for tip failure could be the mechanical stress created due the
electric field [37]. The high failure rate observed when analyzing
multi-layer stacks could potentially be due to this mechanical stress.
Indeed if the adhesion between the different layers is not strong
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enough to withstand the mechanical stress, the whole tip above
the interface could be ripped-off during analysis. Another cause
of tip failure could be the inefficient heating of the tip apex
due to the poor laser absorption by high bandgap materials like
SiO2, Si3N4, HfO2 etc. commonly found in current state of the
art semiconducting devices. Due to the poor absorption of the
commonly used wavelength (∼515 nm, ∼343 nm) by these materials,
the electric field needs to be increased to enable field evaporation.
Furthermore, the threshold field for evaporation these materials is
generally higher compared to other constituent materials like Si,
SiGe, III-V compound semiconductors etc. The higher field leads
to higher mechanical stress and hence tip failure. To improve the
success rate of analysis of these tips an improved understanding of
(1) the laser absorption by high band gap materials and (2) the
thermal response (i.e. heating and cooling) of the specimen under
laser illumination is required.
In this thesis, we will try to improve on some of the above listed
shortcomings. We mainly focused on two aspects:
• Improving our understanding of the interaction between the sample
and the pulsed laser.
• Statistical analysis of the acquired data. More specifically on cluster
analysis of ultra-fine scaled clusters.
The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, I will first discuss the
theoretical aspects of field evaporation and subsequently experimentally
verify them for semiconductors. Chapter 3 is related to the interaction
of the laser with the nanoscaled tip. More specifically, I will first present
a new method to derive the temperature reached at the apex during L-
APT analysis of semiconductors (Section 3.1). I will then use the method
to study (1) the thermal response of the tip under laser illumination,
(2) effect of laser absorption on the apex shape of the tip (Section 3.2)
and (3) propose a new absorption mechanism for tips prepared with high
band gap materials (Section 3.3). In chapter 4, I will apply L-APT to
understand the role of Sn cluster and/or defect formation in relaxation of
a strained Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer. To this end, I will first verify the presence
(or absence) of potential artefacts and discuss the optimum parameters
for analyzing Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers (Section 4.1). I will also present a new
cluster analysis algorithm to detect ultra-fine-scaled clusters (Section 4.2).
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In the final chapter 5, I will give a general conclusion and an outlook of
the work. A brief summary on sample preparation and running a L-APT
measurement is presented in Appendix A. Furthermore, a summary of the
most commonly used reconstruction algorithm is discussed in Appendix
B.
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Fundamentals of Atom Probe
Tomography
The current chapter aims to introduce the physics of field evaporation. We
will first (section 2.1) discuss the models that describe the process of field
evaporation. These models aim at predicting the rate of field evaporation
and the electric field necessary to evaporate the atom of a specific material.
In section 2.2, we will discuss the theory of post-ionization. This theory
predicts the formation of higher ionized states of the evaporated atoms
as a function of the applied electric field on the surface. The resulting
curves from the theory of post-ionization provide an invaluable tool to
experimentally quantify the electric field distribution on the surface. In
the last section (2.3), we will experimentally verify the theory of field
evaporation for semiconductors.
2.1 Theory of field evaporation
Field evaporation is described as a physical phenomenon by which
an atom transitions from its neutral state to its ionic state and is
subsequently removed under the influence an applied electric field. The
underlying mechanism behind field evaporation can be visualized using
one-dimensional potential energy diagrams (Fig. 2.1). In the absence
of an electric field, the surface atoms are bound in a potential well
(i.e. neutral state) which can approximated using a Lennard-Jones
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potential. Furthermore, when no field is applied, the various ionic levels
are metastable, i.e. have a higher potential energy, with respect to the
neutral state (Fig. 2.1(a)). Upon the application of an electric field, the
ionic states become increasingly stable as the atom moves away from the
surface of the specimen (Fig. 2.1(b)). Thus, in the presence of an electric
field, a potential barrier (Qb) is created between the neutral and the ionic
state (Fig. 2.1(b,c,d)). The height and the width of the potential barrier
can be reduced by increasing the electric field. Therefore, at a high enough
field, the desorption of the ion over the reduced potential barrier is possible
by electronic transition and thermal activation.
Figure 2.1 – One-dimensional potential energy diagrams. Qb is the potential barrier
height, an atom has to overcome to field evaporate. Reproduced from ref [38]
The probability of field evaporation is typically modeled by a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution of the velocity of the atoms at the surface and can
be mathematically described by an Arrhenius equation [21], i.e.
Pevap = νatomexp
( −Qb
KBT
)
(2.1)
where Pevap is the probability of evaporation in s-1, νatom is the vibration
frequency of the surface atom in s-1, KB is the Boltzmann constant and T
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is the temperature of the sample. Eq. 2.1 is also known as the rate law
for field evaporation. To evaluate equation 2.1, it is imperative to model
the barrier height and its dependence on the applied field. This can be
done as follows:
In the absence of an applied field, one can express the energy (Q0)
required to evaporate an n-fold ion as:
Q0 = Λ+
∑
n
In − nφe (2.2)
where Λ is the heat of sublimation of a neutral atom, In is nth ionization
energy of the atom, φe is the work function of the emitting surface. Two
basic theories exist to evaluate the variation of the barrier height with
the applied field, namely, (1) Mueller-Schottky model (or image hump,
or image force model) [39] and (2) Gomer charge exchange model (or
intersection, or Gomer model) [40]. Both models are based on atomic
and ionic forces, polarization effects and image potentials and are one-
dimensional in nature.
2.1.1 Mueller-Schottky model
This model was presented by Mueller et al. [39]. In this model, field
evaporation is described as a thermally activated process where an
integrally charged ion overcomes energy hump Qb (Fig. 2.1(b)). The
model is based on classical electrostatics and the reduction of the potential
barrier is modeled based on the Schottky effect [41]. Furthermore, the
model explicitly implies that full ionization of the atom has to occur
before it crosses the energy barrier. From Fig. 2.1(b) it is clear that
the height of Qb is given by:
Qb = Q0 − Vmax (2.3)
where Vmax is the maximum potential energy of an ion in the presence
of an electric field. To calculate Vmax we first need an expression for the
ionic potential energy term (Vn(x)) of an n-fold ion. Mueller proposed
that this is given by the sum of a simple image potential term and the
potential generated by the applied field (Eq. 2.4), assuming that the
contribution form the ion-core repulsion is negligible [39].
Vn(x) =
−n2q2e
16piε0x︸ ︷︷ ︸
image potential
− nqeFx︸ ︷︷ ︸
field term
(2.4)
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where qe is the electron charge, εo is the permittivity of free space and
F is the electric field strength. The position of where Vn(x) is maximum
(xmax) is given when:
d(Vn(x))
dx
= 0 =⇒ xmax = 12
√
nqe
4piε0F
(2.5)
the potential energy (Vmax) at this position is then given by:
Vmax = −12
√
n3q3eF
4piε0
(2.6)
In the Mueller-Schottky model, this maximum is assumed to always lie on
the right of the crossing point between the atomic and ionic energy curve.
Using equation 2.2, 2.3 and 2.6, the potential barrier for field evaporation
is given by:
Qb = Λ +
∑
n
In − nφe︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q0
− 12
√
n3q3eF
4piε0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vmax
(2.7)
Equation 2.7 can be used to calculate the field required to evaporate at 0 K
for a particular material by setting Qb to zero. The calculated field values
are in good agreement for a number of metals like Ni, Pt, Cu etc. [21].
However careful theoretical and experimental verification have shown this
model to be inconsistent:
• The distance of the Schottky hump (xmax) predicted via the model
is too small to ignore the contribution from the ion-core repulsive
forces. Hence, this model is not self-consistent. Furthermore, on
including the repulsive contribution, the calculated ionic potentials
at the high electric fields required for evaporation do not show the
hump [42].
• The calculated activation energy required for field evaporation after
accounting for the repulsive terms is overestimated by 3 % to 20 %
as compared to experimentally determined ones [43].
• The model is not able to correctly predict the experimentally
determined dependence of the evaporation rate as a function of
applied field for materials like Mo, Ru, W, Ir etc. [44].
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• In cases when the hump lies to the left of the crossing point between
the atomic and ionic potential curves (Fig. 2.1(c)), Qb calculated
using this model would be overestimated.
Forbes et al. [45] argued that the reason for good agreement between
experimental and predicted barrier height for certain materials could be
due the fact that, in certain cases, Mueller’s formula corresponds closely to
the energetics of the more accurate charge exchange mechanism (discussed
below) than to the image hump mechanism.
2.1.2 Charge Exchange model
The Gomer charge exchange model overcomes the limitations of the
Mueller- Schottky model. While the Mueller-Schottky model stipulated
that complete ionization has to occur before the atom crosses the potential
barrier, Gomer et al. [40] postulated a physically different mechanism for
field evaporation. They explained field evaporation using charge-exchange
type model, i.e. ionization and escape occur together, at or near the
potential energy barrier. Theoretical and experimental verification of the
model has shown it to be a more correct description of field evaporation.
For example:
• Physically the process of charge exchange is argued to be more
realistic than the one proposed in the image hump [46].
• The activation energies and the distance of the potential
barrier predicted using this model is in good agreement with
experiments [46, 47].
• The relationships predicted between (1) barrier height and field(√
Qb ∼ 1F
)
and (2) barrier height and the distance (xint) from
the surface to the energy barrier
(√
Qb ∼ xint
)
(xint represented in
Fig. 2.1(c,d)) are compatible with experiments [48, 46]
• The predicted dependence of the evaporation rate on applied field
is compatible with experiments [44].
The height of the potential barrier as modeled using the Gomer charge
exchange model is given by:
Q
′
b = Λ+
∑
n
In−nφe− n
2q2e
16piε0xint
−neFxint−Ba2 −4Ea+µaF+
1
2 (αa − αi)F 2
4piε0
(2.8)
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where xint is the distance between the metal surface and the point where
the potential curves intersect, Ba and 4Ea are the broadening and shift
of the energy level of the adsorbate species due to the interaction with the
substrate, µa is the zero-field dipole of the adsorbate species and αa and αi
are the adsorbate polarizabilities in the neutrally bound and ionic states.
Although this model is more accurate compared to the Mueller-Schottky
model, several parameters used to calculate the barrier height are difficult
to obtain experimentally thereby, making it difficult to use this model.
However, some general conclusions can be made about the potential
barrier required for field evaporation. It is clear from equation 2.8 that
the sublimation energy, which is a material property, impacts the barrier
height. Hence materials with higher sublimation energies (e.g. refractory
materials) will have larger barrier height and hence will require a higher
field to evaporate. Furthermore, the work function also important. Since
the work function of a material is crystallographic orientation dependent
(higher for low index planes and vice-versa for high index planes), the
field required for evaporation will vary depending on the crystallographic
orientation. Work functions typically vary by 1-2 eV, leading to a
predicted regional variation in field of ~10-20 % [49]. During this project
the presence of these high fields at low index crystallographic orientations
were regularly observed in experimental data (Fig. 3.16, 3.20, 4.5).
The success of the charge exchange model has triggered debate about
the nature of the exchange mechanism. Essentially two mechanisms have
been proposed: (1) charge hopping and (2) charge draining [50, 51]. The
former describes the process as a sharp transition from the atomic to
the ionic state. The latter describes it as a quantum mechanical process
in which the charge is gradually drained from the evaporating atom
to the surface of the specimen. This mechanism is believed to be the
most accurate description of field evaporation [46]. Based on the charge
draining mechanism, Kreuzer and Nath [52] derived a generalized scaling
law for the barrier height using density functional theory:
Qb
Q0
=
√
1− F
F0
+ 12 ×
F
F0
ln
1−
√
1− FF0
1 +
√
1− FF0
 (2.9)
where Q0 is the barrier height at zero field, F is the applied field and F0
is the field required to evaporate at 0 K. This scaling law has been found
to be in good agreement with a number of metals [53]. Experimental
verification of this scaling law for Si is discussed in section 2.3.1. We used
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this law extensively during this doctoral project to obtain the variation
of barrier height as a function of applied field.
2.2 Postionization
Figure 2.2 – Kingham curve for Si.
The charge state ratio is defined as
(Sin+/(Si1+ + Si2+)) × 100,where n=1,2.
reproduced from [54]
As it is quite evident from the
discussion above, determining the
field values at the apex is essential
for calculating the height of the
potential barrier at the time
of field evaporation. However,
calculating the field values from
the applied voltage is not trivial
as the field is a complex interplay
between the applied voltage, tip
geometry, material conductivity
and surface properties. One
way of quantifying the field at
the apex is via the theory of
postionization. Haydock and
Kingham [55] showed that the
experimentally observed multiple
charge states of the field evaporated ions are linked to the strength of the
field at the apex (Fig. 2.2). They postulated that an ion may ionize to
higher charge states while it passes through the high field region adjacent
to the apex of the specimen post field evaporation. They modeled the
probability of postionization based on the probability of tunneling of
the electrons of the evaporated ion back into the specimen [54]. The
tunneling probability was calculated by first approximating the potential
distribution for a given field near the apex. Subsequently, the tunneling
probability was derived as a function of the distance of the ion from the
surface by using the Schrödinger Equation of the model system. Finally,
by integrating the tunneling probability over the surface ion path, the
postionization probability for a given field was calculated. This process
is repeated for different electric fields at the apex and the corresponding
charge states ratios (CSR) are calculated. CSR for an element A is defined
as Ai+/(Σ
i
Ai+), where Ai+ (i=1, 2...) is the measured number of counts
of Ai+ ions. The thus calculated curves between the field and the charge
state ratios are known as Kingham curves (Fig. 2.2). Comparisons
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of theory and experiment, of the dependence of observed charge state
ratios on the field at the apex show good qualitative agreement for many
metals [54, 56]. However, Lam et al. [57] argued that the expression
derived by Kingham et al. for the potential distribution and the tunneling
probability as a function of distance from the apex surface had certain
deficiencies. For example, the tunneling potential determined by Kingham
et al. was not an equipotential over the surface which, according to Lam
et al., should effect the tunneling probability and hence the probability
of postionization. These deficiencies may explain the poor quantitative
agreement between the theoretically calculated and the experimentally
determined curves [56]. In section 2.3.2 we will compare the theoretical
and experimental Kingham curves for Si.
One of the most interesting features of post-ionization is that it is
independent of the temperature, making it an extremely useful tool to
determine the electric field at the apex in L-APT analysis. In this thesis,
we will use the experimentally determined Kingham curves extensively
to determine the global and the local electric field distributions over the
apex surface.
2.3 Experimental verification of the theory of
field evaporation for semiconductors
The theory of field evaporation discussed above was originally only
developed for metals. In this section, we will verify it experimentally
for semiconductors using Si. We will first look at the dependence of
evaporation probability, i.e. flux, as a function of applied voltage (barrier
height) and laser power (temperature). Subsequently, we will describe a
procedure to calculate the Kingham curves experimentally and compare
them to the theoretical curves. In the end we will discuss the validity of
Equation 2.9 for calculating the barrier height in semiconductors.
2.3.1 Evaporation probability versus the applied field and
temperature
According to Equation 2.1, the evaporation portability increases
exponentially with any decrease in barrier height or increase in
temperature. The evaporation probability, barrier height and temperature
are proportional to the experimentally observed flux (atoms/pulse),
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1
applied voltage and laser power respectively. Hence, the rate law can
be verified experimentally by observing the dependence of the flux with
respect to (a) applied electric field (@ constant laser power) and (b)
temperature (@ constant applied voltage). Taking the natural log of
equation 2.1 and replacing Pevap, Qb and T with their experimental
counterparts we get:
ln(φ) = − Q(V )
KBT (LP )
+ ln(A) (2.10)
where φ is the flux in atoms/pulse, Q(V) is the barrier height as a function
of the applied voltage V, T(LP) is the temperature at the apex as a
function of laser power (LP) and A is the pre-exponential constant.
Figure 2.3 – Experimental verification of the rate law. (a) Evaporation flux as a
function of applied voltage at constant laser power (green (λ = 515 nm) and UV
(λ = 343 nm)) (b) Evaporation flux as a function of laser power (green and UV) at
constant voltage.
Assuming that in Si illuminated by green or UV laser temperature
varies linearly with laser power, the behavior predicted Eq. 2.10 was
experimentally verified by running an L-APT analysis at constant voltage
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and measuring the impact of a changing laser power on the observed flux
(Fig. 2.3(a)). Alternatively, the impact of the field was experimentally
verified by running an L-APT analysis at constant laser power and
changing the applied voltage (Fig. 2.3(b)). Please note, the interval
of the applied DC bias shown in Fig. 2.3(b) was such that the barrier
height can be approximated to vary linearly with voltage. As theoretically
predicted, we observed a linear behavior between the ln(φ) and (a) voltage
(@ constant LP), (b) LP (@ constant voltage) (Fig. 2.3). Interestingly,
if we can calculate the barrier height from the applied voltage, the
temperature at the apex can be calculated from the slope of the curve in
Fig. 2.3(a). This forms the basis of the new temperature determination
method we developed and is discussed comprehensively in chapter 3.
2.3.2 Kingham curves for postionization
In this section, we will first discuss the procedure to experimentally obtain
the Kingham curves for postionization and then compare them to the
theoretical curves.
Figure 2.4 – Laser power versus Voltage curve to calculate V0. APT measurements
done on Si samples illuminated by a green laser (λ = 515 nm) at constant flux (0.02
atoms/pulse) and a base temperature of 15 K.
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For the experimental verification of the curves, a two-step approach
was used. As the first step, we calculated the voltage V0 required to field
evaporate the Si specimen at 0 K. In the second step, we will calculate the
field values at each measurement point using the previously determined
V0 value.
Step 1: To calculate the V0 value APT measurements were done
on Si samples illuminated by the green laser (λ = 515 nm) at constant
flux (0.02 atoms/pulse) and a base temperature of 15 K [58]. The laser
power was then changed and the corresponding change in applied voltage
required to maintain the constant flux was noted. The resulting curve
was then extrapolated to calculate the ordinate at zero laser power. This
ordinate value represents the V0 value of that specific tip (Fig. 2.4).
Step 2. The field values at every measurement point in Fig. 2.4 were
calculated as follows. As discussed in Appendix A.1, the field (F) at the
apex is proportional to the applied voltage (V). Hence, at constant radius
Fi
F0
= Vi
V0
(2.11)
where Fi is field at the ith data point, Vi is voltage at the ith data point
and F0 is the field required for evaporation at 0 K temperature. FiF0 is
known as the field fraction and is the measure of the fraction of energy
provided by the field for evaporation. Similarly, ViV0 is known as the voltage
fraction. Using Equation 2.11 we can now plot field fraction versus the
observed CSR at each data point (Fig. 2.5(A)). In this thesis we will
refer to these curves as calibration curves.
In order to compare the experimental calibration curve to theoretically
predicted Kingham curves, we need to assume a value of F0. In scientific
literature F0 values for Si range from 27 V/nm to 33 V/nm have been
reported [21, 59, 60]. In this thesis we calibrated the F0 value (=
27.5 V/nm) such that experimental field value at CSR = 50% matches
with the theoretically predicted value (Fig. 2.5(B)). As can be seen
in Fig. 2.5(B) the experimental results were repeatable for different
specimen shape, flux used to calculate V0 etc., i.e. the observed CSR as
a function of field is only material dependent. Although the experimental
Kingham curves have a similar shape as the theoretically predicted ones,
their dependency on field is less pronounced. The potential sources
of error on the experimental curve are V0 and the excess increase in
the voltage required at each point due the increase in the radius of
the tip apex. Regarding the error due to V0, it is calculated using
the assumption that at zero laser power, the temperature of the tip
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is 0 K. However, at zero laser power the temperature at the apex is
equal to the base temperature set during the measurement, i.e. 15 K
hence, underestimating V0. This underestimation would result in a less
pronounced dependence of CSR on field. However, to obtain the same
dependence as predicted by theory implies that V0 is underestimated by
∼4 times. Such a large underestimation of V0 is not expected considering
the V0 value of calculated using a base temperature of 15 K is higher by
only 1.06 times as compared to the value calculated at 80 K. The second
source of error, i.e. the excess voltage required due to the increase in
radius also leads to a broadening of the experimental curve. The impact
of this was minimized by reducing the number of collected atoms per data
point (~10 000 atoms/data point) such that only a few mono-layers are
evaporated during the whole measurement. Indeed, the repeatability of
the experimental curves for tips with different shank angles proves that
the increasing radius has negligible impact (Fig. 2.5).
Figure 2.5 – (A) Experimentally determined dependence of CSR on the field fraction
for Si samples illuminated by a green laser (λ = 515 nm). In this thesis we will
refer to this curve as the calibration curve. (B) Experimental Kingham curves derived
from the calibration curve by using an F0 = 27.5 V/nm. The experimental curve is
compared to the theoretical Kingham curve for Si [54]. To check the independence
of the experimental Kingham curves to experimental parameters like tip shape, flux
etc., the curves were calculated on multiple tips, i.e. each tip had a different shape
and the flux used to calculate V0 of the different specimens ranged between 0.01 -
0.04 atoms/pulse.
Hence the disagreement between theory and experimental data is
potentially a result of the deficiencies in the theoretical treatment of
postionization as discussed section 2.2. In this thesis, all mentioned
field fraction values were calculated using experimental calibration curves,
unless stated otherwise.
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2.3.3 Barrier Height as a function of applied field:
Mueller-Schottky model versus Gomer’s model
The models for field evaporation discussed in Section 2.1 were developed
for metals. Hence, it is necessary to test the accuracy of these models for
semiconductors before we can use them. Mazumder et al. [58] reported
that the Mueller-Schottky model accurately predicts the change in barrier
height as a function of field in Si. However, as discussed by Forbes
et al. [45], the accurate predictions of the Mueller-Schottky model could
be due to the fact that in certain field ranges the model corresponds more
closely to the energetic of the charge exchange mechanism and thereby
accurately predicts Q(F). In this section we will experimentally test the
validity of the two models for a broad range of applied fields.
One method to experimentally gauge the applicability of each model
is by observing the behavior of the locus of constant flux in the (F,LP)
plane. Rewriting Equation 2.10
Qb = ln
(
A
φ
)
KB × T (2.12)
Equation 2.12 states that the shape of the locus of constant flux in the
(Qb, T) plane is a straight line. Assuming linear absorption of green laser
by Si, the locus of constant flux in the (Qb, LP) plane is also a straight
line. Hence Equation 2.12 becomes,
Qb = B × LP (2.13)
where B is a function of φ, absorption coefficient of Si, the pre-exponential
constant A and KB. Since the theoretical models predict the dependence
of Qb as a function of applied field (F), the theoretical model can be
validated by comparing the experimental and theoretical shapes of the
locus of constant flux in the (F,LP) space (Fig. 2.6). As can be seen in
Fig. 2.6, for Si the scaling law presented by Kreuzer and Nath (Eq. 2.9)
can predict the change in the barrier height as a function of applied field.
While the Mueller-Schottky model (Eq. 2.7) can predict this dependence
only for a small range of field values (16 V/nm - 20 V/nm). As expected
from the discussion in section 2.1, Gomer’s charge exchange model is a
more reliable way to estimate the barrier height in semiconductors.
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Figure 2.6 – Experimental verification of the models predicting the dependence of
barrier height (Qb) on applied field. L-APT analysis was done on a Si tip using green
laser. The Kreuzer and Nath’s scaling law based on Gomer’s charge exchange model
can predict this dependence over a wide range of applied field values. While, the
Mueller-Schottky model correctly predicts this dependence over a very short range on
applied field values.
2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we described the theoretical framework that describes
the process of field evaporation. We discussed the dependence of
the evaporation probability/flux of a given element on the field and
temperature at the surface of the specimen. Furthermore, we presented
the available models that describe the dependence of (1) the observed
charge state ratios and (2) the potential barrier height for field evaporation
as a function of the applied field. In general the theoretical models
discussed here and those present in scientific literature were developed for
metals. We tested the models experimentally for semiconductors (using
Si as an example) and observed that:
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• The rate law (Eq. 2.1), which states that the evaporation
probability increases exponentially with any increase in field or
temperature, is also valid for semiconductors. However, at the
start of this thesis project, it could only be used for qualitative
assessment since, the relations between the input parameters (Qb,
T and A) and experimental parameters (voltage and laser power)
were not well defined. With the progression of the thesis project,
a better understanding of these relations (especially in regards to
semiconductors) was realized and the law was used extensively. In
chapter 3, we will describe an experimental procedure to derive the
temperature at the apex of the specimen using this law.
• The Kingham curves for postionization describe the observed CSR
as a function of applied field. On comparing the theoretically
predicted and experimental curves, we observed that the theoretical
curves describe the dependence qualitatively. However, the
theoretical curves overestimate the sensitivity of postionization to
the electric field for a number of semiconductors (Si, Ge, GaN).
This discrepancy can be explained on the basis of the use of an
inaccurate potential distribution over the surface to calculate the
tunneling probabilities. In this thesis, we used the experimental
Kingham curves to calculate the field distributions over the apex at
the time of field evaporation.
• There are mainly two models, the Mueller-Schottky model and the
Gomer’s charge exchange model, available in scientific literature
to describe the dependence of Qb as a function of applied field.
While the input parameters for the Mueller-Schottky model are
easily accessible, it can correctly predict the dependence for a very
limited number of metals. On the other hand the Gomer’s model is
more accurate but the input parameters required are not known for
most materials. Kreuzer and Nath presented a scaling law for the
dependence based on the Gomer’s model. We experimentally tested
the two models for Si and observed that the scaling law can predict
the change in the barrier height as a function applied field. We will
use this scaling law in chapter 3 to derive the temperature reached
by the specimen under laser pulsing.
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Laser-tip interaction
In this chapter, we will present the current understanding of the
interaction between a pulsed laser and a semiconducting nanometric tip
and our contribution to this understanding. To this end, we will first
describe the current state of the art. Our contribution to the subject is
briefly discussed in Section 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. The results of the work done
on laser-tip interaction are discussed in more detail in the articles (Article
I, II and III) attached at the end of the chapter.
The introduction of laser pulsing to APT helped broaden the scope
of its application to lowly conductive materials [61]. However, the actual
mechanism by which the laser helps in field evaporation is still a topic
of discussion. It is well known that absorption of laser light could lead
to a temperature increase. However, the laser being an electromagnetic
wave also has an inherent electric field which could potentially lead to
field enhancement at the tip surface [62]. Hence, in theory the laser could
stimulate field evaporation both by decreasing the potential barrier height
and as well as increasing the temperature at the apex.
In semiconductors, heating under laser illumination includes carrier
excitation; carrier redistribution through drift/diffusion, scattering and
carrier relaxation. Fig. 3.1 outlines some of the processes (and their
respective timescales) that take place in a semiconductor [63]. The typical
timescale for field evaporation is of the order of a few picoseconds [64]
hence, ~complete thermalization of the charge carriers is expected to occur
before field evaporation.
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Figure 3.1 – (A) Electron and lattice excitation in a semiconductor excited with
light: (a) multiphoton absorption, (b) free-carrier absorption, (c) impact ionization,
(d) carrier distribution, (e) carrier-carrier scattering, (f) carrier-phonon scattering, (g)
radiative recombination, (h) Auger recombination, (i) diffusion of excited carriers, (j)
thermal diffusion, (k) ablation and (l) resolidification or condensation. (B) Timescales
of the electron and lattice processes in laser excited solids. Reproduced from ref [63]
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Regarding the field effect of the laser, even though the optical electric
field is strong enough to lower the potential barrier for field evaporation,
it has a very high oscillation frequency (1015 Hz). Such high frequencies
translate into a time period of ∼1 femtosecond of the field oscillation
at the surface. Considering that field evaporation occurs over a few
picoseconds [64], this momentary oscillation in the potential barrier height
is too short for field evaporation. Hence atoms being directly excited
by the electric field of the laser can be excluded. An alternate method
for atom excitation based on the optical rectification effect at metal
surfaces was proposed by A. Vella et al. [65]. They proposed that
since the electrons at the surface see an asymmetric potential, their
oscillating motion inside the optical field is also not symmetric. Hence,
the average position of the surface electrons moves slightly away from
surface leading to a net electric field long enough to field evaporate
an atom. To ascertain the dominant mechanism for field evaporation
theoretical and experimental work was done to understand (1) the spatial
distribution of absorbed light in the tip [66, 67, 68] and (2) the effect of
laser properties (like power, wavelength, pulse duration) on the obtained
mass resolution, surface diffusion, flux [24, 69] etc. The evidence gathered
from these studies strongly support a thermally activated process under
laser illumination. In detail,
• Surface migration of atoms was shown to occur at high laser
powers [69]. Since surface migration is a thermally activated process,
this observation supports a thermal effect of the laser.
• The observed charge state ratio during L-APT analysis is
independent of the incident laser power (Fig. 3.2). Since the CSR
ratio is only a function of field at the apex and is independent of
the temperature (Chapter 2.2), this observation is strongly against
a field effect of the laser.
• The mass resolving power decreased at higher laser power and/or in
samples with a lower thermal diffusion coefficient of the sample [70,
69]. Considering that the tail of a mass peak predominantly effects
the mass resolution in L-APT analysis, its dependence on the
thermal properties of the material suggests a heating up of the
specimen under laser illumination. Furthermore, the atom emission
time after the interaction with the laser was observed to ∼2 µs for
poor thermally conducting materials [69]. This is much longer than
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the laser pulse length (∼femtoseconds). If the laser had a field effect,
the emission times should be as short as the laser pulse.
• The dependence of the flux, at constant field, as a function of
laser power at different base temperatures can only be explained
by a thermally activated process. Indeed, as shown by F. Vurpillot
et al. [24], physical parameters, such as evaporation time, obtained
when explaining the above dependence for W using the field effect
are erroneous. However, when explaining the dependence using the
thermal effect of the laser, a good agreement with expected values
is obtained for physical parameters like temperature, barrier height,
vibration frequency etc.
Figure 3.2 – No variation in CSR is observed when the incident laser power is changed
(shown as a variation in flux on the secondary Y-axis) and the applied DC bias is
maintained constant. The L-APT analysis was done on Si using a green laser.
One of the main experimental observations against a thermally activated
process was the inconsistent short cooling times in materials with high
thermal conductivity. For example, F. Vurpillot et al. observed a cooling
time in W tips of ∼ 550 ± 200 ps [71] (using a pump-probe technique),
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i.e. the heated area should be few 100 nm using the thermal diffusion co-
efficient of W. However, the small heated zone is inconsistent considering
the large laser spot size (∼800 µm) and homogeneous heating of the tip
(as suggested by Tsong et al. [72]). The small heated zone was later
explained by Houard et al. [66]. They simulated absorption of light in a
nanoscaled metallic tip using finite-difference time domain (FDTD) and
demonstrated that the apex of a metallic tip behaves like a diffraction
source and emits light in all direction. The interaction between incoming
and diffracted light results in oscillating absorption zones on the tip
surface. The period of these oscillations is equal to the wavelength of
incident light (Fig. 3.3(A)) and the absorption density along the axis
of the tip is maximum at the apex with rapid decay along the shank
(Fig. 3.3(B)). This implies that the tip is heated in a small region close
to the apex.
Figure 3.3 – (A) Absorption maps calculated by FDTD on Al tips (illuminated side)
for incident laser of 355 nm. The color bar is in (W/m3) and corresponds to the power
absorption density for an incoming intensity of 1 W/m2 (B) Normalized absorption
density profile along tip axis for λ = 360 nm (blue), 515 nm (green), 800 nm (red) and
1200 nm (brown.) Inset: zoom of the absorption profile at the apex for λ = 360 nm
(blue) and 515 nm (green). Reproduced from [66]
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As outlined in chapter 1, the main issues with analyzing
semiconducting/insulating materials using L-APT are the reduced spatial
resolution and the high failure rate. The causes for the reduced spatial
resolution are the transverse kinetic energy provided to the atom due to
the temperature generation under laser illumination and the erroneous
reconstruction due to the asymmetrical apex shapes obtained due to
laser absorption. The observed high failure rate could be due to the
inefficient laser absorption by high bandgap materials like SiO2, Si3N4,
HfO2 etc., commonly used in nanoelectronic devices. To improve on
these shortcomings a deeper understanding of the interaction between
the laser and the semiconducting tip is required. To do this, we first
developed a new algorithm to determine the temperature at the apex of a
semiconducting specimen during L-APT analysis (Section 3.1). We then
used the method to understand:
1. The thermal response of a semiconducting tip using Si under green
(λ = 515 nm) illumination as an example (Section 3.1)
2. The effect of the laser on the apex shape of a moderately absorbing
tip using Si under green (λ = 515 nm) illumination as an example
(Section 3.2) and
3. The absorption mechanisms in tips analyzed by a sub-bandgap laser
using GaN (bandgap Eg = 3.39 eV) analyzed via a green laser
(2.4 eV) as a case study (Section 3.3).
In each section I will first discuss in detail the importance and the current
state of the art of the subject. I will then summarize my contribution to
the same. The results obtained during this doctoral project are thoroughly
discussed in Articles I, II, and III attached at the end of the chapter.
3.1 Quantification of the temperature rise
In this section we will briefly discuss the method we developed to
determine the temperature. The method is discussed in more detail in
the Article I, attached at the end of the chapter.
The temperature rise in the specimen due to its interaction with a
femtosecond laser is of great interest in the L-APT community. Accurate
determination of the temperature reached during a L-APT measurement
is vital for both (1) understanding the physical nature of the interaction
between a nanoscaled tip and a femtosecond pulsed layer, and (2)
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assessment of the effect the laser power has on the quality of the
APT measurement. For instance, Gault et al. [73] showed that high
laser powers lead to surface migration of atoms, thereby, degrading
the lateral resolution. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the
laser power has a direct impact on the accuracy of quantification of the
technique [74, 75]. Also J. Bunton et al. [70] determined that the mass
resolving power of the laser-assisted atom probe depends on the laser
power, the laser spot size, the thermal diffusion coefficient of the sample
etc. From the point of view of the physical understanding of the nature
of this interaction, the temperature distribution over the apex would help
in understanding the spatial distribution of the absorption. Moreover,
the access to the dependence of the temperature on laser power would
provide valuable insight into the absorption mechanisms (linear/non-
linear) especially, in the case of high bandgap materials. However a
direct correlation between the laser power and the temperature is not
straightforward to predict. This is so because the tip represents a sub-
wavelength object and concurrent processes of absorption, excited carrier
generation, carrier migration, tip heating and cooling occur on extremely
short time scales (picosecond - nanosecond).
Figure 3.4 – Temperature determination using a combination of pulsed voltage APT
and L-APT. Reproduced from [76]. Due to the erroneous analysis of semiconductors
using voltage pulsed based APT for semiconductors, this method cannot be used for
these materials.
Methods based on using a combination of pulsed voltage APT and
L-APT have been proposed [77, 76] and are based on the assumption
that the laser leads to a temperature increase. Hence, the temperature
at the apex can be determined by comparing the voltage/field required
to evaporate a specimen (at a given flux) at different laser powers to
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a reference curve between voltage/field and base temperature. The
reference curve is measured using pulsed voltage pulsed based APT at
the same flux as the L-APT. However this method discussed cannot be
employed for semiconductors as it relies on the propagation of high-voltage
pulses through the tip, which is nearly impossible for semiconductors and
insulators without excessive dispersion [25]. We developed a new method
for temperature determination in semiconductors. The method is based on
the physics of the field evaporation process, more specifically, the known
exponential dependence (Eq. 2.1) of the evaporation flux φ on the apex
temperature T.
3.1.1 The Method
As discussed in the previous chapter, the evaporation flux (φ) increases
exponentially with any increase in field (F) or temperature (T) and is
mathematically represented as an Arrhenius equation.
φ = Aexp
(−(Qb)
KBT
)
(3.1)
where Qb is the potential barrier height as a function of applied field, A
is the pre-exponential constant and KB is the Boltzmann constant. The
natural log of Equation 3.1 represents a straight line and states that
at constant temperature, the ln(φ) increases linearly with a decreasing
potential barrier with a slope of − 1KBT (Eq. 3.2).
ln(φ) = − Qb
KBT
+ ln(A) =⇒ T = − 1
KB
d(Qb)
d(ln(φ)) (3.2)
Hence experimentally the temperature value can be determined via a
L-APT measurement done at constant laser power (i.e. a constant
temperature pulse) and varying the barrier height and measuring the
corresponding change in flux. Since the barrier height is a function of
applied electric field, it can be changed by the applied DC voltage. The
barrier height was quantified using the scaling law (Eq. 3.3) proposed by
Kreuzer and Nath (discussed in chapter 2).
Qb =
√1− F
F0
+ 12 ×
F
F0
ln
1−
√
1− FF0
1 +
√
1− FF0
×Q0 (3.3)
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Taking a closer look at equation 3.3, the input parameters to calculate
the barrier height are FF0 , i.e. the field fraction, and Q0.
Regarding field fraction, as discussed in chapter 2, it is equal to voltage
fraction ( VV0 Eq. 2.11). Hence, a way to calculate the temperature at
the apex would be to first determine the V0 value for every tip (method
discussed in Chapter 2.3.2) and use the voltage fraction in equation 3.3
to calculate the barrier height. However, this method is tedious as V0
is geometry dependent (ranging from 10 to 14 kV in the case of the
tips of Fig. 3.5(a)) and needs to be measured for every tip. This is
so because the applied voltage translates into an electric field at the apex,
and while the field required to evaporate (at a given flux and temperature)
is geometry independent, the voltage required to generate the desired field
depends on the geometry of the tip (discussed in Appendix A). An elegant
alternative would be to use the obtained CSR during the measurement to
calibrate the V/V0. As discussed in Chapter 2.3.2, the calibration curves
link the CSR to the V/V0 and are geometry independent (Fig. 3.5(b)).
Figure 3.5 – (a) Geometry dependence of V0. The different curves are calculated
using a green laser (λ = 515 nm) on Si tips. The variation in V0 for the different
tips implies a different geometry of each. (b) Experimentally determined dependence
of CSR on the V/V0 for different tips. As can be seen they are independent of the
geometry of the tip. These curves are referred to as calibration curves in this thesis.
Concerning Q0, values ranging from 5.03 – 6.2 eV have been reported
in literature calculated experimentally as well as theoretically [60, 78, 79].
The temperature values obtained in this thesis are calculated using Q0
= 5.86 eV, observed from first principle molecular dynamic simulation
performed in ref [60]. The error induced on the temperature value due to
the uncertainty on Q0 is discussed in detail in section 3.1.2.
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In summary, the process flow for determining the temperature at the
apex is (Fig. 3.6):
1. Run a L-APT analysis at constant laser power and measure the
change in flux as a function of applied voltages (Fig. 3.6(1)).
2. The change of voltage at each data point corresponds to a change
in field. The latter implies that each data point also has a unique
CSR (Fig. 3.6(2))
3. Convert the obtained CSR at each step to V/V0 using
experimentally determined calibration curve (Fig. 3.6(3)).
4. The V/V0 values are in-turn used to calculate the barrier
height using the scaling law proposed by Kreuzer and Nath and
Q0=5.86 eV (Fig. 3.6(4)).
5. Finally, the slope of the linear regression of ln(φ) and barrier height
is used to calculate temperature, since the slope is equal to −1KBT
(Fig. 3.6(5)).
Figure 3.6 – Process flow for determining the temperature at the apex of the
specimen. The shown example is for a Si tip illuminated by a green laser (λ = 515 nm)
and an incident power of 0.82 mW
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3.1.2 Error analysis
To evaluate the error of the derived temperature values, we rewrite Eq. 3.2
as:
T = − 1
KB
1︷ ︸︸ ︷
d(Qb)
d
(
V
V0
)
d(ln(φ))
d(CSR)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2
× d(CSR)
d
(
V
V0
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
3
(3.4)
Concerning the error of the determined temperatures, Eq. 3.4 already
shows a major advantage of the proposed method, i.e. it only implies
first derivatives. Hence, it is insensitive to the absolute values of
unknown parameters like A. Going into more details, error on the derived
temperature value could be due to:
• an error on the quantification of the three differentials in Eq. 3.4 due
to inaccurate determination of constants like Q0, V0 etc. and/or,
• an error originating from the statistical variation on the two
experimental parameter φ and CSR.
In this thesis, we refer to the error induced due to an erroneous
quantification of the differentials in Eq. 3.4 of as systematic errors
because they are independent of the measurement. The error originating
due to the statistical variation is called as a random error.
3.1.2.1 Systematic error
The various sources of systematic errors are:
1. Erroneous modeling of the barrier height (1 in Eq. 3.4). The
Kreuzer and Nath’s scaling law accurately predicts the change in Qb
as a function of applied field, as shown in chapter 2.3.3. The only
unknown parameter which has a direct impact on the temperature
value is Q0. To calculate the error on the derived temperature value
originating due to Q0, lets rewrite Eq. 3.3 as
Qb = f
(
V
V0
)
Q0 (3.5)
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Substituting Eq. 3.5 in Eq. 3.3 and using error propagation theory
and to calculate the error on T due to Q0, we get:
∆T = ∂(T )
∂(Q0)
×∆Q0 =⇒ ∆T
T
= ∆Q0
Q0
(3.6)
The relative error on Q0 from the values reported in scientific
literature is ∆Q0Q0 ~0.08 [60, 78, 79], i.e. the ∆T due to Q0 is∼0.08× T . Hence, for a temperature of ~300 K, a systematic error
of ±24 K is present due to the uncertainty on Q0. Please note
that since Q0 is a multiplication term in Qb, the relative difference
between two derived temperature values, i.e. Ti−TjTi , is independent
of Q0.
2. Inaccurate determination of the flux (2 in Eq. 3.4). The evaporation
probability as described by the Arrhenius equation (Eq. 3.1)
explicitly assume that the evaporation probability of each atom is
independent of the other atoms, i.e. removal of an atom has no
effect on the evaporation probability of the other. The probability
distribution (P) as a function of number of pluses (np) taken by each
atom to evaporate can then me modeled using a Poisson process and
is mathematically defined as:
P = KDexp(−np ×KD) (3.7)
where KD is the average flux in atoms/pulse. However, De Geuser
et al. demonstrated that the evaporation probability of the surface
atoms is also a function of the neighboring atoms [80]. They
showed that the evaporation of a single atom may locally enhance
the electric field and consequently lead to rapid evaporation of
neighboring atoms. This implies that, experimentally a higher P(np)
is obtained for low np (Fig. 3.7(a)) and hence the experimental
average flux (φ) is always higher than the flux (KD) predicted by the
Arrhenius equation. KD can be calculated by fitting Eq. 3.7 to the
tail of the experimental P(np) since the tail represents uncorrelated
evaporation events. A constant ratio between φ and KD observed
for the range of fluxes used to measure the temperature value
(Fig. 3.7(b)) implies that the higher flux observed due to correlated
evaporation has no effect on the determined temperature value. This
is so because the proposed method to calculate temperature depends
on ln(φ) and is a differential technique.
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Figure 3.7 – (A) Experimental (red) and theoretical (blue) probability distribution of
the number of pulses between evaporation events. The experimental distribution
is measured using Si tip illuminated by a green laser. The theoretical curve is
calculated from Eq. 3.7. The area under the experimental curve is higher than the
theoretical curve, i.e. Φ > KD. (B) Ratio of the experimentally determined to the
theoretically calculated flux. The theoretical flux was determined by fitting the tail
of the experimental curve.
3. Experimental determination of V0 (3 in Eq. 3.4). As shown in
chapter 2.3.2, V0 is calculated as the extrapolation towards zero
laser power of the laser power v/s voltage curve (measured at
constant flux and assuming that at zero laser power the temperature
at the apex is 0 K). However, at zero laser power the temperature
at the apex is equal to the base temperature set during the
measurement. Due to this the V0 value is underestimated or in other
words the V/V0 is overestimated. This implies that the calculated
barrier height (using the Kreuzer and Nath scaling law) is always
underestimated. From Eq. 3.4, the estimated temperature value
is a function of ∂(Qb)
∂
(
V
V0
) . Taking into account that in the range of
V/V0 used to derive T, Qb can be approximated to vary linearly
with V/V0, ∂(Qb)
∂
(
V
V0
) is equal to:
Qb = Q′
(
1− V
V0
)
=⇒ ∂(Qb)
∂
(
V
V0
) = −Q′ (3.8)
where Q’ is a proportionality factor resulting from the linearization.
As can be seen Eq. 3.8, ∂(Qb)
∂
(
V
V0
) is independent of V0 hence,
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the underestimation in the experimental V0 has minor impact on
the derived temperature values in the range where Q’ remains
constant. Indeed, on deliberately overestimating V0 and calculating
the resulting temperature values using the same set of experimental
data (φ and CSR) (Fig. 3.8) a similar T is derived for a range of
V0 values (V0 = (V0 + 4) kV).
Figure 3.8 – Impact of underestimation of V0 on the derived temperature values.
The different T/Q0 were calculated on the same set of experimental data of φ and
CSR and iteratively overestimating the V0. A similar temperature value is obtained
in that range of V0 values where the Q’ (Eq. 3.8) remains the same. The error bar
shown in the figure is the random error due to the statistical noise on φ and CSR (cf.
section 3.1.2.2).
In summary, the only source of systematic error on the derived
temperature values is the uncertainty on Q0. However, since the described
method is a differential technique, the relative difference between two
temperature values is independent of Q0. Hence, this method proves
extremely useful to compare the temperature reached at the apex under
different experimental conditions.
3.1.2.2 Random error
The random error originates from the statistical noise on the two
experimental parameter φ and CSR. Obviously, increasing the number of
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measured atoms reduces this random error. In more detail, the flux can be
modeled as a Poisson process and hence, the random error on the flux can
be obtained as the counting statistic error on a Poisson distribution, i.e.
φ
√
φ
N , where N is the number of atoms. The statistical error on the CSR
was calculated by dividing the collected data into smaller blocks of atoms.
The error on CSR was then calculated as the standard deviation on the
average CSR of individual blocks. A block size of ∼2 500 atoms minimized
the error on the CSR. Furthermore, the precision on temperature will
also depend on the range of CSR values considered, due to the non-linear
relation between CSR and field fraction (Fig. 3.5). The temperature
values were calculated by collecting 30 000 – 50 000 atoms. Using the
counting statistic error on a Poisson distribution, the relative error on
ln(φ), i.e. ∆ln(φ)ln(φ) , is between ~ ±1x10-5 – ±8x10-4. The relative error
on CSR
(∆CSR
CSR
)
for a block size of 2500 – 5000 atoms was evaluated
between ~ ±0.004 – ±0.01. Using error propagation theory (discussed in
detail in article I), this results in a precision of ∆TT ~ ±4 % – ±10 % i.e.
a variation of ~12-30 K for an estimated temperature of 300 K. In this
thesis, we always report the random error and neglect the systematic error
due to Q0.
3.1.3 Thermal response of a Si tip under green laser
As a first case study, we applied the above described method to Si
specimens to (1) sample the (potential) effects of dopant type and
concentration as these, for instance, could lead to enhanced absorption
due to free carrier absorption and (2) to gain insight into the heating of
the specimen initially kept at two different base temperatures.
The (potential) effects of dopant type and concentration was studied
by measuring temperature on four Si samples, of which two were n-type
doped (4x1014 atoms/cm3 and 5x1019 atoms/cm3) and the other two
were p-type doped (3x1015 atoms/cm3 and 1019 atoms/cm3) at different
laser powers. All measurements were done using the Laser Assisted Wide
Angle Tomographic Atom Probe (LAWATAP) from Cameca using laser
pulsing (λ = 515 nm, 400 fs pulse duration). Assuming a spot size of
100 µm in diameter and all light is incident on the tip, the resulting laser
influence (J/cm2) for the used laser powers is summarized in Table. 3.1.
However, since the spot size and cross-section of the tip over which the
laser is incident is not known, laser power (mW) is reported throughout
this thesis.
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Laser power (mW) Laser influence (J/cm2)
1.22 1.56×10-3
1.84 2.34×10-3
2.82 3.60×10-3
0.75 9.60×10-3
1.38 1.75×10-3
1.65 2.11×10-3
1.96 2.50×10-3
2.30 2.93×10-3
2.75 3.50×10-3
1.48 1.89×10-3
Table 3.1 – Calculated laser influence (J/cm2) for the range of laser powers (mW)
used to calculate the temperature reached at the apex. The calculation is done
assuming a spot size of 100 µm in diameter and all light is incident on the tip.
Figure 3.9 – ln(φ) v/s Qb at different incident laser powers (λ = 515 nm) for Si.
Please not the reported error on the temperature value (inset) is the random error
and taking Q0 = 5.86 eV
The temperature values obtained at different laser powers for Si
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are shown in figure 3.9. In all cases the temperature varies linearly
with laser power while ranging from ∼250 K to ∼1250 K for laser
powers between 0.7 mW - 3 mW. The moderate temperatures (250 K-
550 K) reached at low laser power ) reached at low laser power under
normal APT operating conditions (~0.8-0.9 field fraction) and are in
good agreement with those reported in literature [81, 82]. On the other
hand at high laser powers very high temperatures close to the melting
point of Si are reached. This result is consistent if one considers that
nearly 60% of the energy for field evaporation is actually provided by
the laser, meaning that the evaporation is essentially thermal. Indeed, at
even higher laser powers melting of the tip is observed. Interestingly,
from Fig. 3.9 we can already gain some insight into the absorption
mechanism of Si and the pre-exponential constant A. The observed linear
dependence of the temperature on laser power indicates negligible effect
of non-linear absorption mechanism like free carrier absorption, multi
photon absorption etc. Concerning the pre-exponential constant, the
intersection point with the y-axis (i.e. A, Eq. 3.2) increases with
increasing laser power. Since A is a function of the vibration frequency
of atoms (ν) and the number of atoms available for field evaporation,
the observed dependence may imply that ν increases with increasing
temperature, opposed to the common assumption of it being independent
of temperature.
Figure 3.10 – (A) Flux as a function of barrier height (bottom X-axis) and field (top
X-axis) at constant laser power (1.12 mW) for a Si tip analyzed using green laser and
initially at 20 K (blue) and 100 K (red) temperature. A lower flux is observed for the
same barrier height at 20 K. (B) Derived temperature values as a function of laser
power at 20 K (blue) and 100 K (red). The difference between the two at the same
laser power reflects the difference in base temperature. The temperature values were
derived by collecting 5× 104 atoms to minimize the random error
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We used the method to gain insight into the thermal properties
of semiconducting nanoscaled tips under laser illumination. Vurpillot
et al. [24] and Silaeva et al. [83] observed a lower flux for specimen (W, Si,
and Ge) initially kept at a lower base temperature (20 K) as compared to
the specimen with a base temperature of 100 K at constant laser power
and applied voltage (example for Si in Fig. 3.10(A)). This implies that
the temperature at the apex (after laser pulsing) for the specimen initially
at 20 K is lower as compared to the one at 100 K. On calculating the
temperature at the apex, for Si tips under green (λ = 515 nm) illumination
for a range of laser powers a difference of 89±12 K was obtained, mirroring
the difference in the base temperature value (Fig. 3.10(B)). This result
is unexpected and cannot be explained using the heat capacity (Cp) of
bulk materials. In detail, the difference in energy required to heat a
Si tip to ∼500 K from 20 K (i.e. E20-500=
´ 500
20 CpdT ) or from 100 K
(E100-500=
´ 500
100 CpdT ) is
∆E20−100 =
ˆ 500
100
CpdT −
ˆ 500
20
CpdT =
ˆ 100
20
CpdT (3.9)
Since the Cp of semiconducting materials decreases with decreasing
temperature (Fig. 3.11) and scales as Cp ∝ T 3 at low temperatures [84]
(Fig. 3.11 (inset)), ∆E20−100 is very small. This implies that the
difference in the temperature reached after laser pulsing (assuming the
same incident laser power) in sample initially kept at 20 K or 100 K
should be much less than the difference in base temperatures.
The inconsistency between experiments (Fig. 3.10(B)) and theory
may imply that the thermal properties of a biased nanoscaled
semiconducting specimen may be different as compared to its bulk
counterpart. In fact, Cp of nanowires (or in structures with high aspect
ratio) is known to vary linearly with temperature at low temperatures [85].
Hence, the ∆E20−100 in nanowires is higher as compared to bulk Si.
Furthermore, as will be discussed in Section 3.3, the amorphized shell
present due to the Ga+ ion beam damage during sample preparation
modifies the optical and thermal properties of APT specimens as it
has a higher absorption coefficient and a lower thermal diffusivity as
compared to bulk materials. Moreover, amorphized shell show a less
severe dependence of Cp on T [86]. Therefore, a more detailed study
is required to understand the optical and thermal properties of APT
samples to understand its thermal response under laser illumination.
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Figure 3.11 – Specific heat capacity of bulk Si as a function of temperature [1, 2].
To conclude, we developed a new method to determine the
temperature at the apex of a nanoscaled semiconducting tip under
laser illumination. The method is based on measuring the variation
in evaporation flux as a function of applied voltage at fixed laser power.
We used the method to gain insight into laser absorption process and
the thermal response by a Si specimen illuminated by a green laser. The
observed linear increase in temperature as a function of laser power implies
the negligible impact of any nonlinear phenomenon in laser absorption
by Si samples. Regarding the thermal response of a Si tip initially kept
at 20 K and 100 K, we observed that the temperature difference between
the two after laser pulsing is equal to the difference in base temperatures,
i.e. ~80 K. This observation is remarkable and cannot be explained
when considering the heat capacity of bulk Si. It may imply that the
thermal properties of biased nanoscaled specimen is different from its
bulk properties and a more in-depth study is required.
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3.2 Tip Apex reshaping due to laser absorption
Figure 3.12 – (A) 2-D simulation in the XZ space of ion trajectories for field
evaporation from hemispherical apex. The Z-direction is the direction of evaporation.
Evaporated atoms have a common projection point (marked using a dashed line) and
a uniform magnification over the whole apex. (B) Simulated ion trajectories of atoms
evaporating from non-hemispherical apex. Atoms belonging to phase 1 (blue) have
a higher threshold field of evaporation and hence a local sharper radius is formed at
steady state. The projection point of phase 1 is closer to the apex as compared to
phase 2. Hence a higher magnification is observed for phase 2. Please note that in
the figure only half the tip is shown.
A major hurdle for exploiting the full potential of L-APT is degraded
spatial resolution due to inaccurate reconstruction of analyzed specimens.
The root cause to the potential inaccuracies in the reconstruction is the
assumption of a perfectly hemispherical apex shape of the field evaporated
specimen. In traditional reconstruction algorithms, the ion trajectories of
the evaporated ions are modeled using a pseudo-stereographic projection
law assuming a hemispherical apex shape [87, 26]. The reconstruction
algorithm is described in more detail in Appendix B. In summary,
the assumption of a hemispherical apex shape implies that all atoms
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are projected from a common projection point and hence, have the
same magnification (Fig. 3.12(A)). However, in the case of a non-
hemispherical apex shape the ion-trajectory is a function of the direction
and strength of the electric field in the immediate proximity to the
evaporating atom. This field is in turn a function of the local curvature
of the apex. Experimental evidence [31] and theoretical modeling [22]
proves that the magnification is higher in the region of higher field, i.e.
smaller local curvature (Fig. 3.12(B)) and trajectory overlaps can occur
between ions evaporating from the interface of two local radii. This
difference in magnification across the apex leads to artefactual low and
high densities in the reconstructed data. De. Geuser et al. proposed
an algorithm to correct these density variations due to magnification
variations by homogenizing the density using an iterative algorithms [88].
However, it is still not possible to correct the artefact due to trajectory
overlaps. Forward 3-D field evaporation simulations [89, 22] are able to
assess the effect such distortion but of course a backward iteration, i.e.
reconstruction, would require a continuous knowledge about the tip shape.
Attempts to generate that information are under development by adding
TEM imaging to an APT system in order to continuously extract the tip
apex information [90].
Figure 3.13 – Position of resonant radii for coupling of (a) IR (1030 nm) and (b) Green
(515 nm) light in a Si tip. The SEM images of tips analyzed by respective wavelength
at high-fluence show damage at the resonant radii. Reproduced from [91, 92].
In my opinion, to perfectly reconstruct the evaporated volume it is
vital to be able to know the exact apex shape of the tip and the ion
trajectories. Notwithstanding the benefit of a routine monitoring of the
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tip apex, it is also important to understand the root physical cause
for the non-hemispherical tip shape a this may lead to insight in its
minimization. The origin for the local curvature can be 2-fold, (1) the
difference in field evaporation characteristics of sub-phases and or layers
in the tip and (2) interaction between the laser and the tip. For the
case of a non-hemispherical tip shape appearing due to differences in
field evaporation characteristics is well understood and can be predicted
using electrostatic simulation (Fig. 3.12) [93, 89]. However, the effect
of laser illumination on the apex shape of the tip is not so clear. S.
Koelling et al. [28] and A. Kambham [30] reported non-hemispherical
apex shapes for Si and Si-FinFET samples respectively analyzed under
UV (343 nm) illumination. The formation of a non-hemispherical apex
shape was attributed to the way light couples into a semiconducting
tip. The coupling of light inside a semiconducting/insulating tip has
been studied in detail by a number of authors [67, 68, 81]. In view of
its reduced dimensionality the relevant conclusion is that, light couples
inside a conical dielectric tip at optically resonant cross sections, i.e. at
the positions at which the multiple internal reflections of light interfere
constructively. These resonant radii (RK) are approximately located at
∼ (2K+1)λ08n , where λ0 is the wavelength of incident light, n is the real
refractive index of the material and K = 1,2,3... is the order of the resonant
radius (Fig. 3.13). Experimentally, the presence of these resonant radii
has been observed as localized damaged areas on Si tips after analysis
under IR (Fig. 3.13(A)) and green (Fig. 3.13(B)) light at high-fluence.
However, in strongly absorbing cases (e.g. Si illuminated by a UV laser),
almost all light is absorbed near the edge of the sample, i.e. no internal
reflections of transmitted light occur and thus no interference patterns are
observed [28] (Fig. 3.14(A)).
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Figure 3.14 – (A) Spatial distribution of light in Si tips illuminated by a UV
(λ = 343 nm) laser. (B) SEM images of apex shape of a Si tip after analysis
under UV illumination. Reproduced from [28].
This strong one sided absorption leads to a temperature gradient
across the apex surface. The temperature gradients in-turn leads to
a non-uniform evaporation probability across the apex since, the latter
increases with any increase in temperature (chapter 2, Eq. 2.1). To
reach steady state, i.e. maintain a stationary tip shape with uniform
evaporation probability across the whole surface, the apex reshapes (into
a non-hemisphere) such that the resulting field counteracts the difference
in evaporation probabilities (Fig. 3.14(B)). The significance of this
effect depends on the absorption characteristics of the tip. For materials
like Si which have a moderate absorption under green (λ = 515 nm)
and IR (λ = 1030 nm), A. Vella et al. [81] and S. Koelling et al. [28]
observed hemispherical apex shapes at moderate laser energies implying
a uniform heating of the tip apex. However, during the course of this
project we observed subtle non-hemispherical apex in Si samples analyzed
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under green illumination, using TEM measurements. Most likely the
discrepancy with previous work arises from the fact that in ref [81, 28]
only SEM imaging was used whereas we exploit the higher resolution of
TEM. In this section we will briefly discuss these non-hemispherical apex
shapes and their relation to the spatial distribution of absorbed light.
This is discussed in more detail in Article II attached at the end of the
chapter.
The impact of the laser on the apex shape of a Si tip illuminated by a
green (515 nm) and IR (1030 nm) laser was studied using a combination
TEM and L-APT measurements. The L-APT measurements were used
to measure the temperature and field distributions across the apex since,
the final apex shape is a direct consequence of these distributions. The
TEM measurements were used to analyze the apex shape after L-APT
measurements.
Figure 3.15 – TEM micrographs of Si tips after analysis under (a) IR (λ = 1030 nm)
and (b) green (λ = 515 nm). The apex shape of the tip analyzed with an IR laser
hemispherical while, for the tip analyzed using green laser has a smaller local curvature
at the center.
The TEM micrographs showed a hemispherical apex shape for tips
analyzed using IR laser while, a slightly asymmetric apex shape for the
ones analyzed under green laser is observed (Fig. 3.15). Since TEM
micrographs are 2-D projections of a 3-D object, the actual shape of the
apex is hard to quantify [94]. However, the observed non-hemispherical
(respectively hemispherical) apex shape is sufficiently clear to conclude a
non-uniform (respectively uniform) effect of green (respectively IR) laser
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on Si tips. The uniform effect by the IR laser is rather easy to explain
based on its coupling in a Si tip (Fig. 3.13(A)). The first-order (K = 1)
resonant cross section for IR light is very far away from the apex along the
shank of the tip (R1 ~110 nm). The laser-induced heat, must therefore
diffuse towards the tip apex prior to stimulate evaporation and will thus
become uniform across the tip cross-section before it reaches the apex.
However, understanding the non-uniform effect of the green laser is not
so straightforward.
Figure 3.16 – Field (a) and temperature (b) distribution across the apex of a Si tip
analyzed by a green laser. The high field in the center is due to the presence of a low
index pole (<100>) (c) 1-D profile of the distributions along the direction of light
propagation
To understand this, we first experimentally measured the field and
temperature distributions over the apex at steady state. The experimental
2-D distributions (Fig. 3.16 (A) & (B)) were calculated by dividing
the detector hit map into small blocks and using the method described
in section 3.1 in each block. To maintain an acceptable error in the
temperature or field calculated in each block (∼2500 atoms/block),
∼ 1.5 × 104 atoms were collected/measurement and the 10 cm PSD
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was divided into blocks measuring 1 cm × 1 cm. These experimental
distributions were then compared with the theoretically modeled spatial
distribution of absorbed light.
A 2-fold symmetry was observed in the experimental temperature/field
distributions, with a higher temperature (lower field) on the sides
illuminated by the laser and the one opposite (shadow side) and a lower
temperature (higher field) in the middle (Fig. 3.16). Furthermore, the
distributions were slightly asymmetric, with the temperature (respectively
field) being the highest (respectively lowest) on the shadow side.
Absorbed power density in a 3-D object representing an APT tip was
numerically simulated using discrete-dipole approximation (ADDA v.0.79
code) [95] with an assumed refractive index of n˜ = 4.22 + i0.06 [96]. The
resulting squared relative internal electric field amplitude (|Ez,int/E0|2) of
the coupled light from the simulation was converted to relative absorbed
power using the divergence of the Poynting vector (Eq. 3.10) [97].
Pabs
P0
=
( 1
2ωIm(ε)
)
c
×
∣∣∣∣Ez,intE0
∣∣∣∣2 (3.10)
where Pabs is the absorbed power density in W/m3, P0 is the incident
power density in W/m2, |Pabs/P0| is relative absorbed power in m-1, ε0
is the free space permittivity, Im(ε) is the imaginary part of the relative
dielectric permittivity, c is the speed of light, |Ez,int| is the magnitude of
the total internal electric field and |E0| is the magnitude of the incident
electric field. The simulated relative absorbed power in the XZ plane
of a Si tip is shown in Figure 3.17(a), X being the direction of light
propagation and Z the direction of the tip axis. In order to verify
if the non-uniformity of the absorbed light is the reason for the non-
uniform temperature distribution at the apex, three characteristics of the
simulated absorbed light were compared to experimental observations.
Namely, (1) the pattern of the absorbed light in the XY plane, (2)
the relative magnitude of the absorbed light on the illuminated and the
shadow side of the tip and (3) the change in magnitude of the absorbed
light as a function of depth (Z-direction) for both the illuminated and the
shadow side.
1. The experimental field and temperature distributions show a 2-
fold symmetry across the tip apex (Fig. 3.16), similar to the first
absorption maxima in the simulations, i.e. at a cone radius of
∼60 nm. The two are in good qualitative agreement considering
that maximum cone radius of a Si tip that can be analyzed in the
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L-APT at a flux of 0.01 atoms/pulse and a FR of ~10% - 14% is
∼67 nm1.
2. Regarding the distribution of absorbed light, more light is coupled
on the shadow side of the tip at the first absorption maxima. This
will translate to a higher temperature/lower field on the shadow
side of the tip. The same behavior is observed in the experimental
temperature/field distributions (Fig. 3.16 ).
Figure 3.17 – (a) ADDA Simulation of a Si tip illuminated by green laser. (b)
Correlation between the relative absorbed power in the XY plane (solid line) and the
change in field required (dashed line) to evaporate at constant flux. The field and
|Pabs/P0| have been normalized to the max value of field and |Pabs/P0| respectively.
3. As discussed previously any temperature variation will
(temporarily) lead to a non-uniform evaporation causing the tip to
reshape such that the resulting field non-uniformity compensates the
temperature non-uniformity. Since the field translates into a barrier
height, we compare in Figure 3.17(b) the calculated experimental
1The maximum apex radius that can be successfully analyzed under the above
mentioned conditions is ∼80 nm, which corresponds to a cone radius of ∼67 nm due
to truncation of the apex (Fig. 3.15).
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change in barrier height (based on the experimental data of field,
right y-axis) with the modeled relative absorbed laser power on the
illuminated and the shadow side. To have maximum sensitivity of
the electric field to any change in temperature at the apex due to a
change in absorbed laser power, L-APT measurement (constant flux
and laser power) was done at low flux (0.01±0.002 atoms/pulse),
high FR (10%-14%) and a low base temperature (20 K). The
obtained data are represented as a function of increasing radius (i.e.
Z-direction). An excellent qualitative agreement is obtained between
the two i.e., any increase (resp. decrease) in the theoretically
expected absorbed power indeed perfectly correlates with the
experimental observation of an increase (resp. decrease) in barrier
height and thus apex temperature.
The good agreement between the simulated absorbed light in the tip and
the experimental data suggests that the non-uniform effect of the green
laser is due to the non-uniform distribution of absorbed light inside the
tip.
To conclude, in this section using a combination of TEM and L-
APT, we have shown that the apex of a Si tip is non-hemispherical
(resp. hemispherical) when analyzed with a green (515 nm) (resp. IR
(1030 nm)) laser. The resulting tip shape is a direct consequence of the
temperature distribution at the apex. The later in-turn depends on the
location of the resonant absorption sections. For tips analyzed with the IR
laser, the absorbed light is far away from the apex. Hence, the generated
heat must diffuse towards the apex to stimulate evaporation and thus
will become uniform across the tip cross-section before it reaches the
apex resulting in a hemispherical apex. The situation in green is very
different as the laser is absorbed non-uniformly close to the apex. The
experimental observation of the fingerprint of this non-uniform absorption
in the temperature distribution at the apex indicates; the tip apex is
not at thermodynamic equilibrium before field evaporation is triggered.
The non-uniform temperature distribution at the apex results in the
experimentally observed asymmetrical apex shape. This observation point
towards the presence of a non-hemispherical apex shape in most materials
whenever light resonantly couples in close proximity to the apex. This
in-turn signifies that the assumption of a hemispherical apex shape by
most reconstruction algorithms is wrong, hence, leading to imperfect data
analysis.
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3.3 Absorption in high bandgap materials
The ability to analyze materials using a sub-bandgap laser has been
demonstrated extensively in the scientific literature. For example,
Agrawal et al. [98] performed analysis on GaN nanowires (bandgap
3.39 eV) using a green laser (2.28 eV), analysis on bulk MgO (bandgap
7.8 eV) using green (2.28 eV) and UV (3.61 eV) laser was demonstrated
by B. Mazumder et al. [99]; D. Larson et al. showed L-APT results
on bulk Al2O3 layers [100]. However, a physical interpretation of the
effect which promotes laser assisted field evaporation has been a topic
of discussion in the scientific community. Several phenomena have been
proposed to explain this process. E.P. Silaeva et al. proposed that the
free holes could be attracted to the surface due the electric field inside the
material which in turn could absorb light the same was as free electrons
absorb light in metals [83]. Another mechanism could be the increased
absorption in semiconductors due to photon-assisted tunneling of electrons
from the valence to the conduction band (Franz–Keldysh effect) [101].
Alternatively it has also been suggested (using DFT simulations) that
the bandgap in semiconductors and insulators decreased when submitted
to the very high fields needed for evaporation thereby, increasing the
absorption efficiency [102]. Note however that, these calculations were
done for small clusters. An important item overlooked so far in most
considerations is the presence of an amorphized layer at the tip side walls
resulting from the ion beam interaction during the sample preparation.
This amorphized layer is full of crystal defects which in turn could lead
to enhanced absorption. Evidence for this process is provided through
L-APT analysis wurtzite GaN (bandgap Eg = 3.39 eV) under green
(λ =515 nm) illumination. The article III attached at the end of the
chapter outlines the results comprehensively and demonstrates that the
presence of an amorphized shell surrounding the crystalline tip contributes
significantly to the absorption of green, i.e. sub-band gap laser light.
Tips were prepared with varying thickness of the amorphous GaN (α-
GaN) shell using different acceleration voltages (30 kV, 8 kV, 5 kV, 1 kV)
of the ion beam for the final cleaning step during sample preparation in the
FIB (more details on sample preparation in Appendix 1). Subsequently,
TEM micrographs were used to quantify the thickness of the amorphous
GaN (α-GaN) shell. A thickness of ∼ 1.2 nm was observed for a tip
cleaned at 1 kV. This thickness increased to ∼ 2.2 nm for an 8 kV clean.
The observed thickness is in good agreement with the 0.8 nm (resp. 2.3
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nm) implantation range as calculated with SRIM for a 1 kV (resp. 8 kV)
Ga+ beam incident on GaN at an angle of 85 o [103].
Figure 3.18 – Amplitude of the modulated probe reflectance signal measured on
c-GaN (blue line) and α-GaN (red line) as a function of pump and probe beam
separation. The lateral decay length Ld on α-GaN is much shorter than expected
from thermal diffusion in c-GaN (black interrupted line), which evidences a degraded
thermal diffusivity.
To probe the modified optical and thermal properties of the α-GaN
layer, photo-modulated optical reflectance (PMOR) measurements were
performed. PMOR is a pump-probe reflectance technique wherein a
modulated-power near-infrared (NIR) pump laser, if absorbed, heats up
the sample and hence modulates its refractive index [104]. The wavelength
of the pump laser is 790 nm, i.e. its photon energy Eph = 1.57 eV, and its
modulation frequency is ωmod = 1 MHz. The pump-induced modulation
of the refractive index is measured by means of the modulated reflectance
of the probe laser (λ = 670 nm). Such photoreflectance techniques are
widely used to study the damage caused by ion-implantation as the pump-
induced heating and hence the modulated reflectance scale with sample
damage [105, 106]. PMOR measurements were done using the TP630XP
tool on a c-GaN blanket layer and an amorphized patch (20×20 µm2). The
amorphized patch was made on the same GaN wafer using a 30 kV Ga+
FIB at 7.7 pA current for 100 s. As expected, the PMOR measurement on
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the c-GaN sample shows a vanishing signal as a result of the transparency
of c-GaN to the NIR pump laser (Eph < Eg). Contrarily, measurement
on the amorphized GaN showed a marked increase in absorption of the
sub-bandgap NIR laser (Fig. 3.18). Additionally, the lateral decay
length Ld of the modulated reflectance measured on the α-GaN area
also demonstrates the poor diffusion of the heat generated inside the
sample. If heat were able to diffuse as efficiently in α-GaN as in c-
GaN, the signal decay would indeed be less abrupt. This is illustrated
by the interrupted line of Fig. 3.18 which assumes a signal decay
length Lcth =
√
Dc
th
piωmod
[107, 104] with the thermal diffusivity of c-GaN
(Dcth = 0.43 cm2/s [108]). An estimate of the actual diffusivity of α-GaN
can be derived from these PMOR measurements, keeping in mind that
only a maximum value is determined as the decay length is convoluted
with the pump and probe beam shapes (i.e. Gaussian beams with 0.5 µm
radius each [104]). Using the decay length Ld = 0.5µm of the PMOR
signal measured on α-GaN, we deduce that the thermal diffusion length
in α-GaN is Lαth ≤ 0.5µm. This gives a maximal thermal diffusivity of
α-GaN of Dαth < 0.008 cm2/s [107], i.e. almost two orders of magnitude
smaller than Dcth. Such a dramatic degradation of the thermal diffusivity
has also been observed in time-resolved photoreflectance measurements of
FIB-amorphized Si [109].
The increased absorption and the decreased thermal diffusivity shown
by PMOR measurements are at room temperature and on blanket films.
To verify these at L-APT base temperatures (20 K - 80 K), and in
nanoscaled samples, L-APT measurements were done using green laser
(λ =515 nm, i.e. Eph = 2.4 eV) on tips cleaned at different acceleration
voltages. It was observed that a lower field was required to attain the
same flux in tips with a thicker α-GaN, i.e. tips with a thicker α-GaN
reached a higher temperature under laser illumination (Fig. 3.19(A)).
The sub-bandgap absorption efficiency of each tip (εabs = δTapex/δP )
was extracted, from the measured variation in the apex temperature T
as a function of the power P of the green laser (Fig. 3.19(B)). The
latter was calculated using the method described in section 3.1. However,
the Q0 value for GaN is not known; hence, we only had access to the
so-called normalized apex temperature, i.e. Tapex/Q0 ratio. As shown
in Fig. 3.19(B), εabs scales with milling voltage. In particular, the tip
cleaned at 8 kV absorbs the green laser light approximately 43% more
efficiently than the tip cleaned at 1 kV voltage. This increase in εabs can be
attributed to the increased thickness of the α-GaN shell at higher cleaning
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voltages. Furthermore, when using high-voltage cleaning (30 kV), GaN
tips show evidence of local melting after L-APT analysis at only 1.1 mW
green laser power (Fig. 3.19(B)). In other words, a thick α-GaN shell
leads to higher absorption efficiency such that the damaged tip can reach
its melting point even at the lowest laser power.
Figure 3.19 – (A) Impact of changing field on the observed flux at constant laser
power (1.41 mW, λ = 515 nm) for tips cleaned at 1 kV, 5 kV and 8 kV. To reach
the same flux a lower field is required for tips with thicker α-GaN (i.e. a higher
clean energy) (B) Variation in normalized apex temperature Tapex/Q0 as a function
of the green laser power measured on GaN tips milled respectively at 1 kV (square),
5 kV (circles) and 8 kV (triangles) voltages. The absorption efficiency εabs (K/mW),
which is obtained from the slope of the linear fits (colored lines), increases with milling
voltage (B) Tip milled at 30 kV voltage which, after LAPT analysis at the lowest 1.1
mW laser power, shows evidence of melting.
Further evidence for the high absorption in the amorphized shell can
be observed in the field distribution across the apex (Fig. 3.20). As
explained in the previous section, in steady state, the field distribution
has an inverse correlation with the temperature distribution at the apex.
The linear variation in the field distribution observed in Fig. 3.20 implies
that the illuminated side is the hottest while the temperature on the
shadow side is the lowest. This distribution in temperature is very
similar to the one observed in Si when illuminated with a UV laser [28]
and indicates one sided absorption in GaN. However, theoretically the
coupling of green light in pure c-GaN tips occurs at resonant cross-
sections (Fig. 3.21). Furthermore, only a fraction of this coupled light
(if any) should be absorbed due to negligible absorption coefficient of c-
GaN. Hence, theoretically we expect field distribution similar to the one
observed in Si when illuminated by a green laser (Fig. 3.16). The reason
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for this disparity could be the strong absorption in the α-GaN shell which
is neglected in the simulation.
Figure 3.20 – (A) 2-D field distribution across the apex in GaN. (B) 1-D field profile
across the surface. The value at each point is the mean value in a vertical selection of
the detector (blue box in (A)). The error bar is the standard deviation in the vertical
selection. The tip used for this measurement was cleaned with a FIB energy of 5 kV.
Also note that the high field observed in the center is due to the presence of the
<1000> pole.
Figure 3.21 – Simulated absorption (using ADDA) in GaN illuminated by a green
laser.
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Increased absorption in amorphized semiconductors has been reported
extensively in scientific literature [110]. For example, the absorption
coefficient of α-Si at 515 nm is ∼ 3.4 × 105 cm-1as compared to ∼
1.4 × 103 cm-1for c-Si. To the best of my knowledge no data exists for
the absorption coefficient of α-GaN. Assuming that all the absorption
occurs in the amorphized shell (∼2 nm from SRIM) would yield an
absorption coefficient of ∼ 5×106 cm-1. However, considering that c-GaN
is transparent at λ =515 nm, such high absorption coefficient of α-GaN is
unexpected. Hence, more detailed studies are required to understand the
optical properties of the amorphized layer and gain a better understanding
of light absorption in such core-shell structures.
In summary, we have shown via experimental verification that the
amorphized shell (created during tip preparation via FIB) has a much
higher absorption and a lower thermal diffusivity as compared to the
crystalline core. This, in turn, plays a dominant role in the unanticipated
absorption of sub-bandgap light and hence in the possibility for L-APT
analysis of a priori transparent semiconducting and insulating materials.
This conclusion has both experimental as well as theoretical implications.
Figure 3.22 – Comparison of mass spectra obtained from Si tips cleaned at 5 kV(red)
and 1 kV (blue), analyzed using the green laser and same laser power. Both the
samples have similar shapes (SEM images) hence, the impact of geometry on the
difference in mass spectra can be neglected.
Experimentally, the optimization of the amorphized layer could play a
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vital role for successful L-APT analysis in certain materials. From a
theoretical standpoint, while simulating laser assisted field evaporation,
the impact of this layer shouldn’t be neglected. As discussed the
amorphized layer not only plays a role in light absorption but can also
affect the spatial distribution of the absorbed light thereby affecting field
evaporation. Furthermore, even for absorbing materials the amorphized
shell acts as a second absorbing material with different light absorbing and
heat conducting properties. This in-turn can have a major impact on the
equilibrium apex shape and the thermodynamics of the tip. Evidence of
the latter was observed in the mass resolution obtained in Si tips cleaned
at different FIB energies and analyzed via the green laser. As can be
seen in Fig. 3.22 the mass resolution for the tip cleaned at 1 kV is
much better than the one cleaned at 5 kV. However, a more detailed
study in needed to fully understand the impact of the amorphized layer
in absorbing materials.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we used experimental methods and numerical simulations
to gain insight into the interaction of a pulsed laser with a nanoscaled
needle-shaped field emitter. To do this we first developed an experimental
procedure to quantify the temperature reached at the surface of the
specimen during L-APT (Section 3.1). We then used the developed
method to gain a deeper understanding of:
1. Thermal response of the tip under laser illumination initially kept at
two different base temperatures (20 K and 100 K). A difference in flux
(lower at lower temperature) is reported in scientific literature for
L-APT analysis done at constant laser power and field [24, 83]. This
implies that the temperature reached after laser pulsing is lower for
the tip at lower base temperature. On calculating the temperature
difference a variation of ~89K, i.e. mirroring the difference in
base temperature, was observed for Si samples. This observation
is remarkable and cannot be explained when considering the heat
capacity of bulk Si and may imply that the thermal properties of
biased nanoscaled specimen is different from its bulk properties.
Hence, this calls for a more in-depth study of the thermal properties
of APT specimens
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2. The spatial distribution of temperature at the apex of a Si sample
and its effect on the equilibrium apex shape (Section 3.2). It
was already well known that strongly absorbing materials (e.g.
Si under UV illumination) lead to a non-uniform temperature
distribution at the apex and hence a non-hemispherical apex shape.
For the first time, we showed, using a combination of TEM
and L-APT, that even in moderately absorbing materials (in this
study, Si under green illumination), laser pulsing leads to a non-
uniform temperature distribution at the apex. On comparing
the experimentally determined field/temperature distributions with
the theoretically expected absorbed light, we concluded that the
non-uniform temperature distribution under green laser is due
to the non-uniform light absorption close to the apex. Also,
the experimental observation of the fingerprint of non-uniform
absorption in green proves that heat does not have time to diffuse
across the tip cross-section before it triggers evaporation.
3. The effect of amorphized shell (due to FIB) on absorption properties
of the a-priori non-absorbing materials (Section 3.3). Using GaN as
an example, we experimentally verified that the α-GaN has a much
higher absorption and lower thermal diffusivity as compared to c-
GaN. We propose that in such materials the amorphized shells play
a major role in light absorption, hence, facilitating laser assisted field
evaporation. However, this layer also modifies the thermodynamics
of the tip. For example, in GaN, the presence of this layer also leads
to strong one-sided absorption. This leads to asymmetrical apex
shapes and hence artefacts in the reconstructed data. Furthermore,
our initial results on the Si samples with varying amorphized
shell thickness suggest that thicker amorphized shell in absorbing
materials lead to a lower mass resolution. We expect that this is due
to the higher absorbance and the lower thermal diffusivity of these
layers. However, a more detailed study is required to understand the
impact of this layer on the thermal properties of absorbing samples.
In summary, the optimization of the amorphous shell thickness is
necessary to optimize the L-APT analysis.
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Abstract
Evaluating the thermal processes occurring inside an illuminated
nanoscale semiconducting tip is of the utmost importance for the physical
understanding of laser assisted Atom Probe Tomography (L-APT). In
this paper, we present a new methodology to evaluate the temperature at
the apex of the tip using L-APT. The method is based on the known
exponential dependence of the probability for field evaporation as a
function of the temperature and the electric field at the apex. We use
this method to gain insight into the thermal response of a Si specimen as
a function of doping, laser power and initial temperature.
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Introduction
The thermal effects induced by the light interaction with a nanometer
scale tip are of interest for many metrology techniques such as
photo-assisted scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), laser assisted
Atom Probe Tomography (L-APT), Atomic Force microscope-assisted
surface modification and nanofabrication, apertureless near-field optical
microscopy (a-SNOM) etc. On the one hand techniques like STM, a-
SNOM primarily use a pulsed laser on a tip to enhance the resolution,
sensitivity or the scope of application (e.g. cancer cell photo-thermal
therapy [1]) using optical phenomena like nanoscopic scattering, second
harmonic generation, single- or two-photon fluorescence [2–4]. However
the laser-tip interaction in these techniques also induces heating in the
substrate and the tip, which might adversely affect the quality of the
measurement. On the other hand, in techniques like L-APT, a pulsed
laser is used to generate nanosecond thermal pulses in the tip [5]. This has
helped to broaden the scope of materials that can be successfully analyzed,
towards semiconductors and insulators [6]. In L-APT time-controlled
atom-by-atom evaporation is achieved by a combined effect of a constant
extraction voltage and a laser pulse. The field induced at the tip apex due
to the applied voltage lowers the potential barrier for atom evaporation,
while the laser pulse induces a nanosecond thermal pulse which provides
the atom the necessary energy to cross the barrier. In combination with
time-of-flight mass spectrometry, it provides three-dimensional atomic
distributions, with elemental identification and near atomic resolution
(0.5Å – 3Å) [7]. The relation between the laser characteristics (power,
wavelength, pulse length etc.) and the resulting temperature at the apex
of the tip is key for a quantitative description of the role of the laser pulse
and its effect on spatial and mass resolution [8], quantification [9,10],
surface migration [11] etc. However a direct correlation between the
two is not straightforward to predict. This is due to the fact that
the tip represents a sub-wavelength object and concurrent processes of
absorption, excited carrier generation, carrier migration and tip cooling
occur on extremely short time scales (picosecond-nanosecond). That said,
L-APT is also uniquely suited for studying the thermal effects of the laser
because the probability of emission of an atom in L-APT is a strong
function of the thermal response of the illuminated tip [12]. This implies
that the rate at which atoms emit can act as a probe for the thermal
response of the tip. Methods to quantify temperatures at the apex of a
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biased tip have been proposed using a combination of laser assisted and
high voltage APT [13,14]. Unfortunately, they rely on the propagation
of high-voltage pulses through the tip, which is nearly impossible for
semiconductors and insulators without excessive dispersion [15], thereby,
limiting the accuracy of these measurements on semiconductors and
insulators.
In this paper, we present a direct method to determine the temperature
at the apex of a semiconducting tip under laser illumination using L-APT.
The method is based on the physics of the field evaporation process, more
specifically, the known exponential dependence of the evaporation flux φ
on the apex temperature T. We apply this method to Si samples with
different doping levels and show that the temperature reached under
green laser pulsing varies linearly with laser power. Furthermore the
temperature reached is independent from the doping level or tip shape,
pointing towards a negligible effect of non-linear absorption processes,
background doping and tip shape. We also used the method to gain
insight into the effect of the initial temperature on the thermal response
of a Si tip under laser illumination.
2. Theoretical framework and experimental
procedure
When submitted to a very high electric field F (~V/nm), an atom located
at a surface has a finite probability to transition from its atomic to its
ionic state and subsequently leave the surface. This phenomenon, called
field evaporation, is explained by the lowering of the potential barrier Q
for ionization as a result of the applied electric field. Quantitatively, the
probability of this transition is typically modeled by a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution of the velocity of the atoms at the surface and can be written
in the form of an Arrhenius equation [12], i.e.
φ = Aexp
(−Q(F )
KBT
)
(3.11)
where φ is the observed flux in atoms/pulse, KB is Boltzmann constant
and A is the field-evaporation pre-exponential. Eq. (3.11) states that
any reduction in barrier height or increase in temperature will lead to
a corresponding exponential increase in evaporation flux. Looking more
specifically at the impact on the flux of a changing barrier height, we
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readily obtain by calculating the first derivative of (3.11) that
dln(φ)
dQ(F ) =
−1
KBT
(3.12)
Following eq. (3.12), it is clear that the temperature of an emitting surface
can directly be accessed by varying the barrier height and measuring the
corresponding change in flux. To apply this principle to L-APT, it must
be reminded that, during an experiment, the barrier height is controlled
by an applied DC voltage V. The relation between Q and V can be derived
as follows. Kreuzer and Nath proposed a scaling law [16] between Q and
F based on the charge exchange model of field evaporation [17] (Eq. 3.13).
Q(F ) =

√
1− F
F0
+ F2F0
ln
1−
√(
1− FF0
)
1 +
√(
1− FF0
)

×Q0 (3.13)
where Q0 is the potential barrier at zero field, F0 is the field required for
evaporation at 0 K and F/F0 is known as the field fraction (FF). Since
the field at the apex is proportional to the applied voltage [18], F/F0 is
equal to V/V0 (known as voltage fraction (VF)), where V0 is the voltage
required for field evaporation at 0 K. Eq. (3.13) can then be written as
Q(F ) =
[√
1− V F + 12(V F )ln
(
1−√(1− V F )
1 +
√
(1− V F )
)]
×Q0 (3.14)
Eq. 3.14 can now be used to calculate the barrier height for a given voltage.
The only unknowns are VF and Q0.
To calculate the VF, determination of V0 is required. The latter
can be determined experimentally by calculating the ordinate of the
curve between voltage as a function of laser power at constant flux
(Fig. 3.23(A)) [19]. However V0 is geometry dependent and is different
for every tip (Fig. 3.23(A)), thereby making it necessary to pre-determine
it for every sample. An elegant alternative would be to use the charge
state ratios (CSR)2 to determine the VF as the relation between the two is
geometry independent. The geometry independence stems from the fact
that the CSR is only a function of the field on the surface [20]. Indeed,
2CSR is defined as (Sii+/ΣSi)*100, where Sii+ (i=1, 2) is the measured number of
counts of Sii+ ions.
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D.R. Kingham [20] theoreticized that the formation of singly/doubly
charged ions relies on the tunneling probability of electrons from the
evaporated ion back into the tip and scales with electric field. Considering
that F0 is constant for a given material, the dependence of CSR on
FF (or VF) is also independent of geometry. Indeed, as shown in
figure 3.23(b), the same CSR as a function of VF is obtained on different
tips. The dependence of CSR on VF can be determined experimentally
using the method in ref [19] and is illustrated in figure 3.23. In this
paper, these curves will be referred as calibration curves. In summary, to
calculate Q, it is required to determine the V0 value and the corresponding
calibration curve (for a particular material) only once. For all subsequent
measurements, the observed CSR at each applied voltage can be used to
calculate the VF and in turn the barrier height using eq. (3.14).
Figure 3.23 – (a) Experimental determination of V0 for different tips. The dependence
of CSR on VF can now be determined by plotting the CSR observed at each applied
voltage as a function of V/V0 (1(b)). As can be seen V0 is geometry dependent but
the CSR is independent of the geometry
Concerning Q0, values from 5.03 – 6.2 eV calculated experimentally
as well as theoretically have been reported in literature [21–23]. The
temperatures mentioned in this paper were calculated using a value
of 5.86 eV, observed from first principle molecular dynamic simulation
performed in ref [23]. The propagated error due to Q0 on the derived
temperature value is discussed in Section 3.1.
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Figure 3.24 – Summary of the proposed temperature measurement technique. (A) L-
APT analysis is performed at constant laser power and the change in flux is measured
as a function of applied voltage (top x axis). The CSR measured at each voltage is
then used to derive the variation in flux as a function of CSR (bottom x axis). (B)
After translating CSR into V/V0 using fig. 3.23(B) and then into Q using eq. 3.14,
the flux is plotted as a function of Q. To access the temperature, linear regression is
then used to calculate the slope between ln(flux) and Q.
To summarize, the mathematical basis of the technique developed in
this paper is
T = −1
KB
×
Eq. 3.14︷ ︸︸ ︷
d(Q)
d(V F )
d(ln(φ))
d(CSR)︸ ︷︷ ︸
L−APT measurment
× d(CSR)
d(V F )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Calibration curve
(3.15)
In practice, the temperature value at the apex can be derived by running
an L-APT measurement at constant laser power and determining the
variation in flux as a function of applied voltage (Fig. 3.24(A) black).
Each applied voltage corresponds to a field at the apex and hence
to a unique CSR (Fig. 3.24(A) red). The obtained CSR at each
measurement point can then be used to calculate the VF using pre-
determined calibration curves (Fig. 3.23(b)). Subsequently, the thus
determined VF values are used to calculate the barrier height using
Eq. 3.14 (Fig. 3.24(B)). Finally, on combining the Q(VF) values with
the corresponding flux data (ln (φ)), the temperature at the apex can be
derived from the slope of the linear regression [24] of the (ln (φ)) vs Q plot
[eq. 3.12]. In the example shown in figure 3.24(B), a temperature value of
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427±15 K was obtained for a laser power of 0.84 mW and a wavelength
of 515 nm incident on a Si tip.
Please note, all L-APT measurements mentioned in this paper
were done on a Laser Assisted Wide Angle Tomographic Atom Probe
(LAWATAP) from CAMECA using a femtosecond pulsed laser (515 nm
wavelength, 400 fs pulse length). The tips were prepared by the lift out
method and sub-sequential annular Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling [25],
on a FEI NOVA-600 dual beam tool.
3. Results and discussion
In this section we will first discuss the error on the derived temperature
values (Section 3.1). Thereafter, we will apply the method on Si specimens
to (1) sample the (potential) effects of dopant type and concentration as
these, for instance, could lead to enhanced absorption due to free carrier
absorption (Section 3.2) and (2) to gain insight into the heating of the
specimen initially kept at two different base temperatures (Section 3.3).
3.1. Accuracy of the derived temperature values
Concerning the error of the determined temperatures, Eq. 3.15 already
shows a major advantage of the proposed method, i.e. it only implies
first derivatives. In other words, it is independent from the absolute
values of most unknown parameters such as the pre-exponential constant
A and absolute values of ln(φ), which therefore keeps the systematic error
rather low. In more detail, the error on the temperature values (ΔT/T)
depends on the error of the slope of ln(φ) as a function of Q(VF) and
is equal to Δs/s, where s is the slope. The error on the slope is in turn
a function of the error on the Q(VF) and ln(φ). The impact of the two
was modeled using a Monte Carlo approach (Fig. 3.25). To quantify the
ΔT/T, each value of ln(φ) and Q was randomly changed within a defined
maximum error, and the resulting temperature value was calculated. This
process was repeated 104 times to generate a temperature probability
distribution. ΔT/T was then calculated from the resulting probability
distribution as ∆TT =
2σ
µ , where σv is the standard deviation and µ is the
mean of the distribution. It was observed that the relative error on Q and
ln(φ) impacts ΔT/T almost linearly in the simulated range. However,
the error on Q(VF) has a bigger impact on the ΔT/T as compared to the
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error on ln(φ). The expected error range on both Q and ln(φ) is discussed
in more detail below.
Figure 3.25 – Relative error on the derived temperature values as a function of relative
error on ln(φ) and Q.
The sources of error (both random and systematic) on the barrier
height and flux are:
∆ln(φ) =
∣∣∣∣∂(ln(φ))∂(φ)
∣∣∣∣×∆φ︸ ︷︷ ︸
systematic& randomerror
(3.16)
∆Q =
∣∣∣∣ ∂(Q)∂(V F )
∣∣∣∣×∆V F︸ ︷︷ ︸
systematic& randomerror
+
∣∣∣∣ ∂(Q)∂(Q0)
∣∣∣∣×∆Q0︸ ︷︷ ︸
systematic error
(3.17)
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In this paper, VF is derived from the CSR hence, ΔVF is equal to
∆V F =
∣∣∣∣ ∂(V F )∂(CSR)
∣∣∣∣×∆CSR︸ ︷︷ ︸
randomerror
+
systematic error︷ ︸︸ ︷∣∣∣∣∂(V F )∂(V0)
∣∣∣∣×∆V0 (3.18)
Regarding the systematic errors, from equation 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18 the
main sources are the experimentally determined flux, erroneous modeling
of Q(VF), V0 and Q0. A detailed discussion on the effect of these
systematic error on the derived temperature value is present in the main
text (Section 3.1.2). In summary, it can be shown that the main source
of systematic error on the derived temperature values is the Q0. From
Eq. 3.15, the inaccuracy on the temperature value due to Q0 can be
calculated as:
∆T = T ′ × ∂
∂(Q0)
(
∂(Q(V F ))
∂(V F )
)
×∆Q0 =⇒ ∆T
T
= ∆Q0
Q0
(3.19)
where
T ′ = 1
KB × d(ln(φ))d(CSR) × d(CSR)d(V F )
The reported values of Q0 [21–23] in scientific literature vary by ~8 %
hence, the inaccuracy on T due to Q0 is ∆T = 0.08× T .
Concerning the random error on the derived temperature value, it
originates from the statistical noise on the two experimental parameters,
Φ and CSR. Obviously, increasing the number of measured atoms reduces
this random error. In more detail, the flux can be modeled as a Poisson
process [26] and hence, the random error on the flux can be obtained as the
counting statistic error on a Poisson distribution, i.e. φ
√
φ
N , where N is
the number of atoms per data point. The statistical error on the CSR was
calculated by dividing the collected atoms into smaller blocks of atoms.
The error on CSR was then calculated as the standard deviation on the
average CSR of individual blocks. In addition, the uncertainty will also
depend on the range of CSR values used to determine the temperature,
due to the non-linear relation between CSR and VF (Fig. 3.23(B)).
When converting CSR to VF values, error propagation leads to higher
uncertainties at the intervals where VF is less sensitive to changes in
CSR, i.e. CSR (Si2+) >95% and CSR(Si2+) < 5%. The temperature
values were calculated by collecting 30 000 – 50 000 atoms. Using the
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counting statistic error on a Poisson distribution, the relative error on
ln(φ), i.e. ∆ln(φ)ln(φ) , is between ~ ±1x10-5 – ±8x10-4. The relative error on
CSR
(∆CSR
CSR
)
for a block size of 2500 – 5000 atoms was evaluated between
~ ±0.004 – ±0.01. Using error propagation theory, this leads to a ∆Q(V F )Q(V F )
of ~ ±0.025 - ±0.05. From Fig. 3.30, the above mentioned error ranges
would result in a precision of ~ ±0.04 – ±0.1 i.e. a variation of ~12-30 K
for an estimated temperature of 300 K.
3.2. Effect of doping and tip shape
To sample the (potential) effects of dopant type and concentration,
temperature measurements were done for four Si samples, of which two
were n-type doped (4×1014 atoms/cm3 and 5×1019 atoms/cm3) and the
other two were p-type doped (3×1015 atoms/cm3 and 1019 atoms/cm3).
Figure 3.26 – Temperature as a function of laser power for tips with different n-
and p-type doping levels. For normal operating conditions (10-20 % of the energy
provided by laser for field evaporation) a temperature between 300 K and 550 K was
calculated and temperatures ~1250 K were calculated for the highest laser power.
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As shown in Fig 3.26 , the obtained temperature values ranging
from ~300 K to ~1250 K for laser powers between 0.7 mW – 3 mW, are
completely independent of the doping level and type for the different tips
implying that free carrier absorption is not an important parameter in
our experiments. The statistics linked to the number of atoms (~30 000)
collected for each measurement, lead to a ∆TT ∼ 0.06 as presented in
Fig 3.26 . Under normal APT conditions, i.e. at low laser powers (~10-
20 % energy is provided by the laser for field evaporation), we obtain
moderate temperatures (300 K-550 K) comparable to values reported in
literature for metals [5,11]. At high laser power, temperatures close to the
melting point of Si are reached (~1250 K). Such high temperatures may
be explained by the fact that at those powers the laser provides nearly
60 % of the energy for field evaporation i.e. thermal energy, implying
that the evaporation is essentially thermal. Interestingly, the method as
applied in Fig 3.26 also helps deepen our insight into the physics of laser-
assisted field evaporation. Fig 3.26 indeed shows that the temperature
varies linearly (T=442× P + 65) over the whole range of laser power (P)
and is independent of the tip shape and doping. The obtained linear
relationship points towards a negligible effect of non-linear processes like
multiphoton absorption, free-carrier absorption or temperature-dependent
heat diffusion. Furthermore, the limited impact of tip shape seems to
imply a minor or non-existent impact of the a priori different absorption
cross-section for the different tips due to their variable tip shape.
3.3 Thermal response of the specimen
In this section we will use the described method to gain insight into the
thermal response of a Si tip, initially kept at two base temperatures of
20 K and 100 K respectively. Figure 3.27(A) shows that at the same
laser power and barrier height (i.e. at same electric field), a lower flux is
obtained for the specimen kept at a base temperature of 20 K. A similar
impact of the base temperature, i.e. a lower flux at constant field and
laser power, has been previously observed for a number of materials like
W, Si, Ge [27,28]. This implies that the temperature at the apex (after
laser pulsing) for the specimen initially at 20 K is lower as compared to the
one at 100 K. On calculating the temperature at the apex, a difference of
89±12 K was obtained between the two tips mirroring the difference in the
base temperature value (Fig. 3.27(B)). However, the observed difference
in derived temperature values cannot be explained using heat capacity of
bulk materials. In detail, the heat capacity (Cp) decreases with decreasing
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temperature and varies as Cp ∝ T 3 at low temperatures [29]. Hence, the
energy required to heat Si from 20 K or 100 K to ~500 K is similar, i.e.(
E20−500 =
ˆ 500
20
CP dT
)
≈
(
E100−500 =
ˆ 500
100
CP dT
)
(3.20)
Eq. 3.20 implies that, the difference in the temperature reached after
laser pulsing (assuming the same incident laser power) in sample initially
kept at 20 K or 100 K should be much less than the difference in base
temperatures.
Figure 3.27 – (A) Flux as a function of barrier height (bottom X-axis) and field
(top X-axis) at constant laser power (1.12 mW) at 20 K (blue) and 100 K (red) base
temperature. A lower flux is observed for the same barrier height at 20 K. (B) Derived
temperature values as a function of laser power at 20 K (blue) and 100 K (red). The
difference between the two at the same laser power is equal to the difference in base
temperature. The temperature values were derived by collecting 50 000 atoms to
improve accuracy.
The inconsistency between theory and experiment may imply that
the thermal properties of a biased nanoscaled tip are different from its
bulk counterpart. Indeed, for nanowires (or in structures with high
aspect ratios), Cp ∝ T [30], at low temperatures, i.e. the difference in
temperature reached after laser pulsing in nanowires (initially at 20 K
and 100 K) will be higher as compared to bulk materials. Moreover in
our specimens, the outer shell (~ 5 nm) is amorphized due to Ga ion
beam damage during sample preparations. Amorphized Si is known to
have higher light absorption [31] and less severe dependence of Cp on
T [32] therefore, further modifying the optical and thermal properties of
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the APT sample as compared to bulk materials. Hence, a more detailed
study is required to understand the optical and thermal properties of APT
samples to understand its thermal response under laser illumination.
4. Conclusion
This work presents a method to determine the temperature of a nanoscale
tip under femtosecond laser pulsing using L-APT. The method is based
on measuring the variation in evaporation flux as a function of applied
voltage at fixed laser power. We showed that temperatures at the apex of
a Si tip illuminated with a green pulsed laser could vary between ~300 K
and ~1250 K depending on the laser power. This method provides useful
information into the absorption of light by biased nanoscaled specimens.
For example, the observed linear increase in temperature as a function of
laser power implies the negligible impact of any nonlinear phenomenon
in laser absorption by Si samples. Moreover, the independence of the
temperature at the apex from the tip shape suggests negligible impact of
the a priori different absorption cross-section of the different tips. We also
used the method to gain insight into the heating of the specimen kept at
different initial base temperatures. We observed that the difference in the
temperature reached after laser pulsing in the two cases was similar to the
difference in the initial temperature. This observation is remarkable and
cannot be explained when considering the heat capacity of bulk Si. This
observation may imply that the thermal properties of biased nanoscaled
specimen is different from its bulk properties and a more in-depth study
is required.
The presented method is a new stepping stone in improving our
understanding of the interaction of a femtosecond pulsed laser with a
nanoscale object. For example in techniques like APT it gives insight into
the absorption mechanisms ((non)linear), dependence on doping etc. and
for techniques like a-SNOM, STM the derived temperature values can act
as a benchmark for modeling the temperatures reached by a nanoscaled
tip illuminated by a pulsed laser.
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Abstract
The (recent) introduction of laser-assisted Atom Probe Tomography
(LAPT) has extended the applicability of the Atom Probe technique
to semiconducting and insulating materials thereby paving the way for
metrology on nanoelectronic devices. However, a detailed understanding
of the interaction of the involved laser and nanoscale semiconducting tip
remains elusive and yet is vital for further improving data acquisition
and treatment. In this paper, we use the steady-state shape of Si tip
apexes to improve our insight into the laser-tip interaction. We show
with transmission electron microscopy that the apex shape of a Si tip
under green (resp. infrared) illumination is non-hemispherical (resp.
hemispherical). Using LAPT measurements, we then prove that the apex
shape is an image of the apex temperature distribution at the time of
evaporation, as induced by the laser. Comparing these experimental
results with simulations of the absorbed optical power in the tip, we
demonstrate that evaporation assisted by a green laser occurs before any
major heat diffusion because light is resonantly absorbed close to the apex.
In infrared, conversely, as resonant absorption occurs far away from the
apex, heat diffuses and is uniform across the tip cross section before it
reaches the apex to trigger the evaporation.
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Introduction
Laser-assisted atom probe tomography (LAPT) has emerged as a
promising concept for 3D-compositional metrology of nanoelectronic
devices [1]. This technique can indeed provide a three-dimensional atomic
distribution with chemical identification and near atomic resolution (0.5 Å
– 3 Å). In LAPT, the sample atoms are removed one at a time under the
combined effects of a strong standing electric field and a pulsed laser.
In practice, the sample is shaped in the form of a needle with small
end radius ~40-100 nm such that the electric field at the apex reaches
magnitudes close to those required for field evaporation (~10-40 V/nm).
The laser is then used to generate thermal pulses inside the tip and
release the apex atoms one by one [2]. One of the biggest hurdles for
harnessing the full potential of LAPT is the accurate three dimensional
reconstruction of the acquired data. Commonly used reconstruction
algorithms assume a perfectly hemispherical apex shape and use a pseudo-
stereographic projection law to calculate the original positions of the
evaporated atoms [3]. The assumption of a perfect hemisphere explicitly
implies uniform magnification from the whole apex. In cases when the
apex is non-hemispherical, the assumption leads to artefactual density
variations [4] hence, leading to inaccuracies in the quantification of the
measured data. Non-hemispherical apex shapes have been reported e.g. in
heterogeneous and embedded samples (FinFET) [5] and in cases of strong
absorption for the laser light used (e.g. Si under UV illumination) [6].
As the absorptivity is a strong function of the laser wavelength, we study
in this paper its role by analyzing the impact of laser wavelength on the
tip shape of a Si tip. In the first part, we study the experimental impact
of green (515 nm) and IR (1030 nm) pulsed lasers on Si tips. Using
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), we show that the steady-state
apex shape remains hemispherical in the case of a Si tip analyzed with
IR light but that a small asymmetry is generated when using a green
laser. Based on LAPT measurements, we then demonstrate that the non-
hemispherical tip shape in green (λ = 515 nm) is due to a non-uniform
temperature distribution at the apex. In the second part, we compare
the experimentally measured temperature distribution to the theoretically
expected spatial distribution of the absorbed light in the dielectric tip.
We conclude that the non-hemispherical tip shape in green is a direct
consequence of the non-uniform light absorption at the tip apex and that
heat hardly diffuses before it triggers evaporation. In IR, conversely, as
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light is resonantly absorbed far away from the apex, heat diffuses and is
uniform across the tip cross section before it reaches the apex to trigger
the evaporation.
2. Materials and Methods
In order to study the impact of laser wavelength on the apex shape of
a Si tip we used a combination of LAPT and TEM. We implemented
LAPT measurements to gain insight into the temperature and field
distributions at the time of field evaporation across the apex, since
the apex shape is a direct consequence of these distributions. The
distributions were quantified using the method described in Article I.
Subsequent to LAPT measurements TEM was used to analyze the apex
shape of field evaporated tips. The LAPT experiments were conducted on
the Laser Assisted Wide Angle Tomographic Atom Probe (LAWATAP)
from Cameca at 80 K sample temperature using IR (λ = 1030 nm) and
green (λ = 515 nm) illumination. The tips were prepared by the lift-out
method and sub-sequential annular Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling [7],
on a FEI Helios-450 dual beam tool. TEM was performed on a Cs-probe-
corrected JEOL ARM 200F equipped with a Shottky field emitter and
operating at 200 kV. The 2050 Fischion on-axis rotation tomography
holder was used as it can mount rod shaped samples.
3. Results and discussion
It is commonly believed that LAPT analyses of Si tips under green
(λ = 515 nm) and infrared laser (λ = 1030 nm) light lead to
uniform heating and hence hemispherical apex shapes [6, 9]. However,
Fig. 3.28(a) shows that this assumption holds true for tips measured
with IR, the TEM micrograph of (Fig. 3.28(b)) shows that a green
laser actually results in a slightly asymmetric apex. Most likely the
discrepancy with previous work arises from the fact that in ref 5,8 only
SEM imaging was used whereas we exploit the higher resolution of TEM in
Fig. 3.28. Note that because of their projection through the apex, these
TEM micrographs do not provide information about the actual shapes
of the three-dimensional apexes [10] but they still suffice to conclude on
a non-uniform (resp. uniform) field distribution at the apex in Si tips
analyzed by green (resp. IR) laser [11,12].
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Figure 3.28 – Transmission Electron Micrograph of Si tips analyzed under (a) IR
(λ = 1030 nm) and (b) green (λ = 515 nm) illumination. While analysis with an
IR laser leads to a hemispherical apex, the green laser induces a non-hemispherical
apex.
Inducing such a non-uniform tip shape (at steady state) can only be
explained by assuming a non-uniform temperature distribution at the
apex. Since the evaporation process depends on the interplay between
temperature (induced by the laser pulse) and field (which is induced by
the apex shape) [13], a non-uniform temperature distribution will induce
a non-uniform evaporation across the tip apex leading to an asymmetrical
apex shape. A steady state apex shape of the tip is achieved when
the field distribution (resulting from the apex shape) counteracts the
asymmetry in the temperature distribution such that the evaporation
rate over the whole apex is constant. As such, the asymmetric apex
of Fig. 3.28(b) demonstrates the non-uniform apex heating induced
by the green laser. Conversely, the hemispherical apex shape under IR
illumination (Fig. 3.28(a)) implies that the temperature distribution was
uniform and that the electric field at the surface will be uniform. In other
words, Fig. 3.28(a) implies univocally that IR light heats up the apex
uniformly, i.e. the apex reaches an equilibrium state where the field is
uniform.
The conclusions derived from these observations can be confirmed
experimentally by measuring the field distribution across the apex of the
tip. The field distribution can be measured using the Charge State Ratio
(CSR). CSR is defined as Sii+/(ΣSi), where Sii+ (i=1, 2) is the measured
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number of counts of Sii+ ions. Considering the now well-known Kingham
curves for post ionization [14] which link the electric field F at the apex
to the CSR, the field distribution across the apex of the tip is deduced
(red line in Fig. 3.29(A)).
Figure 3.29 – (A) CSR (Si+) distribution (black) and field distribution (red) across the
apex of a tip analyzed in green (λ = 515 nm) in LAPT. (B) Temperature distribution
(green) calculated using the method described in ref 7 and field distribution (red)
across the apex of a tip analyzed in green in LAPT. The right region corresponds to
the illuminated side while the left region is the shadow side of the apex. The value
at each point is the mean value in a vertical selection of the detector. The error bar
is the standard deviation in the vertical selection.
Indeed, the field distribution along the direction of propagation of the
green laser is non-uniform, with lower field measured on the illuminated
and shadow sides and a maximum in the center of the tip. To verify if this
field distribution is a result of a non-uniform temperature distribution,
the temperature distribution across the apex was quantified using the
method described in Article I, i.e. from the slope d(ln(φ)dV
∣∣∣
P
of the flux φ
vs voltage V characteristic during an L-APT measurement at a fixed laser
power. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 3.29(B), the temperature and the
field distribution have an inverse correlation. Note that even the slightly
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lower field on the shadow side as compared to the illuminated side is also
compensated by a slightly higher temperature. In summary, illumination
of a Si tip with a green laser leads to a non-uniform temperature
distribution. This non-uniformity in turn leads to a non-hemispherical
steady-state apex such that the resulting field distribution compensates
the effect of the non-uniform temperature distribution on the evaporation
probability.
To understand the causal link between the electric field and
temperature distributions of Fig. 3.29 and the tip shape of Fig. 3.28(b),
we investigated how a tip transitions from a symmetric shape in IR to a
non-hemispherical shape in green, looking at the temporal evolution of the
emission pattern on the position-sensitive detector. More specifically, we
recorded as a function of time the fraction of atoms reaching four different
regions of equal detector surface area (Fig. 3.30(b)) when the laser of
the LAWATAP is switched from IR to green. Fig. 3.30(c) shows that,
upon changing the wavelength from IR to green, field evaporation started
from the illuminated and the shadow sides of the tip apex, while hardly
any atom evaporated from the central regions of the apex. With time,
however, the relative number of atoms coming from the central regions
increased and, after roughly 80 000 evaporated atoms, the number of
atoms evaporating from each stripe equilibrated, i.e. a non-hemispherical
steady-state apex shape was reached. This transition can be understood
as follows. Given the initial hemispherical apex shape, the starting field is
uniform across the apex [11, 12]. However, the green laser generates a non-
uniform temperature distribution similar to that observed in Fig. 3.29.
Subsequently, the hotter illuminated and shadow sides evaporate first,
while the center of the apex remains untouched. This process erodes
preferentially the heated regions and, as a consequence, reduces the local
field in the illuminated and shadow regions. This transient stops when the
electric field has the non-uniform distribution shown in Fig. 3.29 allowing
a uniform flux across the apex, i.e. when the (asymmetric) steady-state
shape is reached. The same exercise was carried out in Fig. 3.30(d)
for a tip transitioning from green to IR. As can be observed, during this
transition, the evaporation initially started in the central regions of the
apex and moved to the illuminated and shadow sides only after about 60
000 atoms. This can easily be explained by considering that because of
the uniform heating induced by the IR laser, the emission pattern will
reflect the field distribution and thus the tip shape. The asymmetrical
evaporation probability (middle vs edges) is a clear indicator for the low
field at the sides and thus the non-hemispherical tip shape under green.
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Figure 3.30 – (a) Hit positions on the detector at the start of the measurement.
The red and green dots represent the hit positions in IR (1030 nm) and green laser
(515 nm) respectively. (b) Schematic for calculating the 1-D temporal evolution
emission pattern at different positions on the detector when the laser is switched
from IR to green (shown in (c)) and from green to IR (shown in (d)). Evaporation
starts on the sides (resp. the center) of the apex during a transition from IR to green
(resp. green to IR). One unit along the x-axis corresponds to a block of sequentially
evaporated 20000 atoms.
The above TEM and LAPT analyses provide unambiguous
experimental evidence for the different heating distributions induced
by the IR and green lasers. The reasons for these different laser-tip
interactions go back to the fundamentals of the Si tip interaction with IR
and green light, already studied in ref [9, 15, 16] and in particular to the
locations along the tip where the light couples most efficiently. As shown
in Fig. 3.31(a), light couples inside a dielectric tip essentially at optically
resonant cross-sections, i.e. where the multiple internal reflections of light
interfere constructively. For light of wavelength λ0 incident on a tip
with real refractive index n, these resonant cross-sections are located at
radii of approximate values Rk~(2k+1)λ0 /(8n) (k=1,2,..) [16]. Based on
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just this insight, the uniform heating induced by the IR laser is rather
easy to explain. The first-order (k=1) resonant cross section for IR
light is indeed very far away from the apex along the shank of the tip
(R1~110 nm). The laser-induced heat needs therefore to diffuse to the
apex in order to enable the evaporation process. During this diffusion
the heat distribution can homogenize, leading to a uniform temperature
across the tip cross-section and thus a uniform evaporation probability.
When it comes to the heating induced by the green laser, the situation is
quite different as a resonance is always present close to the apex (R1~45
nm). Hence minimal heat diffusion is required to reach the tip apex
and the distribution of absorbed light is reflected in the evaporation
distribution. This non-uniformity can be understood by looking at the
numerical simulations of the distributions of the resonantly absorbed
power at the tip apex. Fig. 3.31 shows |Pabs/P0|, i.e. the numerically
simulated absorbed power density normalized to the incident power P0,
in the XZ plane of a Si tip, X being the direction of light propagation
and Z the direction of the tip axis. These calculations are done on a
3-D geometry using the discrete-dipole approximation method (ADDA
v.0.79 code) [17] with an assumed refractive index 4.22+i0.06 [18]. The
resulting squared relative internal electric field amplitude (|Ez,int/E0|2) of
the coupled light from the simulation were converted to relative absorbed
power using the divergence of the Poynting vector [19]. Fig. 3.31(b)
shows a zoom on the region of the tip which can be analyzed with LAPT,
i.e. the region where the conical tip has a radius < 70 nm [20]. Indeed the
two-fold symmetry of the theoretical absorbed power, with a minimum
at the center of the tip and maxima on the illuminated and shadow sides,
clearly reflects (in opposition) the measured field distribution across the
tip apex, shown in Fig. 3.29. Also finer details such as a slightly higher
absorbed power on the shadow side than on the illuminated side, is in
agreement with the asymmetric field distribution of Fig. 3.29. An even
stronger correlation can be found by considering the evolution of the
computed absorbed power and the measured temperature at the apex, as
the tip erodes. For this purpose, on the experimental side, we measured
the variations in the field, separately for the illuminated and shadow side,
during the LAPT measurement of a Si tip analyzed at a constant flux
and constant green laser power [21]. Subsequently, the recorded field
values were converted to potential barrier height (Q(F)) using the scaling
law proposed by Kreuzer and Nath [22] (solid lines of Fig. 3.31(c)).
Noting that, in a constant-flux measurement, barrier height variations
reflect temperature variations, the experimental curves actually indicate
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the temperature variations as a function of depth (in units of increasing
radius). On the theoretical side, we computed the absorbed power at
the very apex for a tip [23] with a cone angle of 8o and with apex radii
ranging between 40 and 60 nm to simulate the evolution of the tip shape
subsequent to its erosion. The results are summarized in Fig. 3.31(c)
and demonstrate that the variations of the theoretical absorbed power
are in excellent qualitative agreement with the measured variations in
barrier height and thus temperature. Any increase (resp. decrease) in the
theoretically expected absorbed power indeed perfectly correlates with
the experimental observation of an increase (resp. decrease) in barrier
height and thus apex temperature.
Figure 3.31 – (a) Simulated normalized absorbed power density inside an APT tip
illuminated by a green laser incident normally to the tip axis with power P0 (b)
Zoom into the regions which can be analyzed in LAPT, i.e. the region with radius
of the cone < 70 nm. (c) Correlation between the relative absorbed power in the
XY plane (solid line) and the change in potential barrier height (Q(F)) (dashed line)
during analysis to evaporate at constant flux and constant laser power. For easier
comparison, the field and |Pabs/P0| have been normalized to their maximum values.
In summary, the non-uniform asymmetric shape under green
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illumination is due to the non-uniform resonant green light absorption at
the apex and the nearby location of the resonant cross-section. Due to this
proximity, heat diffusion is minimal before the evaporation, which leads to
minimal homogenization and thus evaporation patterns still bearing the
fingerprint of the non-uniform absorption. Vice versa, in IR the distant
location of the resonant absorption sites necessitates ample diffusion and
thus broadening of the heat distribution leading to a hemispherical tip
shape.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, using a combination of TEM and LAPT, we have shown that
the apex shape of a Si tip is non-hemispherical (resp. hemispherical) when
analyzed with a green (resp. IR) laser. We have demonstrated that the
apex shape is a direct consequence of the temperature distribution at the
apex and the location of the resonant absorption sections. Furthermore,
the experimental observation of the fingerprint of non-uniform absorption
in green indicates that the tip apex is not at thermodynamic equilibrium
before field evaporation is triggered. The situation in IR is very different
as light is absorbed far away from the apex. The IR laser-induced thermal
pulse is therefore uniform across the cross-section before it reaches the
emitting apex. The conclusions in this paper point towards the presence
of a non-hemispherical apex shape in most materials whenever light
resonantly couples in close proximity to the apex. This in-turn signifies
that the assumption of a hemispherical apex shape by most reconstruction
algorithms is wrong, hence, leading to imperfect data analysis.
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Abstract
This letter investigates the unexpected absorption of sub-bandgap light
by semiconducting tips during laser-assisted atom probe tomography
(LAPT) analysis. By means of a combination of transmission electron
microscopy and photomodulated optical reflectance measurements, we
show that the surface of a tip prepared with focused ion beam (FIB)
is amorphized and subsequently absorbs electromagnetic waves with sub-
bandgap photon energy. Using LAPT, we further confirm that the sub-
bandgap absorptivity of a tip milled with FIB scales with the acceleration
voltage used for the final tip cleaning, i.e. a thicker amorphized shell
leads to more light absorption and hence more efficient heating of the tip
apex. We conclude that the FIB-induced surface amorphization plays a
crucial role in the laser-assisted field evaporation of materials which, if
undamaged, are transparent to the used laser.
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Laser-assisted atom probe tomography (LAPT) is a versatile technique
with applications ranging from metals to semiconductors and
insulators [1]. In LAPT, a sample in the shape of a sharp conical
tip is evaporated atom by atom under the combined effects of a
strong standing voltage and a pulsed laser [2]. LAPT is becoming
popular e.g. in the semiconductor industry thanks to its unique
capabilities for compositional analysis with virtually atomic resolution in
three-dimensional nanoscale objects such as fin field-effect transistors
(finFETs) [3, 4]. However, although the technique is becoming
widespread, its underlying fundamental physics is still poorly understood.
As a matter of fact, the actual mechanism leading the laser pulse to
triggering the evaporation of atoms from the tip apex remains to be
elucidated [5]. A topical example showing the limited physical insight
into the laser-tip interaction is the intriguing observation that materials
which are a priori transparent to the used laser can be evaporated. Indeed
LAPT analysis of wide-bandgap semiconductors and insulators has been
proven possible with sub-bandgap lasers [6-10]. Previous work suggests
that this can be partly explained by a metallic transition which the
tip undergoes when submitted to the very intense electric fields needed
for evaporation [11, 12]. However, another phenomenon overlooked so
far in this discussion is the role of the focused-ion-beam (FIB)-based
tip preparation and, more specifically, the damage created through the
interaction of the energetic Ga+ beam with the tip material. In this paper,
we investigate this effect and demonstrate that the damage induced by
FIB contributes significantly to the absorption of sub-bandgap laser light.
Using wurtzite GaN (bandgap Eg = 3.5 eV [13]) as a case study, we
first demonstrate with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) that
FIB milling results in an amorphous shell surrounding the complete
tip. Photomodulated optical reflectance (PMOR) measurements then
show that FIB-amorphized GaN (α-GaN) exhibits dramatically modified
properties as compared to crystalline GaN (c-GaN), including a high
absorptivity even at photon energies which c-GaN is transparent to.
Finally, we demonstrate that the efficiency of a sub-bandgap laser to heat
up the apex of an LAPT tip scales with the acceleration voltage used
for the tip cleaning, i.e. with the thickness of the amorphized shell. We
conclude that the FIB-amorphized shell plays a major role in the physics
of laser-assisted field evaporation.
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Figure 3.32 – Transmission electron micrographs of the sidewalls of GaN tips cleaned
with a (a) 1 kV and (b) 8 kV Ga+ beam in a Helios 450HP. An approximate 1.2 nm
thick (resp. 2.2 nm) amorphized shell surrounds the c-GaN core of the tip cleaned at
1 kV (resp. 8 kV) voltage. Insets: low magnification micrographs of the tips. The red
rectangles highlight the locations of the magnified regions. These micrographs were
obtained before LAPT analysis, which explains the remaining Pt cap at the apex of
the tip in inset of Fig. 1(a).
Most atom probe tips made of semiconducting or insulating materials
are prepared using the micromachining capabilities of FIB [14]. To shape
the sample into a conical tip as required for LAPT analysis (see e.g.
insets of Fig. 3.29), an energetic (30 kV) focused Ga+ beam is indeed
used to sputter away the unwanted material. However, as a side effect,
each incident Ga+ ion also triggers a collision cascade inside the tip,
which amorphizes the tip surface [15]. To minimize the thickness of the
resulting amorphized shell, a lower-voltage cleaning is often used at the
final stage of the tip preparation [14]. The thickness of the resulting
amorphized shell indeed depends upon the acceleration voltage of the ion
beam as well as on its incidence angle and on the stopping power of the
sample [16, 17]. In the case of GaN considered in this paper, the TEM
micrograph of Fig. 3.32(a) shows that a GaN tip cleaned with a low-
voltage 1 kV FIB in a Helios 450HP exhibits an approximate 1.2 nm
thick α-GaN shell surrounding its c-GaN core. The α-GaN shell thickness
increases to 2.2 nm when the tip is cleaned at a medium-voltage (8 kV), as
confirmed in Fig. 3.32(b). The measured amorphized shell thicknesses
are in correspondence with the range of Ga+ ions implanted in GaN at an
incidence angle of 85º, i.e. 0.8 nm and 2.3 nm respectively for 1 and 8 kV,
as estimated with SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter [17]).
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To study the optical and thermal properties of the α-GaN layer,
we performed PMOR measurements on blanket GaN layers. PMOR
is a pump-probe technique wherein a modulated-power pump laser,
if absorbed, heats up the sample and hence modifies its refractive
index [18]. The pump-induced modulation of the refractive index is
then measured by means of the modulated reflectance of the probe laser.
Such photoreflectance techniques are commonly used in the semiconductor
industry to study the damage caused by ion implantation as the pump-
induced heating and hence the modulated reflectance scale with sample
damage, i.e. the point defect density and thickness of the amorphized
layer [19, 20]. Furthermore, whereas measurements with coincident pump-
probe laser beams provide information on the local heating, collecting
the PMOR signal as a function of the separation between the pump and
probe laser beams also generates information on the heat diffusivity of the
material [18, 21]. In this paper, the PMOR measurements were obtained
at room temperature with the thermaprobe TP630XP tool, where the
near-infrared (NIR) pump laser has a 790 nm wavelength (photon energy
Eph = 1.57 eV) and a modulation frequency νmod = 1 MHz, and the
probe wavelength is 670 nm. In Fig. 3.33, we compare the modulated
probe reflectance measured as a function of pump-probe beam distance
respectively on c-GaN and α-GaN. The c-GaN sample is a blanket GaN
layer grown on a sapphire substrate and the α-GaN sample refers to an
area of the same sample which has been irradiated at normal incidence
with a 30 kV Ga+ FIB (0.7 pA current for 100 s, raster size 20×20
µm2). As expected from the transparency of c-GaN to the NIR pump
laser [22] (Eph < Eg), only background noise (~0.006) is measured on
the c-GaN sample, as can be confirmed e.g. from the independence of
the signal from laser beam separation. Conversely, on the α-GaN area, a
high modulated reflectance signal is measured, which implies that α-GaN
efficiently absorbs the sub-bandgap NIR pump. Additionally, the lateral
decay length Ld of the modulated reflectance measured on the α-GaN
area also demonstrates the poor diffusion of the heat generated inside
the sample. If heat were able to diffuse as efficiently in α-GaN as in c-
GaN, the signal decay would indeed be less abrupt. This is illustrated
by the interrupted line of Fig. 3.33 which assumes a signal decay length
Lcth =
√
Dc
th
piωmod
[18, 21] with the thermal diffusivity of c-GaN (Dcth =
0.43 cm2/s [23]). An estimate of the actual diffusivity of α-GaN can be
derived from these PMOR measurements, keeping in mind that only a
maximum value is determined as the decay length is convoluted with the
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pump and probe beam shapes (i.e. gaussian beams with 0.5 µm radius
each [18]). Using the decay length Ld = 0.5µm of the PMOR signal
measured on α-GaN, we deduce that the thermal diffusion length in α-
GaN is Lαth ≤ 0.5µm. This gives a maximal thermal diffusivity of α-GaN
of Dαth< 0.008 cm2/s [21], i.e. almost two orders of magnitude smaller
than Dcth. Such a dramatic degradation of the thermal diffusivity has also
been observed in time-resolved photoreflectance measurements of FIB-
amorphized Si [24].
Figure 3.33 – Amplitude of the modulated probe reflectance signal measured on
c-GaN (blue line) and α-GaN (red line) as a function of pump and probe beam
separation. The measured signal on c-GaN, which is transparent to the NIR pump
laser, is only due to background noise. α-GaN shows a high signal, indicative of
efficient absorption and heating by the NIR pump laser. The lateral decay length
Ld on α-GaN is much shorter than expected from thermal diffusion in c-GaN (black
interrupted line), which evidences a degraded thermal diffusivity.
The PMOR measurements of Fig. 3.33 indicate that the presence
of the amorphized layer leads to the absorption of sub-bandgap laser
light and thus local heating, an effect which is further sustained by the
reduced thermal diffusivity of α-GaN. To demonstrate the impact of these
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phenomena in case of the nanoscale conical geometry of LAPT tips, we
studied the variations in temperature reached at the tip apex when tips
with different α-GaN shell thicknesses are illuminated with sub-bandgap
light. For this purpose, four GaN tips were milled at 30 kV. One tip was
kept as milled while the others were cleaned at the respective acceleration
voltages of 1 kV, 5 kV and 8 kV. According to SRIM calculations, this
results in approximate amorphized shell thicknesses of respectively 0.8
nm (1 kV cleaning), 1.8 nm (5 kV cleaning), 2.3 nm (8 kV cleaning) and
5.4 nm (30 kV milling). The tips were then analyzed at 80 K with the
green laser (λ=515 nm, i.e. Eph = 2.4 eV) of the Laser-Assisted Wide-
Angle Tomographic Atom Probe (LAWATAP) of Cameca. For the tips
cleaned with 1-8 kV, we measured the apex temperature as a function of
the laser power (Fig. 3.33(a)). The values were derived using the method
described in Article I, ii.e. from the slope d(ln(φ)dV
∣∣∣
P
of the flux φ vs voltage
V characteristic during an L-APT measurement at a fixed laser power.
Advantageously, the values obtained with this method are insensitive to
the differences in the tip geometry induced e.g. by the different cleaning
voltages [25]. However, it only gives access to the so-called normalized
apex temperature, i.e. Tapex/Q0 ratio, where Q0 is the potential barrier
to be overcome by a surface atom before it can evaporate without any
applied electric field. For Si, Q0=5.86 eV [26] but it is not known for
GaN. As shown in Fig. 3.34(a), Tapex as well as the heating efficiency
ε = ∂Tapex∂P both scale with the amorphized shell thickness. For instance,
the tip cleaned at 8 kV heats up 43% more efficiently than the one cleaned
at 1 kV, which shows the striking impact of the amorphized layer on the
apex temperature. Note further that, assuming a value of Q0 in the range
of 3-5 eV, the tip apex temperature at low laser power (~ 1 mW) already
is as high as 750-1250 K, which is significantly higher than the values
reported for Si (~300 K [25]). In support of these high temperatures,
we can mention that for the tip milled at 30 kV and illuminated at
1.1 mW, regions of localized melting can be observed (Fig. 3.34(b)).
This tip can be understood to have reached very high temperatures as
the melting point of GaN is expected to be >2500º C (this value assumes
high pressure [27]).
These observations prove that the FIB-induced amorphization
contributes dominantly to the absorption of green laser light by the
GaN tips and hence to the final tip apex temperature. This has both
experimental and theoretical consequences. First, from an experimental
viewpoint, the optimization of the amorphous shell thickness can be
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used advantageously to target a certain temperature and hence facilitate
the evaporation. Second, from a theoretical point of view, any model
attempting to describe the laser-assisted evaporation process in LAPT
needs to include the critical effect of the FIB-induced amorphous layer.
This is valid when the crystalline core is transparent to the laser
light, as shown in this paper. This is also true in the case of an
absorptive crystalline core, since the amorphized layer then provides
a second independent absorption mechanism located at the tip surface,
which is bound to impact the behavior of the laser-assisted evaporation
significantly.
Figure 3.34 – (a) Variation in normalized apex temperature Tapex/Q0 as a function of
the green laser power measured on GaN tips cleaned respectively at 1 kV (diamonds),
5 kV (circles) and 8 kV (triangles) voltages. The thicknesses of the amorphized
shells estimated with SRIM are indicated between brackets. The error on each
normalized temperature value is given by the vertical bars. The temperature and
the heating efficiency ε = ∂Tapex
∂P
(K/mW) obtained from the slope of the linear
fits (colored lines) both increase with the amorphized shell thickness (b) Scanning
electron micrograph of a tip milled at 30 kV voltage showing evidence of melting after
LAPT analysis at the low 1.1 mW green laser power.
To conclude, we have identified the impact of FIB preparation on
the optical and thermal properties of GaN. We have shown that, as a
result of the use of FIB to mill and clean the tip, an amorphized shell
is present at the tip surface, which has a high absorptivity including at
wavelengths which crystalline GaN is transparent to. This amorphized
shell also shows poor thermal diffusivity. The combination of these effects
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has a strong impact on the heating efficiency of LAPT tips under sub-
bandgap illumination, which scales with the thickness of the amorphized
shell. Estimates of the tip apex temperatures indicate very high values
consistent with the observation that tips milled at a high voltage, i.e.
with a thick amorphized shell, even show evidence of melting after low
laser power illumination. We conclude that FIB-induced amorphization
plays a dominant role in the unexpected absorption of sub-bandgap light
and hence in the possibility for LAPT analysis of a priori transparent
semiconducting and insulating materials. Its effect therefore should be
included in any theoretical description of the evaporation process in
LAPT.
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Chapter 4
Atomic insight into Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
layers
In this chapter we discuss the use of L-APT to understand the contribution
of Sn clusters and defect generation towards relaxation of strained
metastable Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers. Since this was the first time the
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) system was studied using L-APT, we will first describe the
field evaporation characteristics and the optimal conditions to analyze
these layers (Section 4.1). Subsequently, we will present a new cluster
analysis algorithm that was developed to extract ultra-fine clusters (few
10’s of atoms) (Section 4.2) and apply it to gain insight into the role of
Sn cluster formation in strain relaxation of these layers (Section 4.3). All
our main results are discussed in more detail in the papers (Article IV
and V) attached at the end of the chapter.
Scaling of Complementary-Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS)
devices for increased performance and functionality has led to an increased
interest in metastable Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers due to their unique properties
like larger lattice constant as compared to Ge and SiGe, ability to engineer
band gap etc. Due to these appealing properties, Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers could
potentially be used for:
• Strained Ge based CMOS devices - Thanks to the larger lattice
constant of Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers as compared to Ge, they can be
used to exert uniaxial compressive strain or biaxial tensile strain
(depending upon the configuration they are integrated) into p-
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CMOS device. For example Wang et al. [111] and Loo et al. [112]
proposed embedding Ge(1-x)Sn(x) in the source and drain region to
induce uniaxial compressive stress in the Ge channel (Fig. 4.1(a)).
Compressive strain in Ge leads to the splitting of the degenerate
heavy and light hole valence bands; thus, increasing the hole
mobility [113]. An alternate option could be to use ultrathin biaxial
compressively strained Ge(1-x)Sn(x) quantum well (QW) on Ge, as
a channel material (Fig. 4.1(b)). This architecture makes use of
the high mobility of charge carriers in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer [114].
Figure 4.1 – Schematic representation of possible architectures of strained Ge p-
MOSFET. (A) Uniaxial compressive Ge channel by embedded Ge(1-x)Sn(x) S/D. (B)
Biaxial compressive Ge(1-x)Sn(x) QW on a Ge strain relaxed buffer. .
• Complete group IV optoelectronic devices - The band gap
of Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers can be engineered by changing the Sn
concentration in these layers. Shimura et al. [115] showed that
the transition from an indirect to direct band gap occurs in these
layers for a Sn concentration of ∼11 %. The cause of this transition
is the faster lowering of the direct conduction band valley (Γ point)
as compared to the indirect valley (L point), when Sn is added to
the Ge lattice (Fig. 4.2). Furthermore, addition of Sn also leads
to an increased absorption at the telecommunication wavelength
(1550 nm - 1620 nm) [116]. These unique optical properties of
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers (and Si(1-x-y)Ge(y)Sn(x) layers) have proven it
to be an exceptional candidate for all group-IV optoelectronic
devices like IR lasers [117], photodetectors [118], electro-optical
modulators [119] etc.
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Figure 4.2 – (A) Band structure of Ge. (B) Band structure of Ge(1-x)Sn(x). The
introduction of Sn leads to transition from indirect bandgap to a direct bandgap.
Reproduced from [6].
To adopt Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers for these applications, it is required that
the Sn in the layer is substitutional and exists in its semiconducting α-
Sn allotrope. Furthermore, for large scale industrial applications, these
layers need to be grown with acceptable growth rates. This is challenging
because:
• The diamond-cubic semiconducting α-Sn allotrope is unstable
at high temperatures [120]. The α-Sn allotrope undergoes a
spontaneous transition to its β-Sn metallic phase at 13.2 oC.
• There is a 14.7 % lattice mismatch between α-Sn (aSn0 = 6.4892 A˚)
and Ge (aGe0 = 5.6579 A˚). The volume mismatch resulting from
this lattice mismatch leads to an increased enthalpy of formation
and hence, phase separation of the Ge and Sn [121]
• The surface free energy of Sn is lower as compared to Ge. Thereby,
Sn has a strong tendency to segregate on the surface.
• The thermodynamic solid solubility of Sn in Ge is < 1 % at
231 oC [122]). This leads to phase separation and surface segregation
of Sn at higher temperatures.
Therefore Ge(1-x)Sn(x), with the desired Sn content and strain, can only
be grown at non-equilibrium conditions. Indeed, the phase separation
of Sn only occurs when the system has enough energy to overcome the
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(1) potential barrier for nucleation of β-Sn and (2) the kinetic barrier for
surface diffusion of Sn. Hence, if the layers are grown at low temperature
and high growth rate, precipitation of Sn and or formation of Sn clusters
can be avoided. Epitaxial growth of meta-stable Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers, i.e.
grown at non-equilibrium conditions, has been successfully demonstrated
using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [123] and molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) [124]. However, these layers exhibit high defect density due to the
lowered surface mobility of adsorbed adatoms [125]. Furthermore, any
post-annealing of the grown layers to reduce the defect density potentially
leads to Sn cluster formation and or Sn segregation and in-turn strain
relaxation in the grown layers [126, 127], thereby making them unsuitable
for the desired applications. Hence, in order to implement Ge(1-x)Sn(x) ,
the underlying physical relation between layer relaxation, Sn cluster
formation and defect generation needs to be understood. Moreover, it
is extremely important to identify the conditions for the onset Sn cluster
formation. L-APT due to its atomic resolution and its inherent ability to
characterize 3-D volumes is perfectly suited to gain insight into Sn cluster
formation in these layers.
All Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers studied during this doctoral project were grown
epitaxially using low temperature CVD. The layers were grown using
Ge2H6 and SnCl4as the Ge and Sn precursor respectively on strain
relaxed, <100> oriented Ge buffer layers. The deposition temperature
was 320 oC and atmospheric pressure was used. More details on the film
growth can be found in ref [123]. Furthermore, a 100 nm Ge cap was
deposited in-situ on top of all samples (unless otherwise mentioned), to
protect the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer from ion damage during sample preparation.
4.1 Quantitative L-APT analysis of Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
layers
Characterization of compound semiconductors and multilayer structures
using L-APT should be done with care, as the difference in field
evaporation characteristics of the constituent elements and/or layers could
potentially lead to artefacts in the reconstructed volume. Furthermore,
potential non uniform laser absorption could lead to non-hemispherical
apex shapes and hence inaccurate reconstructions. In this section we will
first (Section 4.1.1) discuss the commonly observed artefacts and verify
the presence (or absence) of these in the analyzed Ge/Ge(1-x)Sn(x)/Ge
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samples. Furthermore, we will also present the optimum experimental
conditions (laser power, wavelength, base temperature and reconstruction
parameters) to analyze these layers. In Section 4.1.2, we will discuss the
impact of laser absorption on the apex shape and the reconstructed data.
All the results are discussed in more detail in Article IV, attached at the
end of this chapter.
4.1.1 Field induced artefacts
Figure 4.3 – Observed field induced artefacts in multilayer structures. (A) Three
dimensional APT reconstruction of a Co/Cu multilayer stack. The field variation
between Co and Cu causes density variations at the interface. Reproduced from ref
[128]. (b) Voltage curve and APT reconstruction of a Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer. No humps
or dips and no density variations at the interface are observed in the voltage curve
and 3-D reconstruction respectively, implying the field required to evaporate Ge or
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) is similar. The L-APT analysis was done using green (λ = 515 nm)
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One very common artefact when analyzing multilayer structures is the
appearance of false low or high densities at the interfaces [128]. The
cause of these density variations is the difference in the threshold field
required to evaporate the different layers. For example, when transitioning
from a layer requiring a high field to evaporate, to a layer requiring
a low field, a high density region is observed (Fig. 4.3(a)). On the
other hand, during the transition from a low field evaporating layer
to a high field evaporating layer a low density is observed. These
density variations are observed due to the incorrect assumption of a
hemispherical apex during reconstruction of the acquired data. Indeed,
two assumptions govern the calculation of the depth coordinate during
reconstruction [26]. Firstly, the apex of the specimen is assumed to be
a perfect hemisphere. Secondly, homogeneous evaporation is assumed
from this hemispherical surface. The depth coordinate is then calculated
simply by the order in which ions strike the position sensitive detector. In
the algorithm, the increment in the z-coordinate of each collected atom is
based on the average atomic volume and the assumed curved surface [26].
However, in cases with specimens containing multi-layer structures with
different threshold evaporation fields, the apex re-shapes asymmetrically
from one layer to another. 3-D simulations of field evaporation such
specimens demonstrate that the artefactual depth calculated assuming
a hemispherical apex is sufficient to produce the observed deformations
of the reconstructed data [128]. During an experiment, the presence of
layers with variable threshold evaporation field can also been observed
in the voltage curve of a constant flux L-APT measurement as bumps
(low field to high field) or dips (high field to low field). Regarding the
Ge/Ge(1-x)Sn(x)/Ge samples, no irregularities were observed in the voltage
curve (Fig. 4.3(b)). Furthermore, homogeneous densities were observed
across the interfaces in the reconstruction, implying that the field required
to evaporate the two layers (i.e. Ge and GeSn) are similar (Fig. 4.3(b)).
Differences in threshold field evaporation values between the
constituent elements of a compound semiconductor can potentially also
lead to co-evaporation. Co-evaporation refers to simultaneous evaporation
of two neighboring atoms (generally one low field evaporating and one high
field evaporating) on the same laser pulse. Experimentally, co-evaporation
is observed as an increase in the multi-hit count. Even though the detector
available on our tool has multi-hit detection capability, if too many ions
hit the detector simultaneously in close proximity, the signal generated
by every hit may no longer be resolved and some of the ions are simply
lost. This is called ion pile-up [49] and leads to erroneous quantification
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of the stoichiometry of the analyzed layer. From experimental evidence it
is known that a difference greater than 10 % between the threshold field
evaporation values of the constituent elements can lead to co-evaporation
[128]. The values available in the scientific literature for the threshold field
evaporation (Fev) for Ge and Sn are 29 V/nm and 23 V/nm respectively
[49]. Hence, the above mentioned artefacts were of a great concern.
The presence of co-evaporation was evaluated by comparing the distance
distribution of the first nearest neighbor (1stNN) atoms and the distance
between the detected Ge-Sn multi-hits (Fig. 4.4(A)), as the distribution
of multi-hits is characteristic of the distance between the atoms (involved
in the multi-hit) on the surface of the tip. A broad distribution was
observed for multihits with a mean ∼1.5 nm, while the mean for the 1stNN
distance distribution in the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer was ∼2.4 A˚. The difference
between the two distance distributions shows that the Ge and Sn atoms
evaporating simultaneously are not neighboring atoms, therefore ruling
out the presence of co-evaporation in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers. This unexpected
observation can be explained based on the fact that the reported values
in scientific literature are for pure Ge and metallic β-Sn. The threshold
field evaporation value is dependent on the local environment of the
evaporating element, as well as its bonding. Since these are very different
in the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) alloy, the threshold field evaporation values could also
be very different. Furthermore, the reported values have been calculated
using the Mueller-Schottky model which, as discussed in chapter 2, is not
extremely reliable.
Accurate quantification and spatial resolution in compound
semiconductors is also a function of the fraction of the energy provided
for field evaporation by the electric field (called field fraction (FF) =
F
F0
) and the laser (called pulse fraction (PF) = 1 − FF ) [129]. A High
pulse fraction, i.e. high laser energy, implies a high temperature at
the apex which leads to migration of the surface atoms, hence a loss
in spatial accuracy [73]. Furthermore, higher temperature also leads to
the evaporation of molecular clusters [130]. Although the formation of
clusters during field evaporation is not completely understood, it has been
suggested that increased surface migration of atoms may be the cause of
cluster formation [129]. Field evaporation of clusters would affect both
spatial resolution and quantification. With regards to chemical accuracy,
dissociation of clusters post field evaporation my lead to ion pile-up
and/or potentially neutral formation [129]. Since the neutrals would not
have enough energy to generate a signal on the detector, both ion pile-up
and neutral formation result in reduced chemical accuracy. Also, the
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spatial information of the atoms forming the cluster is lost hence causing
a, loss in spatial resolution.
Figure 4.4 – (A) 1stNN distance distribution and distance distribution of co-
evaporated Ge and Sn atoms. No correlation is observed between the two implying
that the co-evaporated atoms were not neighbors. (B) Variation in measured Sn
concentration as a function of pulse fraction. The error on the concentration
value is based on counting statistics, σ =
√
(CGe × CSn)/Ntot, where Ci is the
concentration of i (i = Ge and Sn) and Ntot is the total number of atoms [131]. The
L-APT analysis was done using green (λ = 515 nm) laser.
High field, i.e. high field fraction, causes the evaporation of low field
evaporating element in between successive laser pulses thereby causing
it to be discarded as noise. This phenomenon is called DC evaporation
[69] and leads to overestimation of the high field evaporating species. To
evaluate the optimum balance between the electric field and laser energies
for accurate quantification of the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers, L-APT analysis was
performed at constant flux and the change in voltage required at different
laser powers to maintain the flux was measured. The field fraction and
consequently the pulse fraction was calculated using the method described
in section 2.3.2. The error on the concentration values obtained using
L-APT is based on the counting statistics, σ =
√
(CGe × CSn)/Ntot,
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where Ci is the concentration of i (i = Ge and Sn) and Ntot is the
total number of atoms [131]. For these set of measurements ~5×104
atoms were collected per data point. The observed Sn concentration
as a function of pulse fraction (Fig. 4.4(B)) shows a plateau in the
Sn concentration (∼7.1±0.12 atomic %) between ~20 % and 30 % pulse
fraction. Furthermore, the Sn concentration in this region is consistent
with RBS measurements (∼6.8±0.7 atomic %). The Sn concentration
decreases at higher pulse fraction and Ge are observed in this regime.
This is consistent with thermal evaporation and a possible reason for the
reduced Sn could be the inability to detect Sn clusters due to their high
mass (maximum mass that can be detected in our tool is 300 amu). An
increase in the Sn concentration was observed at pulse fraction < 20 %.
This increase could be due to DC evaporation of Ge atoms. The presence
of DC-evaporation is evident by looking at the counts rejected from the
raw data but stored in the LAWATAP in a separate counter (called null
counts) due to their detection/emission without correlation to the laser
pulses. We observe that these counts increased from 400-500 to ~900-1200
for a 50 000 collected atoms under conditions of low pulse fractions i.e.
high DC-fields. Hence, the optimum range for a quantitative measurement
is at a pulse fraction of 20 % - 30 %. During an L-APT experiment, the
optimum condition can be set by ensuring the CSR of Sn2+ between
50 % - 70 %. An interesting thing to note from the pulse fraction curve
(Fig. 4.4(B)) is that at low pulse fraction we start preferentially loosing
Ge atoms. This implies that Ge has a lower field evaporation threshold
as compared to Sn. However, this difference has to be less than 10 % as
we do not observe any co-evaporation.
In summary, no field related artefacts such as co-evaporation, density
variations etc. were observed for these layers. Hence, an accurate
reconstruction using conventional reconstruction algorithms is possible
for the analyzed stack. One remarkable observation is that the field
evaporation threshold of Ge was found to be lower than Sn in these layers.
This is completely opposite to the theoretically predicted values for field
evaporation of pure Ge and β-Sn. This discrepancy between experiment
and theory may be explained considering that the field evaporation
threshold is a function of the local environment of the evaporating element,
as well as its bonding, which is very different in alloys as compared to
pure materials. Furthermore, the theoretical values reported in literature
were calculated using the Mueller Schottky model which as discussed in
Chapter 2, is not accurate for semiconductors.
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4.1.2 Laser induced tip apex reshaping
Regarding the laser induced artefacts, the TEMmicrograph of an analyzed
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) tip shows an asymmetric shape (Fig. 4.5(A)). The cause of
the asymmetry can be attributed to the high absorption coefficient of
this material. To theoretically simulate the absorption in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) the
refractive index of Ge was used since the complex refractive index of the
former is not known precisely. However, this assumption is not expected to
induce major variations in the absorbed laser as the absorption coefficient
of the two is of the same order of magnitude (∼ 5× 105cm−1) [116].
Figure 4.5 – (A) TEM micrograph of an analyzed Ge(1-x)Sn(x) tip using green laser
(λ = 515 nm). (B) Theoretically simulated absorbed laser power (λ = 515 nm) in a
Ge tip using ADDA. (C) Density variations across the tip apex in Ge(1-x)Sn(x). The
density variations are artefacts caused due to different local magnification. The latter
in turn is a result of different local radii. The low density at the poles is a common
artefact in the L-APT data [3]. (D) 1-D profile of the density variation across the
apex. The value at each point is the mean value in a vertical selection (shown as
a rectangle in (A)) of the detector. The error bar is the standard deviation in the
vertical selection.
The ADDA simulation of the absorbed laser power in Ge using
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a refractive index of n˜ = 4.5891 + i2.4495 [132] shows a strong one
sided absorption and an absence of resonance of the incident light
(Fig. 4.5(B)). The one sided absorption has also been observed for Si
illuminated by a UV laser [28] and leads to a non-uniform temperature
distribution at the apex. This leads to a preferential evaporation of the
hotter side and in-turn to an asymmetrical apex shape. However, on
reconstructing the data using voltage based reconstruction algorithm [26],
a minimal density variation (~ 3 %), was observed between the illuminated
and the shadow side (Fig. 4.5 (C) (D)). Hence, no major laser induced
artefacts are observed due to the non-uniform absorption. Furthermore,
to negate the impact of small density variations, data mining (cluster
analysis) was done on smaller volumes with similar densities and the
artefact removal algorithm proposed by Stephenson et al. [34] was used.
4.2 Relaxation mechanisms of strained Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
layers
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers relax when grown above a threshold thickness
(Blakeslee limit [133]) or when annealed above a critical temperature
(thermal stability). Potential mechanisms for strain relaxation include:
• Crystal defects such as misfit dislocations, threading dislocations etc.
[134]. Indeed, the excess strain energy accumulated in the epitaxial
layer can give rise to crystal defects which help relax the layer [135].
• Sn cluster formation or precipitation could also lead to strain
relaxation because removal of a substitutional Sn atom would
decrease the local strain the layer. This mechanism is further
supported via theoretical simulation by Ventura et al. [136]. They
predicted that certain configurations of Sn cluster were more
favorable over substitutional Sn and could lead to layer relaxation.
Sn clusters/precipitates have been observed in relaxed layers using
TEM and Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) [127].
However, the impact of Sn cluster formation and/or defect formation on
strain relaxation still remains unresolved. To determine the cause(s) of
the strain relaxation, L-APT was used (Article V). The initial stages of
Sn cluster formation (few 10’s of atoms) during strain relaxation were
studied via a new cluster analysis algorithm (Section 4.2.1).
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4.2.1 Cluster analysis algorithm
In L-APT, clusters are usually defined as localized regions where the
concentration of solute molecules is higher as compared to the rest of
the matrix. Depending on the size of these volumes, cluster analysis in
a L-APT dataset can be as simple as visual inspection (size > few nm
in radius) or might need complicated statistical data mining approaches
(few 10’s of atoms < size < few 100’s of atoms). A consequence of solute
enrichment in these localized volumes is that the solute molecules are
closely packed in contrast to the ones that are randomly distributed across
the matrix. Most statistical data mining algorithms take advantage of
the closely packed solute atoms to extract the clustered atoms. A general
approach to select clustered atoms can be summarized as:
I. Define a characteristic property of the clustered volumes. This could
be the maximum distance between clustered solute atoms (dmax ),
concentration/density of solute atoms in clusters etc.
II. Select the solute atoms which satisfy the defined property in Step I.
These selected atoms are called core atoms.
III. The core atoms are grouped with neighboring atoms to form
clusters. The condition to choose the neighboring atoms might be a
derivative of the condition in Step I or can be a new set of conditions
A summary of the conditions used in Step I and III by commonly used
algorithms to extract ultra-fine clusters is discussed below [34, 137, 138].
Density-Based Clustering algorithm (DBSCAN) [34]: In this
algorithm, the condition to select the core and the neighboring atoms is
based on the nearest neighbor (NN) distance distribution [139] of solute
atoms. The NN distributions are used because an imprint (as a satellite
peak) of the clustered atoms can be observed in these distributions since
the solutes are more closely packed inside the cluster (Fig. 4.6(A)). Core
atoms are selected as those solute atoms whose KthNN solute atom lies at
distance no more than specific value dmax. For example in Fig. 4.6(B)
the atoms whose 5thNN is≤0.740 nm are selected as core atoms (blue). To
calculate dmax the experimental KthNN (5thNN in Fig. 4.6(A)) of solute
atoms is fitted with a multiphasic Poisson probability distribution with
each phase having a different density ρi. The probability distribution as
a function of the distance r is defined mathematically as
PK(r, ρ, α) =
M∑
i=1
3αi
(k − 1)!
(
4Π
3 ρi
)K
r3K−1e−( 4Π3 )ρir
3
(4.1)
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where M is the number of phases and αi is the relative weights of each
phase. The number of phases can be estimated as M= (number of satellite
peaks) + 1 and is mostly equal to 2. The fit parameters are then the
relative weights αi and density of each phase ρi. After performing the
fit, dmax is defined as the maximum distance of the denser phase, i.e.
the clustered phase. Subsequent to the selection of core atoms, the
neighboring atoms are chosen as all atoms (solute or solvent) which are
within dmax of the core atom ( red spheres in Fig. 4.6(B)).
Figure 4.6 – (A) 5thNN distance distribution of solute atoms (Al and Zn) of an
Al0.019Zn0.017Mg0.96 alloy (reproduced from ref [34]). The presence of satellite peak
in the distributions is characteristic of the presence of clusters in the analyzed volume.
(B) Schematic representation of the DBSCAAN cluster analysis algorithm
Since the condition to choose neighbor atoms is linked to the order
(K) used to define dmax, the size of the selected clusters will depend
on K. Of course, using smaller values of K, helps in probing the local
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environment around solute atoms hence, enabling the detection of ultra-
fine clusters. However, at lower K (1-2) values, dmax is extremely sensitive
to any artefactual changes in local atomic densities and/or local spatial
resolution variations due to trajectory aberrations, local magnification
effects etc. thereby, introducing a large error on small clusters. Using
larger values of K, makes the method less prone to local variations but,
because it probe large volumes it is insensitive to small clusters.
Core-Linkage algorithm: Stephenson et al. proposed
improvements to DBSCAN to enable the extraction of small clusters [34].
In this algorithm, the two conditions, i.e. the condition to define core and
neighboring atoms, are delinked by defining two separate characteristic
distances, one for the core atoms (called dcore) and one for the neighbor
atoms (called dlink). Thus, one uses a large K value for ultra-fine clusters
to select the core atoms and a smaller K value is employed to select the
border atoms. Furthermore, since the two steps are separate, alternative
set of conditions can be used to select the core atoms, e.g. using a
minimum atomic density in a local volume to choose the core atoms.
Moreover, Stephenson et al. also proposed heuristical approaches to
define/select the input parameters for the cluster search algorithms based
on the complete spatial randomness model [140]. However, the core-
linkage algorithm requires four input parameters, dcore, K of core atoms,
dlink, K of border atoms, whose accurate determination is not trivial.
Delaunay Tessellation based algorithm: This algorithm is
different from the above mentioned algorithms in terms of the method
employed to define the characteristic distance dmax of the clusters and the
condition used to select neighbor atoms [137]. In this cluster algorithm,
dmax (called threshold radius (RT) by the authors) is defined based on
the radius distribution of the Delaunay tessellations [141] of the solute
atoms (Fig. 4.7(A)). In the event where clusters are present in the L-
APT volume, a satellite peak is present in the radius distribution of the
Delaunay cells (Fig. 4.7(B)). This experimental distribution is then fitted
with a theoretical distribution of a volume containing clusters [142]. The
dmax can then be defined as either the maximum radius of the clustered
distribution or mathematically calculated using the statistical analysis
presented by Stephenson et al. [34]. Each Delaunay cell which has a radius
less than dmax is called a clustered cell. The individual Delaunay cells are
now grouped together to form a cluster using an erosion-expansion step
as follows:
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• cells of radius less than dmax are not considered as clustered cells if
they have do not have more than one clustered cell as neighbor;
• cells of radius greater than dmax which are surrounded by at least
three clustered cells are considered as clustered cells.
Figure 4.7 – (A) 2-D schematic representation of Delaunay tessellation/triangulation.
(B) Distribution of radii of circumsphere of Delaunay cells. The satellite peak is
characteristic of clusters. Reproduced from [137].
One of the biggest advantages of this method is that it requires
only one input since no additional input is required to group clustered
cell. Furthermore, since to create a Delaunay tessellation, it requires at
least three neighbors, it is less sensitive to the artefactual fluctuations in
densities. In retrospect, since this algorithm is only limited to the 3rdNN,
a satellite peak may not be visible in the Delaunay radius distribution
depending on the contrast between the concentration/composition of
cluster and matrix.
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The above mentioned algorithms (core-linkage and Delaunay based)
although suited for extracting ultra-fine clusters, cannot be used directly
for the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) system. The reason for this is that in the Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
system, the satellite peak of the Sn clusters in the KNN distance
distributions is superimposed on the distance distribution of the randomly
distributed atoms (Fig. 4.8(A)), i.e. the characteristic NN distance
distribution of clustered atoms is also present in randomly distributed Sn
atoms. Furthermore, the amplitude of the satellite peak is low making it
hardly discernible in the global KthNN distance distribution. This created
the challenge to,
• first define the characteristic distance distribution of clustered atoms
(dmax, dlink) and
• Second, even if a certain value for dmax was chosen, applying the
above mentioned algorithms would select all atoms whose nearest
neighbors are at distance less than dmax. Hence, selecting a portion
of the randomly distributed Sn atoms as well.
To mitigate these challenges, a 4-step approach was developed to extract
the Sn clusters and is summarized below. A detailed description is
presented in Article V.
1. As a first step, the core-linkage algorithm was applied to remove
the majority of the randomly distributed Sn atoms. This had two
main consequences, (1) increase the ratio of clustered to randomly
distributed Sn in the selected volume, (2) group and label the Sn
atoms which might be clustered. The Sn atoms selected after this
step are labeled SnCL. As can be seen in Fig. 4.8(B), after the first
step all atoms giving rise to the satellite peak, i.e. the clustered Sn
atoms, have been selected. However, we have also selected some of
the randomly distributed Sn atoms. Hence, each selected volume
consists of either randomly distributed atoms (Snran) or a mixture
of random plus clustered Sn atoms (Snc+r). In Step 2 and 3 we will
deconvolute the clustered and the randomly distributed Sn atoms.
2. In order to deconvolute the clustered and randomly distributed Sn
atoms we will first precisely define the characteristic KthNN distance
distribution of clustered Sn atoms, for all possible orders of K.
Subsequently in Step 3 the clustered atoms are selected based on
these characteristic distances. Step 2 and 3 is a part of the new
Distribution and Deconvolution refinement (DAD) developed during
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this thesis project. The characteristic distance of the clustered
Sn atoms were defined by taking advantage of the fact that++
the KthNN distance distribution of the volumes containing only
Snran will be a Poisson distribution, since a subset of a random
distribution remains a random distribution. However, this distance
distribution would be attenuated as compared to the one before the
core-linkage step, since the total number of randomly distributed
Sn atoms is lower. In the case of volumes containing Snc+r, the
KthNN distribution remains the same as the original distribution.
This is due to the fact that the local environment of the clustered Sn
atoms does not change, since we purposely selected the neighboring
randomly distributed Sn atoms by overestimating dlink. Hence in
the aggregated KthNN distance distribution of individual volumes,
the satellite peak becomes clearer and well defined Fig. 4.8(C),
i.e. we now have information about the exact spatial distribution
of Sn atoms in clusters. Also note that, the spatial distribution of
Sn atoms for clusters of different sizes (in terms of number of Sn
atoms present) might be different. Therefore, the KthNN distance
distribution of individual volumes containing equivalent number of
SnCL atoms were calculated and aggregated, where K= 1 to (number
of Sn atoms in the volume)-1 i.e. for example in volumes that
contained 6 SnCL atoms, we calculated 1-5NN distance distribution
individually for each volume and aggregated the resulting distance
distribution. After this step, we were able to identify the satellite
peaks, for all orders of the NN distributions and for all the different
sizes (in terms of number of Sn atoms) of the selected volumes.
Examples of such curves are shown Fig. 4.8(C), where 4thNN
distribution is shown for volumes containing 5, 6 and 7 SnCL atoms.
3. In this step the clustered and the randomly distributed Sn atoms
were deconvoluted based on the now known characteristic distance
distribution of clusters. In volumes which contain only randomly
distributed Sn atoms, only some or none of the atoms will be present
at the characteristic distances, for all possible orders of K. Hence,
only those volumes were selected as clusters which contained all Sn
atoms at the characteristic distance of a cluster. However it should
be noted that before the deconvolution, Sn atoms which are present
outside the maximum characteristic distance from the core atoms
need to be discarded. Since these are the randomly distributed Sn
atoms which were selected due to the overestimated dlink. For e.g.,
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in a volume containing 7 Sn atoms, suppose the max characteristic
distance (6NN) was 7.1Å. So all atoms in a volume which contained
7 Sn atoms, which were present at distances larger than 7.1Å from
the core Sn atom were removed.
4. As a last step, we merge the clusters having common Sn atoms in
order to properly quantify them and to understand the nature of the
clusters in terms of size, Sn distribution etc. Furthermore, all the
solvent atoms (Ge in our case) present within the finally selected
cluster volumes were chosen as a part of the cluster.
Figure 4.8 – Evolution of the KthNN distance distribution of Sn atoms during
the cluster analysis algorithm. (A) Experimental and theoretically modeled 4thNN
distance distribution of Sn atoms before cluster analysis. The theoretical distribution
is for a single phase completely random solid solution using Eq. 4.1. (B) 4thNN
distribution of the matrix (randomly distributed atoms) after the application of Core-
linkage algorithm. (C) 4thNN distribution of the selected volumes after the application
of Core-linkage algorithm. The shaded region marks the characteristic distance for
the 4thNN in clusters. (D) 4thNN distribution of the matrix (randomly distributed
atoms) after the application of DAD refinement.
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The 4thNN distance distribution of the matrix after cluster analysis
(containing the randomly distributed Sn atoms) is shown in Fig 4.8(D)
(green curve). As can be seen the distribution now matches the
theoretically predicted distribution for a random solid solution (dashed
red line, calculated using the Sn atoms in the matrix) very well, meaning
we have successfully selected and removed the clustered Sn atoms.
In summary, using the proposed algorithm it is possible to reliably
extract ultra-fine clusters. The biggest advantage of the presented method
is that we can deconvolute clustered atoms from randomly distributed
atoms in cases when the characteristic distance distribution of clustered
atoms is a subset of the distance distribution of random atoms. An added
advantage of the proposed algorithm is that it can also distinguish between
noise and real satellite peaks. This is so because, if the cluster analysis
is done using a noise peak in the global KthNN distance distribution, the
aggregated KthNN distribution of local volumes (Step 2) will only show
a Poisson distribution since we will again by probing volumes containing
only randomly distributed Sn atoms.
4.2.2 Role of Sn clusters in strain relaxation of Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
layers
In scientific literature it has been shown that Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers tend to
relax (1) when grown above a certain threshold thickness [135], known
Blakeslee limit [133] or (2) due to post growth thermal anneal [127].
The potential mechanism of strain relaxation in these layers are defect
generation [124] and Sn cluster formation [127]. In this section, using
the developed cluster analysis algorithm, we will gain insight into the
complex interplay between strain relaxation, crystalline defect and Sn
cluster formation. To do this, we studied two sets of samples, one in which
relaxation occurred due to thickness (Table 4.1 I.A-I.C) and the second,
in which relaxation occurred due to a post growth rapid thermal anneal
(RTA) (Table 4.1 II.D-I.J). All the samples had a Sn concentration
of ∼7 at% measured using XRD and RBS. The strain relaxation degree
(SRD) of the samples was calculated as:
SRD =
(a//GeSn − a//Ge)
(a0GeSn − a//Ge) (4.2)
where a0GeSn is the experimental relaxed GeSn lattice constant and
a//GeSn and a//Ge are the experimental in-plane GeSn and Ge lattice
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constants, respectively. These lattice constants value were determined
by High-resolution X-ray diffraction reciprocal space mapping (HR-XRD
RSM) of the asymmetric (224) GeSn and Ge Bragg reflections.
sample ID Sample structure Treatment SRD (%)
I.A Ge cap (100nm) / Ge0.93Sn0.07 (40 nm) As grown 0
I.B Ge cap (100nm) / Ge0.93Sn0.07 (145 nm) As grown 26
I.C Ge cap (100nm) / Ge0.93Sn0.07 (530 nm) As grown 75
II.D Ge0.93Sn0.07 (80nm) RTA at 500°C 8
II.E Ge0.93Sn0.07 (80nm) RTA at 540°C 27
II.F Ge0.93Sn0.07 (80nm) RTA at 580°C 36
II.G Ge0.93Sn0.07 (80nm) RTA at 620°C 37
II.H Ge0.93Sn0.07 (80nm) RTA at 640°C 48
II.J Ge0.93Sn0.07 (80nm) RTA at 660°C 75
Table 4.1 – Ge(1-x)Sn(x) sample ID, sample structure, post growth treatment and
strain relaxation degree (SRD).
No cluster could be extracted in the samples relaxing due to the
thickness (Sample I.A, I.B, I.C) (Fig. 4.10(A)). Hence, in these samples
Sn-clusters (if any) are not present or are below the detection limit of
clusters via L-APT analysis. As Sn clusters are non-existent (or only
present in extremely low levels), it seems that Sn-cluster formation is not
the driving force for layer relaxation. Since one does however observes an
increase in defect density (misfit dislocations, threading dislocations etc.)
with layer relaxation [134, 135], defect generation could potentially be the
main source for strain relaxation in these layers.
Figure 4.9 – Sn droplet formation in Sample II.H (annealed at 640 oC, left) and II.J
(annealed at 660 oC, right), observed from SEM.
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In the layers relaxing due to a thermal anneal, Sn clusters
were observed. The following observations were made regarding Sn
clusters/diffusion in these sample:
• Sn clusters were observed for anneal temperatures between 540 oC to
640 oC (Sample II.E - II.H) and the fraction of Sn atoms in clusters
in the layer increased with anneal temperature.
• For the layers annealed at 640 oC and 660 oC (Samples II.H and
II.J), Sn diffusion was observed in the Ge pseudo substrate and at
the surface of the layer. The Sn concentration (as measured via
L-APT) decreased to ~5 at% and ~1.5 at%, for anneal conditions
of 640 oC and 660 oC respectively. Sn droplet formation on the
surface was also detected for these samples (using scanning electron
microscope (SEM) , Fig 4.9).
• No clusters were observed in the samples annealed at 520 oC and
660 oC. In the sample annealed at 660 oC, absence of cluster
formation might be explained considering that the Sn concentration
in the layers is at its thermodynamic equilibrium limit (∼ 1.5 at%)
and excess Sn has diffused to the surface and formed Sn droplets
(Fig 4.9(B)).
Figure 4.10 – (A) Percentage of Sn in clusters as a function of SRD for samples
relaxing due to thickness (red) and RTA (blue) (B) Sn concentration from APT and
XRD as a function of SRD for samples relaxing due to RTA.
Since we do observe a concurrent increase in layer relaxation and cluster
density upon annealing, we will now discuss whether the formation of Sn
clusters play a role in the layer relaxation. To clarify this we compared:
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1. The SRD and amount of Sn in clusters as a function of anneal
temperature (Fig. 4.10(A)) - No direct relation between the SRD
and the amount of Sn in clusters was observed. In detail, for the
layers annealed at temperatures ranging from 500 oC to 580 oC
(Samples II.D – II.F), we observed a change in the relaxation degree
from 8 % to 36 % respectively, whereas the amount of Sn in clusters
only increased from 0 % - ~7 % of the total Sn atoms. In contrast,
for annealing treatments between 580 oC to 640 oC, the layer relaxed
only by an additional 14 %, but the Sn in clusters increased by ~
47 % . These observations indicate that the Sn cluster formation
has minimal impact on the layer relaxation.
2. Substitutional Sn as a function of Anneal - The Sn concentration
measured using XRD (Fig. 4.10(B) green line) is derived from the
measured lattice constant of Ge(1-x)Sn(x) [135], assuming all Sn is
substitutional. For the layers annealed at 640 oC and 660 oC, the Sn
concentration as measured via XRD (~6 % and ~5.7 % respectively)
is higher than the actual Sn present in the layer (measured using L-
APT). This points towards the fact that in these samples the lattice
spacing (i.e. relaxation) is no longer a function of the substitutional
Sn content. A potential reason for this could be if defect formation in
these layers precedes the Sn out diffusion. Indeed, defect formation
would lead to an increase in the in-plane lattice constant hence,
relaxing the layer. The subsequent Sn out diffusion due to the
thermal anneal would not lead to a compression of the lattice.
The above observations indicate that Sn cluster formation, i.e. Sn
redistribution, is a result of the layer trying to reach its thermodynamic
equilibrium and has minimal influence on layer relaxation and defect
formation is potentially the main cause of relaxation in the layers
relaxing due to the thermal anneal. Indeed, an increase in defect density
on annealing these layers has been reported extensively in literature
[127, 143, 144]
4.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we used L-APT to gain insight into the relaxation
mechanisms in strained Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers. In order to do this we first:
• Verified the absence of field induced artefacts like preferential
evaporation, co-evaporation, local magnification etc. in the studied
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Ge/Ge(1-x)Sn(x)/Ge sample structure. This leads to the conclusion
that Ge and Sn inside the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer have a similar
evaporation field at variance with the different values for pure
Ge and β-Sn in scientific literature. This discrepancy between
experiment and theory may be explained considering that the field
evaporation threshold is a function of the local environment of
the evaporating element, as well as its bonding, which is very
different in alloys as compared to pure materials. Furthermore,
the theoretical values reported in literature were calculated using
the Mueller Schottky model which as discussed in Chapter 2, is not
accurate for semiconductors.
• Verified the presence asymmetrical laser absorption leading to
density variations in the reconstructed data. A density difference
of ~3 at% was observed from the illuminated to the shadow side.
To negate the impact of these density variations, statistical analysis
were done on sub-volumes having uniform densities.
• Studied the impact on laser and field on the quantification of
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) . For quantitative analysis of these layers an optimum
pulse fraction of 20 % - 30 %) was observed. Experimentally, this
optimum range can be controlled by maintaining the Sn2+ CSR
between 50 % - 70 %.
• Developed a new cluster analysis algorithm to extract Sn clusters
within a random Sn distribution.
Mechanisms for strain relaxation were studied in layers relaxing due to
their thickness or due to a post growth rapid thermal anneal treatment.
Our findings suggest that the main relaxation mechanism in these layers
is potentially defect formation irrespective of the cause of relaxation. No
Sn clusters were observed in the layers relaxing due to increased layer
thickness. For the layers relaxing during a thermal anneal, Sn clusters
were observed for an anneal temperature between 580 oC-640 oC. At
higher temperature, the layer reaches its thermodynamic equilibrium Sn
concentration of 1.5 at%, through surface segregation and precipitation.
Nonetheless, no correlation could be established between Sn-cluster
formation and the strain relaxation degree of the layer, implying that
Sn-cluster formation has little or no effect on layer relaxation.
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Abstract
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) is receiving a growing interest in the scientific community,
as it has important applications in opto-electronic devices, (as stressor)
Source/Drain materials for Ge and SiGe MOSFETS. It is predicted that at
10% Sn concentration or even lower, unstrained Ge(1-x)Sn(x) will exhibit
a direct band gap. Moreover, in strained Ge(1-x)Sn(x) the expected
concentration of Sn for this cross-over is even lower.
As the theoretical Sn incorporation in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) is less than 1%,
and Ge(1-x)Sn(x)) is prone to relaxation, routes towards the growth
of metastable strained films has been extensively explored. Although
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) films (with x up to 10%) have been grown using various
methods like molecular beam epitaxy, CVD growth etc. there remain
issues with tendency of these layers to relax. Detailed studies on
the relaxation mechanisms and effects on the Sn-atoms require suitable
characterization techniques. Various techniques have been used to study
the surface of the film, crystallography or concentration of Sn in the film
but none of them provides information at the atomic scale as they average
over many layers and atoms. Atom probe tomography (APT) analysis,
on the other hand, is one such method that can provide atomic scale
resolutions (~0.3 nm) due to its ability to perform atom by atom analysis.
In this paper we explore the use of APT for characterizing Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
layers. We comment on the difference of field evaporation values of Ge
and Sn in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer by taking a closer look at the co-evaporation
of the two elements and comment on the accuracy of depth reconstruction
of APT for Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer. Comparing the Sn-distributions and their
local surroundings we saw a tendency for the Sn to locally enrich forming
Sn clusters. Higher order clusters were observed for the relaxed sample.
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Introduction
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) is receiving a growing interest in the scientific community,
as it has important applications as opto-electronic devices, (stressor)
Source/Drain materials for Ge and SiGe MOSFETS etc. It is predicted
that at 10% Sn concentration or even lower, unstrained Ge(1-x)Sn(x) will
exhibit a direct band gap, since the point conduction band minimum
decreases more rapidly than the L point valley with increasing Sn
concentration [1, 2]. Moreover, in strained Ge(1-x)Sn(x) the expected
concentration of Sn for this cross-over is even lower [3, 4].
However the solubility of Sn in Ge according to thermodynamics is
less than 1 at % [5]. Also there is large lattice mismatch (14.6%) between
the elements and the diamond-cubic structure of α-Sn is unstable above
13◦C [6]. Nevertheless, significant efforts have been made and Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
have been grown using various methods like molecular beam epitaxy, CVD
growth etc. Still there are limits to thickness, concentration, annealing
temperatures beyond which the layer starts to relax by segregation of Sn.
Hence a characterization technique is required to study these limits and
the transition regimes between fully strained and fully relaxed layers.
Various techniques like Raman spectroscopy, X-Ray Diffraction
(XRD), X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Reflection high-energy
electron diffraction (RHEED), Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS), and
Secondary ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) etc. have been used to study
the surface of the film, crystallography or concentration of Sn in the film.
However, since these characterization techniques are inherently 1-D and
average over many layers and atoms, it is virtually impossible to get an
insight in the atomic scale migration (precipitation, clustering, kinetics
etc.) during transition from a metastable phase to a relaxed configuration.
Atom probe tomography on the other hand is inherently 3-D and also
enables us to probe the atomic scale as it is essentially an atom by atom
analysis characterization technique. Therefore we implemented the use of
atom probe tomography to study the (re)-distribution of Sn atoms at the
atomic scale in the Ge matrix during the transition from a fully strained
to a partially relaxed layer.
In this paper we describe the use APT for characterizing Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
layers. We comment on the difference of field evaporation values of Ge and
Sn in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer by taking a closer look at the co-evaporation of
the two elements and comment on the accuracy of depth reconstruction
of APT for Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer. We also propose a correlation between
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the formation of higher order Sn-Vacancy complexes (SnxVy) and the
relaxation of the layer.
2. Experimental details
Figure 4.11 – Schematic of the sample for L-APT analysis
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) samples were grown using the CVD technique; the details of
the CVD growth is given in Reference [7] and [8]. The sample structure is
shown in figure 4.11. Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers were grown on a <100> oriented,
epitaxially grown Ge Buffer layer on a Si substrate. Two samples were
measured using APT, a fully strained ∼40 nm thick Ge(1-x)Sn(x) (sample
A) and a partially relaxed, ∼142 nm thick Ge(1-x)Sn(x) sample (sample
B), with targeted Sn concentrations (x) of ∼5 %. To facilitate the focused
ion beam preparation of the APT-tip, a 100 nm Ge layer was grown in-
situ on top of the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers. The XRD measurements of the
sample are shown in figure 4.12 and we can clearly see that sample A is
fully strained sample B is partially relaxed (26%). The strain relaxation
degree R was calculated as:
R =
(a//GeSn − a//Ge)
(a0GeSn − a//Ge) (4.3)
where a0GeSn is the experimental relaxed GeSn lattice constant and
a//GeSn and a//Ge are the experimental in-plane GeSn and Ge lattice
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constants, respectively. These lattice constants value were determined
by High-resolution X-ray diffraction reciprocal space mapping (HR-XRD
RSM) of the asymmetric (224) GeSn and Ge Bragg reflections using the
Bede Metrix-L XRD tool, with a wavelength of the incident X-rays of
λ=1.54 Å.
Figure 4.12 – HR-XRD RSM map of sample A (left) and Sample B (right). For
sample A the diffraction peaks coming from the substrate and the layer lie on the
same line with an in-plane lattice parameter of 0.5664 nm, while the diffraction peaks
in sample B the diffraction peaks from the substrate and the layer do not lie on the
same line with an in-plane distance of 0.56595 nm for the layer. The Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
layer for sample B is 26% relaxed.
To prepare the tip for APT analysis annular Focused ion Beam (FIB)
milling was done using the lift out method [9]. The tips were made
using a FEI NOVA-600 FIB. After the annular milling to form the
desired tip shape the oxide layer between the Ge cap layer and the Pt
deposited during lamella preparation needed to be removed as the oxide
layer evaporated erratically leading to tip failure. Ge develops severe
topography [10] under Ga-irradiation (Figure 4.13) hence the cleaning
had to be done at extremely low ion beam currents (1.6 pA) and at low
voltage (5 kV) as at high beam currents the tip deforms.
The L-APT analysis was done on Laser Assisted Wide Angle
Tomographic Atom Probe (LAWATAP) from Cameca. This system is
equipped with a laser generating 400 fs pulses at a wavelength of 1030 nm
(IR) (~1-60 mW), 515 nm (green) (~0.6-10 mW), or 343 nm (UV) (~0.3-
60 mW).
The experiment was carried out at 15 K and at a wavelength of 515 nm
(green). The raw data was reconstructed using 3D data software from
Cameca using the voltage curve reconstruction method. To determine
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the pulse fraction curves (figure 4) 50 000 atoms were collected for each
point.
Figure 4.13 – SEM image of a deformed tip due to cleaning at high currents (9.7 pA)
and voltage (30 kV)
Angular-dependent channeling Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy
(RBS/C) Channeling experiments were performed along the <100>
axial direction to quantify the fraction of Sn atoms on substitutional,
interstitial, and random sites in the epitaxial Ge(1-x)Sn(x) films. The
RBS/C experiments were performed using 2.0 MeV He+ ions from the
6SDH tandem accelerator (NEC, USA) equipped with an Alphatross ion
source. The experimental end-station was a 5-axis goniometer developed
at the Forshungszentrum Jülich [11]. The solid angle of the PIPS detector
was 0.42 msr, the scattering angle was 170°. A standard acquisition setup
with detector energy resolution of about 16 keV was used. The beam
spot was confined to 1x1 mm2, the current was limited to 10 nA, and the
accumulated charge was 40 μC. In-house developed analysis software was
used to fit the spectra and to deduce the concentration. The fraction of
Sn in substitutional sites (SnGe) of the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) films was calculated
from the measured minimum back scattered yields χGe and χSn using
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the expression [12], Sn substitutionality in Ge = SnGe = (1 - χSn) / (1 -
χGe).
Figure 4.14 – (a) Effect of laser power and temperature on total Sn content.
(b) Effect of laser power and temperature on (Sn2+/(Sn++Sn2+))*100 and
(Sn+/(Sn++Sn2+))*100.
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3. Results and Discussion
Since no atom probe results on the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer existed yet, our
initial work was to establish the correct experimental conditions (like
laser power, sample temperature, reconstruction parameters etc.) in
order to have reliable qualitative and quantitative results. To study
the effect of laser power and temperature, pulse fraction curves at
different temperatures were measured. Figure 4.14(a) shows the pulse
fraction [13] v/s the Sn content measured. We observe that Sn-
concentrations consistent with RBS data are obtained for pulse fractions
between 20 %-30 % while for high pulse fractions (35 %-50 %) these
appear underestimated. Also molecular clusters were seen in the mass
spectra at higher pulse fractions. We suspect that evaporation in-
between laser pulses might be occurring leading to the reduced detection
of Sn atoms. On the other hand at low pulse fraction (~10 %-
20 %), higher Sn concentrations were observed as compared to RBS
and XRD values. Since we see an increase in the Sn concentration,
it seems that we preferentially loose Ge atoms due to DC evaporation
[14] whereby Ge would have a lower field evaporation versus Sn.
The presence of DC-evaporation is evident by looking at the counts
collected in the (long, 10msec) time window in between two laser pulses.
Figure 4.15 – Crystallographic poles seen at
15K.
Their detection/emission without
correlation to the laser pulses is
indicative of a (DC)-field induced
emission whereby the absence of
any timing signal prevents their
mass identification. They are
typically rejected from the raw
data but stored in the LAWATAP
in a separate counter. We observe
that these counts increased from
400-500 to ~900-1200 for a 50 000
collected atoms under conditions
of low pulse fractions i.e. high
DC-fields. It is clear, as shown in
Figure 4.14a, that the window for
the pulse fraction leading to a correct quantification, is very narrow. At
the same time it is observed that a correct choice of Sn2+ pulse fraction,
i.e. 47 % - 70 %, leads to a Sn2+/Sn+ ratio between 0.43 and 1.14 (Figure
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4.14(b)). Hence we can use this ratio as a monitor for the pulse fraction
and use it as control parameter for adjusting the laser power.
With respect to the sample temperature during the evaporation of the
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers, we note that at a sample temperature of 15 K poles
become visible (figure 4.15) whereas these are absent at 80 K. Planes
were clearly visible in the reconstructed images of the raw data obtained
at 15 K. Thus we can assume that the thermal migration at 15 K was
suppressed in the sample. The samples were reconstructed using the
voltage curve reconstruction method in the reconstruction software.
Figure 4.16 – Reconstructed APT data. The thickness of the Sample A obtained
from the APT is 32 nm and of sample B is 139 nm.
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The flux variations in the whole experiment were within acceptable
limits and no irregular humps were seen in the voltage during the
transition from the Ge layer to the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer and vice versa.
Thus we can safely assume that the field evaporation values of Ge and
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer are similar. Therefore reconstruction artifacts due
to dissimilar field evaporation values are not expected. To find the
optimum reconstruction parameters a number of considerations were
included. These are : the expected thickness of the layer from RBS
measurements, the (planarity of the) curvature of the interface between
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer and Ge, the distance between the atomic planes in the
Ge buffer layer, the curvature of the atomic planes in the Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
and the Ge buffer layer. The reconstruction parameters were first roughly
estimated to keep the interface between the Ge and the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer
straight and the thickness of the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer close to the RBS-
values. The reconstruction parameters were further fine-tuned to have the
best agreement with the expected value of the distance between <111>
planes in the Ge-buffer layer and to keep them straight and not following
the tip curvature. It was found that the ratio between projection point
(~2.2) and Eβ (~18) should be ~0.12 for the correct reconstruction. The
reconstructed data is shown in figure 4.16.
A comparison of the data for the concentration and the thickness
obtained from APT and RBS is shown in table 4.2. The values for the
Sn concentration as obtained from APT and RBS are nearly the same.
Also the thickness of the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer of sample B was the same for
APT and RBS. The larger difference in the thickness values for sample A
(nominally 40 nm) is probably a shortcoming of the RBS measurements as
for this case there is a large uncertainty due to the lack of depth resolution
in the used configuration. TEM imaging of sample A confirmed a thickness
of 31 nm of the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer.
Sample Thickness
from RBS
(nm)
Thickness
from APT
(nm)
Concentration
from RBS
(atomic %)
Concentration
from APT
(atomic %)
A 22±3 32 6.6±0.7 6.68±0.025
B 142±8 139 6.4±0.5 6.58±0.009
Table 4.2 – Comparison of thickness and concentration values obtained from RBS
and APT
In order to assess the difference in the field evaporation values of
Ge and Sn in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) and the potential presence of reconstruction
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artifacts (like displacement of atoms along the depth) originating from this
difference we perform a detailed analysis of the multihits, which are counts
from two of more atoms which evaporate at the same laser pulse. For
single element materials (Ge, Si,..) under normal evaporation conditions
the number of multihits is about 5 % of the total number collected atoms.
For an alloy (composed of two or more elements), co-evaporation of the
element with the lowest field evaporation value together with the element
of the highest field evaporation value will occur thereby leading to an
increase in multihits. Hence if the field evaporation values of Ge and Sn
in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) were very different, co-evaporation of the two elements
would occur which would show up as increased multihits. Moreover if Sn
were to co-evaporate with Ge, one would expect to see that the atoms
contained in the multihits would reflect the average Sn concentration.
Figure 4.17 – In Red, 1st nearest neighbor distance distribution for Sn within the
multihits if co-evaporation of Sn with Ge would occur. In Blue, observed distance
distribution between Sn atoms and the corresponding co-evaporated atom, for all the
multihits.
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In practice we see that there is no increase in multihits, hence > 95%
of all atoms evaporate as single atoms implying that the reconstructed
distributions will not be affected by co-evaporation effects. Moreover the
atomic concentration of Sn in the multihits was roughly < 3.5% instead of
7%, pointing towards a lower probability of Sn to co-evaporate with Ge.
Further, a distance distribution graph, confined to the small fraction of
atoms contained in the multihits, was plotted (using MATLAB) between
the Sn atoms and the closest atom that evaporated concurrent with it
(Figure 4.17). While the most probable distance for the first nearest atoms
(Figure 4.17) was ~2-2.4 Å, a broad distribution, peaking around 15 Å is
seen for the multihits. As this distance reflects the spacing between these
two atoms on the tip surface (not a depth distribution) it indicates that in
the majority of cases in a multihit, the atom which is co-evaporated with
Sn, was NOT a neighboring atom, thereby ruling out that Sn preferentially
co-evaporates with Ge. In fact the observations of preferentially loosing
Ge atoms in the DC evaporation regime and Ge and Sn not co-evaporating
in the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer and the absence of any increase in multihits
in the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) alloy versus the Ge substrate, indicate that the field
evaporation value of Sn in the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer are very similar to Ge in
the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer. Hence it is fair to state that reconstruction artifacts
induced by differences in field evaporation values are limited and that if
atomic planes are visible in the reconstruction the location of the Ge
and the Sn atoms within those planes reflects their true in-plane location
and not a measurement artifact. As discussed already due to the different
depth versus lateral resolution of APT it is possible to identify the location
of atoms within/outside the lattice planes but not their interstitial versus
substitutional position within the lattice plane.
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Figure 4.18 – Planes in the <111> direction in Sample A (top) and Sample B (below)
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This superior depth resolution can be exploited or the characterization
of Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers as we were able to visualize atomic planes in the
<111> direction (Figure 4.18). To observe these planes clearly, a Fourier
Transform Filter (FTF) [15] with a threshold filter of 30 % was used.
By doing a comparison of the Sn concentration in the volume before
and after the Fourier transform filtering (table 4.3), we observed that
the concentration of Sn did not change for the fully strained samples
(Sample A) while there was a slight decrease in the concentration of
Sn (0.2% for sample B, i.e. 3% of the total amount of Sn atoms is
now detected outside a lattice plane) for the relaxed sample. The small
decrease in concentration of Sn in planes, was always observed (for 12
different measurements) in the relaxed sample while for the strained
sample the in-plane Sn concentration was always close to 100%. This
decrease in Sn concentration can be attributed to the amount of Sn
atoms which have diffused out of the lattice planes, since the Fourier
transform filtering removes the atoms not located on the lattice planes.
Hence we can infer that ~100% of the Sn atoms were sitting in the
planes for Sample A, whereas for Sample B a few percent (3 %-5 %)
appear to be missing. However due to the lack of resolution in the XY
direction due to trajectory aberration, arising due to various thermal
and electrostatic effects, it is not possible to conclude anything on the
position of atoms in the plane. Although one could argue that APT is
not suitable as an absolute technique for these kinds of measurements,
we believe that the differences between the two samples are systematic
and repeatable and thus reflect a real change in sample structure. The
latter is confirmed by supplementary measurements using XRD and RBS
channeling [12] (which are both standard analysis techniques extensively
used in the semiconductor industry for probing layer relaxation and
element substitutionality.)
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Sample Concentration
Sn before FTF
(%)
Concentration
Sn after FTF
(%)
Fraction
of Sn in
Plane
B 7.0 6.67 0.95
B 7.008 6.8 0.97
B 7.4 7.2 0.97
A 7.1 7.12 1.28
A 7.4 7.38 0.99
A 7.1 7.14 1.05
Table 4.3 – Comparison of Sn concentration before and after Fourier Transform
Filter. The decrease in Sn concentration after the Fourier Transform filter can be
attributed to the Sn atoms diffused out of the crystallographic planes, since the
Fourier Transform filter, filters out the atoms diffused out of the planes. Hence we
can infer that ~100 % of the Sn atoms were sitting in the atomic planes for Sample
A, whereas 97 % of the Sn atoms were sitting in atomic planes for Sample B
To further understand the relaxation process we performed a statistical
analysis on the spatial distribution of the Sn-atoms looking specifically for
Sn-cluster formation. In this context we define clusters as regions where
the Sn-concentration supersedes the average Sn-concentration locally
substantially. To probe this localized Sn concentration, we generate a
histogram of the actual Sn concentration in a small volume. The input
value for the cluster analysis is the radius of the small volume used to
assess the “local” deviation from the average concentration. The input
values are calculated based on the following reasoning. If one considers
an average Sn-concentration of 7 %, the number of Ge atoms surrounding
1 Sn atom for a homogeneous distribution of Sn is 13. Vice versa one can
define around each Sn-atom a volume of 13 atoms which will (on average)
contain one Sn-atom and 13 Ge-atoms (i.e. the total volume contains 14
atoms). The parameters used for cluster identification are listed in table
4.4 whereby we apply the above reasoning using the Sn concentration in
the volume of analysis.
Sample Radius of
analysis
volume
(Å)
Threshold
concentration
(Sn2V)
Threshold
concentration
(Sn4V2)
% of Sn
atoms in
Sn2V
% of Sn
atoms in
Sn4V2
A 5.64 15.1 32.6 39 % 5.40 %
B 5.59 14.7 31.75 31 % 20.50 %
Table 4.4 – Value of threshold concentration and the radius of analysis volume used
for cluster analysis.
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The results of the above analysis are shown in Fig. 4.19. We observed
that for sample A ~39 % of the Sn atoms were located in a volume with
a localized concentration of ~14 % whereas for sample B this is only
31 %. Moreover in Sample A we found that 5.4 % of the Sn atoms is
contained in a volume with a localized concentration of ~30 % whereas in
Sample B this amounts to 20.5 %. Finally it is noteworthy that substantial
amounts of Sn are found in volumes with higher localized concentrations as
compared to the average Sn concentration pointing towards the existence
of Sn in a clustered form. It is worthwhile to note that A. Chroneos et
al. predicted theoretically the formation of stable Sn2-vacancy (Sn2V)
in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) [17] and also predicted negative activation energies for
the further clustering of such vacancy complexes. The discrete peaks in
distribution of Sn at specific concentration values (multiples of the average
concentration) are explained by the formation of Sn complexes. Although
we cannot detect vacancies, their occurrence at values of (15, 23,...) is
indicative of Sn vacancy complexes. Indeed within a volume with a Sn2V
complex, two Sn atoms are very close by and the Sn concentration in this
local volume is nearly twice the average concentration as the number
of Sn atoms in the 14-atom volume is now 2 and the number of Ge
atoms is reduced to 11 because of the replacement of 2 Ge atoms by
one vacancy and the additional Sn atom. A similar calculation can be
made to explain the other localized concentrations assuming that they
are based on the agglomeration of Sn-vacancy complexes (SnxVy). The
presence of an increased amount of more complex clusters (Sn4V2, Sn3V)
for the relaxed layer suggests that the formation of these complex clusters
occurs concurrently with the relaxation of the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers.
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Figure 4.19 – (A) Cluster formation in Ge1-xSnx layer in sample A (left) sample B
(middle) from cluster identification tool. (B) Localized Concentration Distribution of
Sn using Fixed volume approach
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4. Conclusion
In this paper we study Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers using atom probe tomography.
We describe the optimum operating conditions to accurately measure the
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer and demonstrate that the optimum pulse fraction is
between 20% and 30%. The latter can be diagnosed during the analysis
by monitoring the Sn2+/Sn+ ratio. Also at 15 K it was possible to see
crystallographic poles and lattice planes after Fourier transform filtering.
In order to assess potential reconstruction and/or evaporation
artifacts, we analyzed the multihits and concluded that no increase from
a regular multihit frequency can be observed. Only Furthermore within
those multihits only ~0.1 % of the co-evaporated atoms were neighboring
atoms. These observations lead us to believe that the difference in the
field evaporation values of Ge and Sn is minimal and does not lead to
errors in the reconstructed distributions.
We observe that the Sn atoms are sitting in the lattice planes for fully
strained with a 3 % reduction for a partially relaxed sample consistent
with XRD and RBS channeling observations. When comparing a strained
and a relaxed layer, we found that 39 % of the Sn atoms were sitting in
Sn2 vacancy complexes in the strained case as compared to 31% in the
relaxed sample. Moreover while only 5.4% of the total Sn atoms were seen
in the Sn4V2 complex configuration for the strained sample, this increases
to 20.5% of the total Sn-content in the relaxed sample. This suggests a
correlation between the formation of larger Sn-vacancy complexes and
relaxation of the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers.
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Abstract
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) has received a lot of interest for opto-electronic
applications and for strain engineering in advanced Complementary-
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) technology, because it enables
engineering of the band gap and inducing strain in the alloy. To
target a reliable technology for mass application in microelectronic
devices, the physical problem to be addressed is to unravel the complex
relationship between strain relaxation (as induced by the growth of large
layer thicknesses or a thermal anneal) and defect formation, and/or
stable Sn-cluster formation. In this paper we study the onset of Sn-
cluster formation, and its link to strain relaxation using Atom Probe
Tomography (APT). To this end, we also propose a modification of
the core-linkage cluster analysis method [1], to overcome the challenges
of, limited detection efficiency and lateral resolution of APT, and the
quantitative assessment for very small clusters (<40 atoms) embedded in a
random distribution of Sn-atoms. We concluded that the main relaxation
mechanism for these layers is defect generation (misfit dislocations,
threading dislocations etc.), irrespective of the cause (thickness of layer or
thermal anneal) of relaxation and is independent of the cluster formation.
The low thermodynamic solubility limit of Sn in Ge seems to be the
driving force for Sn-cluster formation. Finally, we also discuss the spatial
distribution of Sn in clusters and relate them to the theoretically predicted
stable Sn clusters [2].
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Introduction
The continuous scaling of Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
(CMOS) devices to increase the performance and functionality of modern
microelectronic based systems has stimulated research in alternative
materials to silicon. Ge based alloys are among the most promising
materials for a high mobility metal-oxide-semiconductor-field-effect-
transistor (MOSFET) [3]. In particular, in recent years a lot of effort
has been put into the understanding of the growth and the fundamental
properties of Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers [4,5], since Ge(1-x)Sn(x) has appealing
properties as a stressor material for high mobility Ge-CMOS devices.
For instance, it has been shown that with a Sn concentration of ~5 %
in the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) S/D regions, enough stress is created in the Ge
channel to outperform the hole mobility in strained Si-MOSFET [6].
Furthermore Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers are also being considered for ‘all group-
IV’ optoelectronic devices, as simulations indicate an indirect to direct
band transition at a Sn concentration of 8 % [7].
However, introducing substitutional Sn in a Ge matrix has proven
to be a difficult task owing to the low thermodynamic solubility of
Sn in Ge (<1 % at 231 ◦C) [8]. Moreover, the lattice constant of
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers is a function of the Sn content of the layer, due to
the large lattice mismatch (17 %) between α-Sn and Ge. This further
complicates the growth of high quality epitaxial layers, with the desired
strain (compressive, tensile or relaxed) and sufficiently high Sn content
(5 %-10 %) on Si or Ge substrates. The relevant physical properties, such
as strain, band gap, charge carrier mobility etc. and hence the device
performance are critically linked to defects and the Sn distribution in the
layer. Therefore, a fundamental understanding is needed of the underlying
material physics of defect formation and Sn distribution/redistribution in
these layers during relaxation. In general, strained layers tend to relax
(1) when grown above a threshold layer thickness (Blakeslee limit [9])
or (2) when thermally annealed above a critical temperature (thermal
stability). Upon layer relaxation the formation of crystal defects like
misfit dislocations, threading dislocations has been reported [5]. Also Sn
cluster formation has been suggested as a possible relaxation mechanism,
theoretically [2] as well as experimentally in a combined Transmission
Electron microscopy (TEM) and Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) study [10]. Nonetheless, the complex relation between strain
relaxation, and the formation of defects and/or Sn clusters still remains
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unresolved, both for thickness or annealing induced relaxation. Grasping
the (additional) role of Sn cluster formation therein would require their
detection at very early stages of nucleation, which is however virtually
impossible via conventional techniques (like TEM) due to their limited
sizes (a few tens of atoms), their dispersion in a random Sn-distribution
and low density (Number of clusters/cm3).
Atom Probe Tomography (APT) offers an excellent approach to gain
insight in the relation between relaxation and Sn cluster formation as
APT assesses the atomic 3D distribution with near atomic resolution
(0.5 Å – 3 Å). Since APT provides chemical identification with
equal detection probability for all elements, it is fully quantitative. In
literature [11,12] it has been demonstrated that, by using optimized data
mining techniques on APT data, one can get information about the
presence of clustered atoms and their 3-D distribution (size, composition
etc.) thus providing insight into their formation mechanism. We have
already demonstrated the application of APT for accurate quantitative
measurements of Ge(1-x)Sn(x) thin films [13].
The primary objective of this paper is to study defect formation and
Sn-cluster formation in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer, relaxing due to increased layer
thickness or due to a thermal treatment. For the analysis of ultrafine
clusters (10-40 atoms) present within a random Sn-distribution, however,
a more comprehensive cluster mining algorithm compared to the one
described in reference 13 is needed. To this end we had to develop a
new methodology for cluster analysis, extending the previously developed
cluster analysis algorithms [1, 12, 14] towards a reliable identification
of ultra-fine clusters (section 3). In particular when studying the early
stages of cluster formation, one is faced with the challenge to detect very
small clusters -defined as localized Sn-enriched regions - in a matrix of
otherwise still randomly distributed Sn atoms. Moreover, APT data
suffer from artificial density variations related to trajectory aberrations
and limited detection efficiency (~50 %) etc. These density variations
could lead to a false identification or missing of Sn-clusters. Using
this algorithm, we concluded that defect formation (misfit dislocations,
threading dislocations etc.) is the main reason for layer relaxation
irrespective of the cause of relaxation (thickness or thermal anneal).
While Sn-cluster formation had little or no effect on relaxation. The
solid solubility limit of Sn in Ge was probably the only driving force for
Sn-cluster formation. Finally, we also comment on the spatial distribution
of Sn in clusters and relate them to the theoretically predicted stable Sn
cluster configurations.
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2. Materials and Methods
Ge(1-x)Sn(x)samples with a nominal Sn concentration of ~ 7 % were grown
using low temperature chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on a <100>
Ge pseudo substrate at 320 ◦C and atmospheric pressure, using Ge2H6
and SnCl4 as the Ge and Sn precursor, respectively. A more detailed
description on the film growth can be found on ref [4]. We neglect
the influence of Cl as both SIMS and APT measurements detect no Cl
incorporation in the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers or at the GeSn/Ge interface. In
order to study the impact of layer thickness and thermal anneal on layer
relaxation and cluster formation, two sets of samples were prepared, one
with varying layer thickness, i.e. 40, 145 and 530 nm (see series I.A –
C in table 4.5) and the other one with a constant thickness (~ 80 nm)
annealed (rapid thermal annealing 40 s in N2) at various temperatures,
i.e. 500, 540, 580, 620, 640 and 660 ◦C (series II D-I in table 4.5). The
strain (and relaxation) was measured using 2 dimensional High Resolution
X-Ray Diffraction Reciprocal Space Mapping (2D RSM HRXRD) [10].
sample Structure Treatment SRD (%)
I.A Ge cap (100nm) / Ge0.93Sn0.07 (40nm) As grown 0
I.B Ge cap (100nm) / Ge0.93Sn0.07 (145nm) As grown 26
I.C Ge cap (100nm) / Ge0.93Sn0.07 (530nm) As grown 75
II.D Ge0.93Sn0.07 (80nm) RTA at 500°C 8
II.E Ge0.93Sn0.07 (80nm) RTA at 540°C 27
II.F Ge0.93Sn0.07 (80nm) RTA at 580°C 36
II.G Ge0.93Sn0.07 (80nm) RTA at 620°C 37
II.H Ge0.93Sn0.07 (80nm) RTA at 640°C 48
II.J Ge0.93Sn0.07 (80nm) RTA at 660°C 75
Table 4.5 – List of samples used
Tips suitable for APT analysis were prepared by the lift out method
and sub-sequential annular Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling [15], on a FEI
NOVA-600 dual beam tool. To limit ion beam damage in the region of
interest, a 100 nm Ge cap was grown in situ (at low temperature) on top
of the non-annealed samples (I.A, I.B, I.C). The effect of the cap layer on
relaxation was not a concern for samples relaxing due to their increased
thickness (I.A – I.C), since the measured strain relaxation on layers with
or without the cap was same. For the annealed samples (II.D – II.J, the
growth of such a cap layer was omitted to avoid any influence of the cap
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layer on the Sn re-distribution during the ex-situ annealing. Due to the
absence of any cap layer, the top ~15nm of the annealed samples was
damaged by the ion beam during APT tip preparation. This region was
omitted when performing the cluster analysis (section 3).
The APT analysis was done with the Laser Assisted Wide Angle
Tomographic Atom Probe (LAWATAP) from Cameca using laser pulsing
(wavelength 515 nm, 400 fs pulse duration) at 15 K sample temperature.
The raw data were reconstructed using TAP3D data software from
Cameca using the ‘Voltage curve’ reconstruction method [16]. All
measurements were done within the optimum parameter window for
quantitative compositional analysis. In ref. [13] it was shown that
this is achieved by tuning the laser power such that the Sn charge
state ratio (Sn2+/Sn+) lies between ~0.43 – 1.14. We have previously
shown that the value for field evaporation of Sn and Ge is similar in
the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers and uniform 2-D desorption maps are obtained
from APT measurements [13]. Hence no field evaporation artefacts, such
as local magnification effects [17], correlated field evaporation of Sn and
Ge [18] occur in these layers which might adversely affect the cluster
analysis. The APT measurements were used to determine Sn-cluster and
1-D concentration profiles.
3. Cluster Analysis Algorithm
APT measurements of Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers lead to a data volume containing
the 3D-distribution of the Ge and Sn-atoms. The objective of the cluster
analysis algorithm was to extract from that 3D distribution those Sn-
atoms that form a Sn-cluster. In this context, clusters were defined as
localized regions of enriched Sn concentrations (local concentration of Sn
higher than the average composition), which formed as a result of an
external physical stimulus (e.g. temperature, stress etc.). These clusters
can be identified relying on the fact that Sn atoms will be more closely
packed than their counterparts distributed randomly in the alloy, due to
the higher local concentration of Sn in the clusters. Thus, the distance
to the Kth nearest neighbor (KthNN) of a clustered Sn atom is smaller as
the distance to the non-clustered Sn atoms (for K smaller than or equal to
the number of Sn atoms in the cluster). The presence of clusters is seen
as a satellite peak in the global KthNN distance distribution of the Sn
atoms. In the layers analyzed in this study, the density (clusters/cm3)
of Sn-clusters was small with a distance distribution of the clustered
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Sn atoms (satellite peak) being superimposed on the distribution of the
randomly distributed matrix Sn atoms. Hence the satellite peak was small
and hardly discernible in the global KthNN distance distributions (see
Fig. 4.20(A)). This created the challenge to:
1. Clearly identify the satellite peaks as it defines a range of
characteristic KthNN distances, at which Sn atoms are present in
a cluster.
2. Successfully differentiate between the Sn atoms in the clusters and
the randomly distributed Sn atoms whereby the latter statistically
also can have the same characteristic distances as the clustered
atoms
Figure 4.20 – (A) 4thNN Distance distribution (black) of samples II.J. The Poisson
distribution (red) is calculated using all the Sn atoms. The arrows mark the dmax
(7.25 Å) and dlink (8 Å). (B) 4thNN distribution of the matrix (black) after the
application of the core-linkage algorithm. All the atoms with 4thNN≤dlink are selected
as clusters. (C) 4thNN distribution of matrix Sn atoms (green), all the Sn atoms
(black) and Poisson distribution of the matrix Sn atoms (red). The atoms giving rise
to the satellite peak have been selected as clusters. (D) 3-D cluster distribution.
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In order to overcome these challenges, a 3-step approach was used to
identify and label the clustered-Sn atoms. As the first step, we applied the
core-linkage algorithm [1] to remove majority of the randomly distributed
Sn atoms (section 3.1). This step served 2 purposes, (1) increase the
ratio of the clustered to the randomly distributed Sn atoms, locally in
the volume selected after the application of core-linkage algorithm (2)
group- and label the Sn atoms which might be clustered. In the second
step, we defined the characteristic distances of Sn atoms in clusters based
on the KthNN distance distributions of the selected volumes individually
(discussed below) and thereafter we de-convoluted the clustered and
randomly distributed Sn atoms present in the selected volumes based on
the characteristic distances of Sn atoms in clusters. Step 2 is a part of
the new Distribution and De-convolution refinement (DAD, section 3.2)
proposed in this paper. As a last step, we merge the clusters having
common Sn atoms in order to properly quantify them and to understand
the nature of the clusters in terms of size, Sn distribution etc.
3.1 Core-Linkage Algorithm
The core-linkage algorithm was developed by Leigh T. Stephenson et al.
[1] and is a two-step process: (i) the core step, which defines the clustered
atoms, and (ii) the linkage step, which links the neighboring atoms to
the clustered atom. In the core step, Sn atoms which have their KthNN
neighbor less than or equal to a specific distance (defined as dmax) are
selected to form the core atoms (Sncore) of the cluster. These Sncore atoms
are then linked to their neighboring atoms (Snneighbour and Geneighbour)
within a specific distance (defined as dlink) from the core atom. In this
study, dmax and dlink were chosen as follows: dmax was defined as that NN-
distance where the satellite peak in the experimental KthNN distribution
coincides by the KthNN distance distribution of a random solid solution
as predicted by the Poisson statistics (Equ. (11) Ref 1). K is the highest
order NN distance distribution for which a satellite peak was obtained
(e.g. 6.75 Å in sample II.J for 4thNN distance distribution figure 1.A).
The dlink value should be chosen, such that, one is sure to encompass the
neighboring clustered atoms as well as the randomly distributed atoms
surrounding the cluster. Hence, we chose the dlink value as the mean of
the KthNN distance distribution (K being the order from which dmax was
chosen), since by choosing the mean of the NN distribution, we have a high
probability of also selecting the randomly distributed atoms around the
cluster. It is essential that before applying the core-linkage algorithm,
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‘Artifact Removal’ is done. ‘Artifact Removal’ takes into account the
artefacts arising due to artificial density variations like blind spot on
detector, zone lines, crystallographic poles in the APT data. In order
to negate the effects of the artificial density variations on the KthNN
distance distributions and on the cluster analysis, a threshold density
of atoms is chosen. All atoms in the regions where atomic densities ≤
threshold density are not taken into account for cluster analysis as core
atoms. The minimum threshold density was calculated using equation 24
in ref [1]. After applying the Core-Linkage algorithm all the Sn atoms
(SnCL) which have their KthNN less than or equal to dlink, were selected
as evident in the KthNN distribution of the matrix (atoms which were not
selected, figure 4.20(B))
3.2 Distribution and De-convolution Refinement
After the application of the core-linkage algorithm (step 1), we obtained
a set of discrete volumes, where some contained only the randomly Sn
atoms (Snran), while some random plus clustered Sn atoms (Snc+r).
The KthNN distance distribution of individual volumes containing only
randomly distributed Sn atoms (Snran) will be a Poisson distribution,
since a subset of a random distribution remains a random distribution.
However, this distance distribution would be attenuated as compared to
the one before the core-linkage step, since the total number of randomly
distributed Sn atoms is lower. In the case of clustered Sn atoms, the
KthNN distribution remains the same. This is due to the fact that
the local environment of the clustered Sn atoms does not change, since
we purposely selected the randomly distributed Sn atoms around the
clustered atoms by overestimating dlink. Hence, in the aggregated KthNN
distance distributions of individual volumes, the satellite peak becomes
better defined. Note that for clusters containing different number of
Sn atoms, the Kth nearest neighbor might not be at the same distance,
i.e. the position of the satellite peaks for the same order of K might be
different, for clusters containing different number of Sn atoms. Therefore
as the second step in the cluster analysis algorithm, the KthNN distance
distribution curves of individual volumes were calculated and aggregated,
for volumes containing equivalent number of SnCL atoms, where K= 1
to (number of Sn atoms in the volume)-1 i.e. for example in a volume
that contained 6 SnCL atoms we calculated 1-5NN distance distribution.
This was done for all the different sizes (in terms of number of Sn atoms
present in the volume) of the selected volumes. After this step, we were
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able to identify the satellite peaks, for all orders of the NN distributions
and for all the different sizes (in terms of number of Sn atoms) of the
selected volumes. Examples of such curves are shown figure 4.21, where
3rd–6thNN distribution (sample II.J) are shown for volumes identified after
the core-linkage step, containing 5, 6 and 7 SnCL atoms.
Figure 4.21 – Local KthNN (3rdNN-6thNN) (sample II.J) distance distributions of
clusters obtained after core linkage step containing 5 (black curve), 6 (Red Curve),
7 (green curve) Sn atoms. The scale of all the x and y-axis respectively is the same.
The shaded regions in the different KthNN distance distribution are the characteristic
KthNN distribution of clusters with various number of Sn atoms. Clusters of different
sizes (in terms of number of Sn atoms) show/may show shift in the satellite peak.
In the top left figure, the second peak in the 3rdNN curve (black) is at the mean of
the 3rdNN distribution of the matrix, hence it comes from the randomly distributed
Sn atoms.
Once we know the characteristic distance at which Sn atoms should
be present in a Sn cluster, it is trivial to de-convolute the clustered and
the randomly distributed Sn atoms in the selected volumes after the core-
linkage algorithm. In the volume that contain randomly distributed Sn
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atoms only some or none of the atoms will be present at the characteristic
distances. Hence those volumes in which all the Sn atoms were sitting
at the characteristic distances were chosen as clusters and the rest were
put back into the matrix. However it should be noted that before the
de-convolution we first had to remove those Sn atoms which were present
outside the maximum characteristic distance, since these are the randomly
distributed Sn atoms selected due to the overestimated dlink. For e.g., in
a volume containing 7 Sn atoms, the max characteristic distance (6NN)
was 7.1 Å in sample II.J. So all atoms in a volume which contained 7 Sn
atoms, which were present at distances larger than 7.1 Å from the core
Sn atom were removed.
The 4thNN distance distribution of the matrix after cluster analysis
(containing the randomly distributed Sn atoms) is shown in figure
4.20(C) (green curve). As can be seen the distribution now matches the
theoretically predicted distribution for a random solid solution (dashed
red line, calculated using the Sn atoms in the matrix) very well, meaning
we have successfully selected and removed the clustered Sn atoms.
In the last step Ge atoms having a Sncore-Ge distance greater than the
max Sncore-Snneighbor were removed, and subsequently clusters containing
more than 1 common Sn atom were linked. At the end of the cluster
analysis we obtain information about the spatial distribution of the
clustered atoms with their chemical identities (figure 4.20(D)). From this
we can get information on the intrinsic cluster properties like size, density
etc.
4. Strain relaxation in Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
Having established a methodology to identify Sn-cluster formation in APT
data, we can use it to understand the role of Sn clustering during relation
layer relaxation. Two case have been studied, (i) the relaxation resulting
from an increase in thickness of the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer and (ii) the other
one relaxation during an anneal treatment (Table 4.5).
4.1 Relaxation due to thickness increase
The first study involves layer relaxation due to its thickness whereby the
aim was to understand the role of Sn clusters in layer relaxation. In
this study, layers with a Sn concentration of ~7 at% (based on APT
measurements) were grown with different thicknesses (samples I.A –
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I.C). The interface between the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer and the Ge pseudo
substrate was very sharp (~2nm/decade) with no Sn out-diffusion from
the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer. HRXRD-RSM measurements revealed that the
relaxation degree of these layers increased from 0 %, 26 % to 75 % as
the thickness of the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layer increased from 40 nm, 145 nm to
530 nm respectively (Table 4.5). Analyzing the APT data, we observe
that the KthNN distance distributions of these layers did not show any
clear satellite peaks and only some noisy peaks. The latter are not
representative for any cluster formation as evidenced by applying the
cluster analysis algorithm using these as apparent satellite peaks. Indeed
the resulting KthNN distance distribution of the SnCL atoms gave broad
distributions with no well-defined satellite peaks (figure 4.22 , for sample
I.B). Hence the Sn-clusters (if any), are not present or below the detection
limit of clusters via APT measurements. As they are non-existent (or only
present in extremely low levels), it seems that Sn-cluster formation is not
the driving force for the relaxation. Since one does however observes an
increase in defect density (misfit dislocations, threading dislocations etc.)
with layer relaxation [5], we believe that defect generation is the main
source for strain relaxation in these layers.
Figure 4.22 – 3rd–4th NN Distance distribution of Sample I.B. No distinct satellite
peaks are observed in the KthNN distribution of SnCL atoms, on application of DAD
refinement (blue and pink curves). Hence the apparent satellite peaks observed in the
original KthNN distance distribution are just noise and not linked to cluster formation.
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4.2 Relaxation due to Thermal Anneal
In the second case we explore the impact of an additional thermal
treatment on the relaxation and cluster formation. In this case, layers
with a thickness of 80nm and a 7at% Sn concentration were annealed
between 500 ◦C to 660 ◦C (samples II.D – II.J). For the layers annealed
at 640 ◦C and 660 ◦C (Samples II.H and II.J), Sn diffusion was observed
into the Ge pseudo substrate and to the surface of the layer. The Sn
concentration (as measured via APT) in these layers decreased to ~5 at%
and ~1.5 at%, respectively. Sn droplet formation on the surface was also
detected for these samples (using SEM).
Sn clusters were present in the Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers annealed between
540 ◦C to 640 ◦C. However, no clusters were observed (at least as detected
by the cluster analysis algorithm) in Sample II.D (annealed at 500 ◦C)
even though the layer relaxed a slightly (8%) from its original fully
strained configuration. Also the layer annealed at 660 ◦C (Sample II.J) no
Sn clusters could be identified. The absence of Sn clusters in the sample
II.J could be due to the fact that Sn droplet formation and Sn diffusion
removes all the excess Sn from the layer such that no driving force for Sn
cluster formation remains.
4.2.1 Insight into spatial distribution and configuration of clusters
In this section we focus on the samples showing Sn cluster formation
with the objective to gain insight into the cluster distribution, the spatial
distribution of Sn atoms in the clusters and the cluster size distribution.
For that purpose we studied the 3-D distribution of clusters (figure 4.23),
the KthNN distance distribution (figure 4.24) and the cluster number
density [1] (figure 4.25) of the clustered Sn atoms, respectively. The
cluster number density is defined as the number of clusters divided by
the volume of analysis for a given number of Sn atoms in clusters. The
KthNN distance distribution provides useful insight into the distribution of
Sn atoms within the clusters, while the cluster number density distribution
provides information about cluster size distribution.
We observe an increase in the cluster density (clusters/cm3) when the
anneal temperature is increased (figure 4.23). The clusters were uniformly
distributed in the volume for all of the anneal conditions (figure 4.23),
implying that clusters are not preferentially formed around defects like
misfit dislocations or threading dislocations.
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Figure 4.23 – 3-D spatial distribution of Sn-clusters for Sample II.E (540 ◦C), Sample
II.F (580 ◦C), Sample II.G (620 ◦C) and Sample II.H (640 ◦C). The clusters are
uniformly distributed in the volume. As the anneal temperature increases the density
of clusters (clusters/cm3) in the volume increases
The kthNN distance distribution (1st-4thNN) of Sn in clusters is shown
in figure 4.24. The mean of the KthNN distance distributions is similar
for all the layers. Also note that, due to the 50% detection efficiency
in APT, the observed mean KthNN distance distribution is ~1.25 times
higher than the actual distance [12]. Furthermore, in APT the crystal
information is lost due to the 50 % detection efficiency and limited spatial
resolution (0.5 Å – 0.7 Å along the axis of the sample and 2 Å – 3 Å in the
XY plane) and hence the reconstructed volume represents an amorphous
random solid solution. As a result, the KthNN distance distribution has a
bell (Poisson) shape instead of sharp peaks corresponding to the atomic
positions in the crystal lattice. Yet, from these distance distributions we
can still obtain information about the position of the solute atoms in the
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crystal lattice and based on this retrieve crystallographic information.
Figure 4.24 – 1st - 4thNN distance distribution of clustered Sn in sample II.E – II.H.
The KthNN distance distribution of Sn in clusters is similar for all the annealed layers,
meaning that the chemical nature of the clusters is the same in all the layers. The
mean of the 1stNN distance of Sn in clusters is ~3.7 Å, which is equivalent to ~3.1 Å
after accounting for the detection efficiency. This suggests that the Sn atoms situated
in clusters is β-Sn in nature.
In detail, the distance distribution from APT measurements is
modeled as a probability distribution of distances at which the KthNN
solute atom should be present in an amorphous random solid solution.
In a crystalline random solid solution the position of the majority of the
solute atoms can be deduced as the closest lattice position to the mean
of the KthNN distribution e.g. the actual 1NN distance of 3.8 Å for
randomly distributed Sn atoms from APT measurements (plot not shown)
corresponds to the 2NN distance (4 Å) in an α-Ge matrix, as confirmed
via extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurements by
F. Gencarelli et al. [19]. The ability to distinguish between two different
atomic positions in an amorphous or crystalline lattice structure is now
dictated by the ability to distinguish between both resulting Poisson
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distributions, which becomes a matter of signal statistics. In other
words, if the counting statistics on the mean of the minority distribution
(distribution of the cluster atoms) is larger than the error bar on the
Poisson counting statistics of the majority distribution (distribution of
the random atoms) at that distance, we can distinguish between the two
distributions. In this study, clear satellite peaks in the KthNN distance
distributions are resolved, indicating that we have enough statistics to
distinguish between the two Poisson distributions.
The actual KthNN of the Sn atoms in clusters are 3 Å, 3.3 Å, 3.8 Å,
4.5 Å for the 1NN, 2NN, 3NN and 4NN distance respectively. These
KthNN distance compare well to the 1-4NN (3.02 Å, 3.2 Å, 3.7 Å, 4.4 Å
respectively) to a β-Sn configuration as opposed to the 1-4NN in α-
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) matrix (2.4 Å, 4.0 Å, 4.7 Å, 5.6 Å respectively), indicating
that the Sn atoms in clusters might be present in a β-Sn configuration.
Furthermore, the similar KthNN distribution of clusters for all layers
implies that the clusters have the same spatial distribution irrespective
of the anneal condition.
Figure 4.25 – Cluster number density as a function of Sn atoms present in clusters
for the different anneal temperatures. A steady increase in the number density of
clusters containing 3-4 Sn atoms is seen for the layers annealed at 540 ◦C till 620 ◦C.
While for the layer annealed at 640 ◦C a decrease in the number density is seen for
cluster containing 3-4 Sn atoms. A tail appears in the distribution at higher number
of Sn atoms/cluster for an anneal temperature of 640 ◦C.
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There is an increase in the cluster number density for the same
number of Sn atoms/cluster for the layers annealed up till 620 ◦C, as
evident from figure 4.25. However, for the layer annealed at 640 ◦C we
observed a decrease in the number density for the same number of Sn
atoms/cluster, and a tail appearing in the distribution for higher number
of Sn atoms/cluster. The latter is due to the enhanced diffusion of Sn at
this temperature. This enhanced diffusion is also evident from the fact
that out diffusion of Sn is observed in the layer annealed at 640 ◦C. As
seen from figure 4.25 the most probable number of Sn atoms per cluster for
all the annealed layers is 3-4. Accounting for the 50 % detection efficiency,
and the possible β-Sn configuration of the Sn clusters, it is likely that the
clusters are present in a 6-Sn cluster-defect or a 7-Sn cluster-defect, as
predicted by Ventura et al. [2]. Due to the limited detection efficiency
and resolution we cannot observe vacancies in the APT data, thereby
making it impossible to distinguish between the two cluster configurations
predicted in reference [2].
4.2.2 Role of Sn clusters in layer relaxation
Sine we do observe a concurrent increase in layer relaxation and cluster
density upon annealing, we will now discuss whether the formation of Sn
clusters play a role in layer relaxation. To clarify this we compare the
relaxation degree (as seen with XRD) as a function of temperature with
the amount of Sn in clusters (figure 4.26).
The amount of the Sn atoms in clusters (
(
Snatoms in clusters
Total Sn atoms
) × 100)
as extracted from APT measurements increases non-linearly with the
anneal temperature and relaxation degree (figure 4.26(A)). In detail, for
the layers annealed at temperatures ranging from 500 ◦C to 580 ◦C
(Samples II.D – II.F), we observed a change in the relaxation degree
from 8 % to 36 % respectively, whereas the amount of Sn in clusters
only increases marginally (0 %, ~2 %, ~7 % total Sn atoms). In contrast,
for annealing treatments between 580 ◦C to 640 ◦C, the layer relaxed
only by an additional 14 %, but there was a drastic increase in the
amount of Sn in clusters (from ~7 % – ~18 %). For the layer annealed
at 660 ◦C no Sn clusters were observed, as Sn had precipitated to the
surface, and the bulk concentration of Sn in the layer has decreased to
~1.5 at% (thermodynamic solid solubility limit). The Sn concentration
in the layer as a function of relaxation degree (figure 4.26(B)), showed
no correlation between the lattice constants observed from XRD and the
actual Sn (observed from APT measurements) in the layer. This points
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towards the fact that on annealing the lattice spacing of the Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
layer is no longer a function of the substitutional Sn atoms. To rule out the
impact of in-homogeneity of Sn distribution in the sample, APT analysis
were done on multiple location on ~1 cm2 piece of wafer used for XRD
analysis.
Figure 4.26 – (A) Relaxation degree versus Anneal temperature (blue). Percentage
of Sn in clusters versus Anneal Temperature (black). Going from 500 ◦C to 580 ◦C,
there is a huge change in relaxation degree (8 % to 36 %) but very little change in
the Sn in clusters (0 to 7 %). Going for 580 ◦C to 640 ◦C the layer relaxes by only
15 % more, but a large amount of Sn (~18 %) is clustered. (B) Sn concentration
from APT and XRD as a function of anneal temperature. At higher temperature
anneals (>640 ◦C) there is no correlation between substitutional Sn and relaxation
degree.
Furthermore the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of the
different layers, we observed the appearance of a cross-hatch pattern at
540 ◦C which becomes denser as the layers were further annealed. This
indicates that the density of misfit dislocations is also increasing as the
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layer relaxes. This has also been reported in literature based on TEM
observation [10].
In summary, our observations that (1) Sn-cluster formation is almost
independent of the relaxation degree, and highly dependent on the anneal
temperature, (2) no correlation between actual Sn present in the layer and
the lattice constants exist and (3) no Sn cluster form when the layer relaxes
due to thickness increases, imply that Sn-cluster formation in Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
is mainly driven by the thermodynamic solubility limit of Sn in Ge. The
main relaxation mechanism of these layers, even when annealed, is defect
generation, whereas Sn-cluster formation is not the main driving force.
Conclusion
In this work we have studied the driving forces for the relaxation of
strained Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers. Previous research indicates that the layers
might be relaxing through defect generation (misfit dislocations, threading
dislocations etc.) and/or Sn-cluster formation. Using Atom Probe
Tomography we have studied the 3D-Sn distribution and the formation
of Sn-clusters using an extension to the Core-Linkage cluster analysis
algorithm that enabled us to reliably quantify ultra-small clusters (20-100
atoms). The current findings suggest that the main relaxation mechanism
in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers is defect generation irrespective of the cause for
the relaxation (i.e. increase in layer thickness or thermal anneal). No
Sn clusters were present in the layers relaxing due to layer thickness.
For the layers relaxing due to thermal anneal treatment, majority of
the Sn-cluster (7 – 18 at% of total Sn present) were observed within a
very narrow temperature window (580 ◦C - 640 ◦C) whereby at higher
temperatures the layer re-establishes the thermodynamic equilibrium
of Sn concentration in Ge (1.5 % Sn concentration) through surface
segregation and precipitation. However no correlation between Sn-cluster
formations during anneals at 580 ◦C - 620 ◦C and the relaxation degree
of the layer could be established. Therefore we believe that Sn-cluster
formation has little or no effect on layer relaxation.
Further analysis of the extracted clusters revealed that the spatial
distribution of Sn atoms in clusters does not change irrespective of the
anneal condition and that the Sn is likely sitting in β-Sn configurations
in these clusters. The highest cluster number density was observed for
clusters containing 6-8 Sn atoms per cluster (accounting for the ~50 %
detection efficiency). The presence of 6-8 Sn atoms per cluster in a β-
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Sn configuration suggests that the clusters are present as a 6-Sn cluster-
defect or a 7-Sn cluster-defect, as predicted by Ventura et al. [2]. However
due to the inability of the APT to detect vacancies, it is not possible to
distinguish between the 2 configurations.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Outlook
The aim of this project was to evaluate and develop L-APT for metrology
of compound semiconductors like GeSn, GaN, InP etc. The motivation to
introduce L-APT for metrology of these advanced semiconductors stems
from the current technology trends in the semiconductor industry. As
evident from the ITRS road map of 2014 [9], future microelectronics
devices are envisioned to employ these materials to improve performance
and functionality. Furthermore, these devices will be of the order of few
10’s of nanometer in the lateral dimension and will have a 3-dimensional
architecture. Hence, to study the physical interactions in these devices,
an analysis method is required that can characterize properties like layer
thickness, composition, distribution of dopant, interfaces etc. at the sub-
nanometer scale and in 3-D. L-APT is uniquely suited to this challenge
due to its ability to provide atom distribution in the sample with elemental
identification and near atomic resolution (0.5 Å - 3 Å) in 3-D.
In the introductory chapter, we defined two focus areas to understand
and improve the decreased spatial resolution and the high failure rate
when analyzing semiconducting materials and devices, (1) the interaction
between the laser and the tip and (2) statistical analysis of the acquired
data. This chapter is divided into three sections, one each for the focus
areas and the last for perspective future developments for L-APT. In the
first two sections I will first summarize the work done on the respective
topic and subsequently outline some new ideas that need to be tested
to further improve our understanding. In the final section I will discuss
the future developments needed for alleviating some of the issues facing
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routine application of L-APT for metrology of complex microelectronic
devices.
5.1 Laser-Tip interaction
The degraded spatial resolution and the high failure rate in L-APT
analysis of semiconducting materials and devices, among others, is caused
due to erroneous reconstruction and inefficient laser absorption by high
band gap materials like SiO2, HfO2 etc. commonly present in these
devices. The inaccurate reconstruction is due to the presence on non-
hemispherical apex shapes which lead to magnification variations and are
not accounted for in conventional reconstruction algorithms. In this thesis
we concentrated our efforts to understand the physical mechanism behind
(1) the appearance of asymmetrical apex shapes due to laser absorption
and (2) absorption of the laser by a-priori transparent materials. To do
this we first developed a method to determine the temperature reached at
the apex of a specimen during L-APT analysis Chapter 3.1. The method is
based on the fact that the flux (φ) of field evaporation has an exponential
dependence on the potential barrier (Qb) for ionization and temperature
(T), i.e.φ ∝ exp−
Qb
KBT . Hence the temperature during field evaporation
at constant temperature (i.e. constant laser power P) is accessible via
T = − 1
KB
(
dln(φ)
dQb
)−1∣∣∣∣∣
P
(5.1)
Using this method we succeeded in understanding:
1. The impact of laser absorption on the apex shape of the
specimen: It has previously been shown that the steady state
apex shape of highly absorbing materials is asymmetric [28]. The
asymmetry is caused due to one sided absorption these materials
leading to a temperature variation across the apex surface. In
Chapter 3.2, we demonstrated that an asymmetry in the apex
shape is also present in moderately absorbing materials. This
conclusion is against the general notion of the scientific community
as hemispherical apex shapes (using SEM micrographs) have been
reported for moderately absorbing materials [28, 81]. From our
analysis we found that the apex shape is a function of both the
absorption depth and the spatial distribution of the resonantly
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coupled light. In situations when the light couples in close
proximity to the apex of the tip (e.g. Si under green illumination),
minimal diffusion of the locally generated heat occurs before field
evaporation. Hence, the temperature distribution at the apex
still bears the fingerprint of the non-uniform absorption. To
accommodate the effect of the non-uniform temperature distribution
on the evaporation probability, the apex reshapes asymmetrically
such that resulting field across the apex counteracts the effect of the
temperature. Considering that in semiconductors and insulators,
light couples non uniformly at resonant cross-sections and the
position of this resonance depends on the wavelength (λ) and
the real refractive index (n) as ∼ (2K+1)λ8n , commonly used laser
(∼515 nm and ∼343 nm) will couple close to the apex non-uniformly
in most materials. Hence L-APT analysis would result in a non-
hemispherical apex shape in most semiconductors and insulators.
2. Absorption mechanisms in a-priori non absorbing tips: APT
analysis of high bandgap materials like GaN, MgO, Al2O3 has
been demonstrated in scientific literature [98, 99, 100]. However,
the physical mechanism behind the enhanced absorption in these
structures has been a topic of discussion. In Chapter 3.3 we show
that, the amorphized shell created as a result of FIB milling during
sample preparation plays a vital role in light absorption. PMOR
measurements of blanket amorphized GaN layers show an increased
absorption and decreased thermal diffusivity of these layers. L-
APT analysis of specimens with varying thickness of α-GaN shell
demonstrated more efficient heating of the apex for thicker α-GaN
shells. Hence, indicating that light absorption in the amorphized
layer may be the dominant mechanism during L-APT analysis.
Our initial studies of the effect of the amorphized shells suggest that
it not only increases absorption but also plays a role in the (1) spatial
distribution of absorbed light and (2) the thermodynamics of the tip.
• Regarding the spatial distribution of absorbed light, the field
distribution at the apex of GaN tips (cleaned at 5 kV) analyzed
by a green laser (515 nm) suggest a strongly one sided absorption
(Fig. 3.20). However, ADDA simulation of tips consisting of
only c-GaN predict that light should couple at resonant cross-
sections (Fig. 3.21). The reason for this disparity could be
the strong absorption in the α-GaN shell. However, assuming
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that all the absorption occurs in the amorphized shell (∼2 nm
from SRIM) would yield an absorption coefficient of ∼ 5 ×
106 cm-1, which is doubtful considering that c-GaN is transparent at
515 nm. Hence, more detailed studies are needed to understand the
optical properties of the amorphized layer and subsequently light
absorption in such core-shell structures. For example, spectroscopic
ellipsometry of these layers would give access to the complex
refractive index as a function of wavelength. This information could
in-turn be used to simulate the coupling of light in the APT tip.
• As shown in Chapter 3.3, the thickness of the amorphized layer
also effects the mass resolution obtained for a Si sample analyzed
by green laser. A higher mass resolution is obtained for tips with
thinner amorphized layer (Fig. 3.22). Even more striking effect of
the amorphized shell can be seen in the mass spectra of Si analyzed
by an IR laser (1030 nm). The mass spectra for a Si tip analyzed
with an IR laser shows a delayed secondary peak (called a hump)
with an extremely bad mass resolution (red curve in Fig. 5.1).
Dependence of this peak on parameters like laser power, applied
DC bias, laser wavelength, tip cross section has been thoroughly
discussed in scientific literature [145, 38, 146, 147]. In summary, the
height of the hump with respect to the main peak increases with
increasing laser power and applied DC Bias and the position of the
hump has shown to be a function of laser wavelength. We observed
that the height of the hump is also a function of the amorphized
shell thickness. For the tips cleaned with FIB energies of 1 kV,
no hump could be observed even for the highest laser energies that
could be used before breaking the tip (Fig. 5.1). Furthermore, a
higher Si+ (∼5 atomic %) was observed for these tips as compared
to the ∼0.5 atomic % for the tip cleaned at 5 kV, implying a more
efficient heating of the apex in the former. Since the mass resolution
of the spectra is a function of the heating and cooling down of the
tip [72, 24], our initial studies are indicative of variation in the
thermal properties of the specimen with different thicknesses of the
α-Si shell. To further support our hypothesis, PMOR measurements
of amorphized Si using a Ga beam of 30 kV on a Si wafer reveal
that this layer is more absorptive and less thermally conductive
as compared to crystalline Si. However, a more detailed study is
required to understand the effect of this layer on light absorption
and heat diffusion in the tip. One way would be to simulate the light
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absorption (using ADDA) and thermal diffusion (using a simulation
package like COMSOL) and experimentally verify the results using
L-APT analysis.
Figure 5.1 – Mass spectra obtained for a Si sample analyzed by an IR laser
(1030 nm). The two curves represent tips cleaned using FIB energies of 5 kV and
1 kV corresponding to an amorphous shell thickness of 2.6 nm and 1.2 nm respectively
from SRIM.
5.2 Statistical analysis of compound semiconductors
L-APT was applied to strained Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers grown on a pseudo
Ge substrate to understand the role of Sn clusters in strain relaxation of
these layers. As this was the first time these layers were analyzed using L-
APT, we first studied the field evaporation characteristics of Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
to verify the presence (or absence) of commonly observed artifacts like co-
evaporation, density variations at interfaces, effect of laser on tip shape
etc. Subsequently, we developed a cluster analysis algorithm to extract
ultra-fine clusters (few 10’s of atoms) and used it to understand the role
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of Sn clusters in strain relaxation of Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers relaxing due to
(1) its thickness and (2) a post growth thermal anneal.
5.2.1 Field and Laser induced artifacts in Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
layers
The theoretically predicted threshold field evaporation values using the
Mueller-Schottky model for Ge and β-Sn are 29 V/nm and 23V/nm
respectively [49]. F. Vurpillot et al. showed that a difference greater than
10 % between the threshold field evaporation of constituent elements of
compound could lead to field related artifacts. However, experimental
evidence like:
• no correlation between the co-evaporated Ge and Sn atoms
• smooth voltage curve when transitioning from Ge to Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
layers and vice-a-versa
• uniform density across Ge/Ge(1-x)Sn(x) interface
• correct stoichiometry for a wide range of applied fields
indicate no field induced artifacts were observed in analyzed Ge(1-x)Sn(x)
layers. In fact, the observed DC evaporation of Ge at high fields
suggests Sn has a higher threshold field evaporation in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers.
This unexpected behavior can be explained considering the fact the
reported threshold field evaporation is for pure Ge and β-Sn and since
the field required for evaporation depends upon the local environment, the
threshold field of constituent elements of an alloy may differ from their
respective pure phases. Furthermore, the reported values were calculated
theoretically using the Mueller-Schottky model and hence, are unreliable.
Concerning the artifacts due to laser absorption, TEM images of
analyzed tips and ADDA simulations showed one sided absorption in the
specimen illuminated by a green laser. However, on reconstructing the
data, small density variations of ~ 3 % were observed across the apex.
The impact of the density variations on statistical analysis was negated
by using sub volumes of the reconstructed data having uniform density.
5.2.2 Mechanism for strain relaxation in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers
Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers tend to relax due to (1) their thickness [135] or (2)
a thermal anneal [127]. The potential strain relaxation mechanisms are
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defect formation like misfit and threading dislocations etc. [134] and Sn
cluster formation [127]. During this doctoral project we concentrated our
efforts in understanding the dominant mechanism for strain relaxation
in these layers. To do this we first had to develop a cluster analysis
algorithm to extract ultra-fine clusters (few 10’s of atoms) as the available
methods were not adequate. Subsequently, the dominant strain relaxation
mechanism in these layers relaxing was identified by studying the evolution
of the amount of Sn in clusters (if present) as function of the strain
relaxation degree.
In the context of L-APT, clusters are defined as localized regions
where the relative abundance of solutes is higher as compared to the
matrix. This implies that in clusters, the solute atoms are more densely
packed and hence the distance between solute atoms is smaller. Most
conventional cluster analysis algorithms make use of this property to
extract clusters [33, 34]. One of the primary input for these algorithms
is the characteristic distance distribution of clustered atoms. However,
in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers the characteristic distance distribution of clusters is
a subset of the distance distribution of randomly distributed atoms and
hence cannot be defined. Furthermore, since both clustered and randomly
distributed atoms can have nearest neighbors at similar distances, a
deconvolution of the two is required. To tackle these issues we developed
a refinement procedure, called Distribution and Deconvolution (DAD)
refinement. Using this approach we could reliably extract ultra-fine Sn
clusters present in Ge(1-x)Sn(x) layers.
In order to understand the interplay between strain relaxation, defect
generation and Sn clusters formation, L-APT analysis was done on two
set of samples, (1) relaxing due to their thickness and (2) relaxing due
to an RTA of 40 s. For the layers relaxing due to their thickness, no
Sn clusters could be found. However, TEM micrographs showed an
increase in the defect density of these layers. These observations indicate
that the main relaxation mechanism in these layers is potentially defect
generation. Alternatively, in the layers relaxing due to a RTA, Sn cluster
formation was observed. However, on comparing the relaxation degree
and the amount of Sn in clusters as a function of anneal temperature no
correlation between the two was observed. Furthermore, appearance of a
cross-hatch pattern was observed at a anneal temperature of 5400C. The
pattern became denser at higher anneal temperature thereby implying an
increase in defect density as the layer relaxed. These observations indicate
that Sn cluster formation is a result of the thermodynamic stability of the
layer and play a negligible role in layer relaxation and defect formation is
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potentially the main cause of relaxation. Furthermore, using the spatial
distribution of Sn in clusters and the number of Sn atoms in clusters we
gained useful insight into the configuration of the clusters. The spatial
distribution of the Sn atoms suggested that the atoms were present in
a β-Sn configuration, while the distribution of the number of Sn atoms
suggests that most Sn clusters had 3-4 Sn atoms. Taking into account the
50 % detection efficiency, these observations suggest that the clusters are
present as a 6-Sn cluster-defect or a 7-Sn cluster-defect, as predicted by
C.I. Ventura et.al. [136] However, due to the inability to detect vacancies
and the limited in-plane resolution of the L-APT we cannot distinguish
between the two.
Figure 5.2 – Guinier Radius for Sn clusters in layers annealed at different
temperatures. The Guinier radius is a measure of average size of the cluster [148].
Please note the dashed outline around the histogram is just a guide for the eye.
L-APT analysis can also be used to understand the thermodynamics
of cluster growth in these layers. Our initial results on the cluster size as a
function of anneal temperature showed that till an anneal temperature of
620 ◦C, the abundance of Sn clusters increased but the size distribution of
the clusters did not change (Fig. 5.2). However, in the layer annealed at
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640 ◦C, an increase in the abundance of clusters was observed along with
a shift towards larger cluster size in the size distribution (Fig. 5.2). The
shift in the distribution size maybe due to a change in the cluster growth
regime, i.e. from a nucleation controlled growth to a diffusion controlled
growth. However, to certify this hypothesis, L-APT measurements need
to be done on layers annealed for different time at the same temperature.
5.3 Envisaged future development in L-APT
During this thesis we demonstrated the capability of L-APT to
characterize multilayer stacks with sub-nm resolution and used it to
gain insight into physical phenomenon like cluster formation, defect
mediated diffusion etc., thereby allowing us to understand their impact
on material properties. However, such high spatial resolution can only
be achieved for samples which contain layers with (1) similar evaporation
fields (2) moderately absorb the incident laser. The degradation in
spatial resolution for alternate samples stems from the presence of a
non-hemispherical apex shape. Indeed, the asymmetrical apex shape
leads to magnification variations and trajectory overlap [22] which in-
turn lead to density variations in the reconstructed data. The inability
of conventional reconstruction algorithms [26] to correctly reconstruct
data originating form asymmetrical apex shapes is the biggest hurdle
for L-APT analysis. Few alternate algorithms based on correcting
for the density variations in the observed detector hit map have been
proposed in scientific literature [88]. However, these algorithms fail in
cases when there is trajectory overlap or when detection efficiency for
the constituent layers is different (for example the detection efficiency for
oxides and nitrides is lower than Si [149]). In principle, a more accurate
reconstruction should be possible by taking into account the shape of the
apex and the exact trajectories of the emitted ions. Forward 3-D field
evaporation simulations [89, 22] are able to calculate the ion trajectories
originating from and asymmetrical apex, however a backward iteration
i.e. reconstruction, would require a continuous knowledge about the tip
shape. The apex shape can be obtained either by adding TEM imaging
to the APT system or via simulating it by using the 3-D field evaporation
simulators. L-APT systems with an inbuilt TEM are currently under
development [90]. Calculating the apex shape using 3-D simulations
would require in-depth knowledge of the threshold field evaporation for
every constituent element. The difference in the threshold fields can
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be calibrated using the 3-D evaporation simulations and refining the
threshold field evaporation values iteratively till the steady state apex
shape matches the experimentally determined apex shape (using 3-D
TEM tomography). Reconstruction procedures based on using 3-D field
evaporation simulators are currently being investigated [150].
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Appendix A
Sample Preparation & L-
APT protocol
In this appendix I will first describe the procedure I followed to make
specimens suitable for L-APT analysis during the project. Subsequently,
I will layout the protocol for running a L-APT measurement.
A.1 Sample preparation
Specimen suitable for L-APT analysis is essentially in the shape of a
needle with apex radius of ∼ 30nm− 50nm. Semiconducting specimens
are prepared using Focused Ion Beam (FIB) based procedures [151].
Conventional procedures like electropolishing are not suitable for these
specimens as (1) no suitable enchants are known and (2) they can only
be applied to wire-like structures, hence, are unsuitable for specimen
preparation from wafers.
The process to prepare L-APT specimen consists of:
• Freeing a piece of wafer (called lamella) with the area of interest in
it.
• Transporting the lamella and attaching it to a pre-sharpened W tip
• Sharpening the attached lamella into a needle shape suitable for
analysis
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Each step is shown in a figure and is discussed below.
In the first step the lamella is prepared on the wafer using FIB. To
do this, two rectangular trenches are milled close to each other such that
separation between the two inner edges of the trenches is equal to the
desired width of the lamella (Fig. A.1(A)). Subsequently, the lamella is
partially detached from the wafer by cutting two sides (left and bottom) of
the lamella (Fig. A.1(B)). Please note that, since the lamella is prepared
using a 5-30 KV Ga beam, a Pt cap is deposited to protect the top surface
from damage by the ion beam. The Pt is deposited using the internal gas
injection system.
Figure A.1 – Step I of sample preparation.
After lamella preparation, step II consists of first, attaching the lamella
to a micromanipulator. The micromanipulator is welded to the lamella
using Pt (Fig. A.2(A)). Subsequently, the last edge of the lamella is
milled to free it completely from the wafer (Fig. A.2(A)). The freed
lamella is then moved to the W tip and attached at the apex (again
using Pt welds) (Fig. A.2(B)). A cut through the lamella is used to
separate the lamella leaving a piece of it on the W wire and the rest on
the micromanipulator. This way the leftover lamella can be used to make
more tips (Fig. A.2(B)). The W wire used for mounting the sample are
pre-sharpened with an apex radius of ∼ 1µm and attached to a Sn coated
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copper rod. They can be ordered from GGB industries and it fits directly
into the L-APT sample holder.
Figure A.2 – Step II of sample preparation.
Once a chunk of the lamella is attached to the W wire, Step III involves
shaping the chunk into the shape of a needle with an apex radius of
∼ 30nm − 50nm. This is achieved by annular milling using the FIB.
The shape of the specimen after annular milling is shown in Fig. A.3.
The sacrificial Pt cap deposited at the start of the specimen preparation
procedure has much higher threshold for field evaporation as compared to
Si, Ge, Ge(1-x)Sn(x), GaN etc. Furthermore, the bonding strength of the
Pt cap with that of the underlying layer is also extremely poor. This leads
to high tip failure rate. Hence, for the samples prepared in this thesis,
majority of the Pt cap was removed by scanning the tip apex using a low
energy (5 KV) Ga+ beam (Fig. A.3(C)).
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Figure A.3 – Step III of sample preparation.
A.2 Running a L-APT analysis
In this section I will briefly discuss the procedure to start a L-APT
analysis. After the specimen preparation, the sample is introduced into
the analysis chamber of the tool. The analysis chamber is under ultra-
high vacuum (between 10-10 mbar - 10-11 mbar) and is equipped with
a cold finger capable of cooling the tip down to 15 K. L-APT analysis
are generally conducted with the specimen cooled to ∼ 80K − 20K. A
step-by-step procedure to conduct a L-APT analysis is given below.
• The first step is to roughly align the laser with the apex of the tip. In
the tool present at IMEC, the laser can be moved in two directions,
(1) parallel to the tip axis (X-direction) and (2) perpendicular to the
tip axis (Y-direction). The laser creates a diffraction pattern when
it interacts with the tip. Along the axis of the tip, the position of the
apex can be roughly estimated when the diffraction spot disappears
when the laser is moved in the x-direction away from the tip. The
position of the apex in the direction perpendicular to the axis of
the tip can be roughly estimated by the brightness of the diffraction
spot (it is the brightest when aligned with the tip) (Fig. A.4).
• Once the laser is roughly aligned, the advanced delay line detector
(ADLD) is switched on and a potential of∼ 100V is applied between
the tip and the detector. Subsequently, the potential bias between
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the two is slowly increased till the point some counts are obtained
at the expected masses. It is advisable that while increasing the
applied voltage the laser position is also fine-tuned. This is done
via the observed flux count, where the most optimal position of the
laser is denoted by the position where maximum flux is obtained.
• Once the applied voltage is high enough, such that, (1) the
evaporation of atoms occurs in a regular fashion, (2) species which
are dominant at low field (e.g. peak at mass 19 amu, hydrides of
constituent element) disappear from the mass spectra, the position
of the laser is fine-tuned one final time. Afterwards, the voltage is
increased to have the desired flux (at IMEC ∼ 0.005 atoms/pulse−
0.05 atoms/pulse).
• The final step involves setting up the analysis condition to obtain
quantitative results. As explained in Chapter 4, this done by setting
the laser power and the applied voltage to have a desired CSR
value of a constituent element at a particular flux value. Once the
analysis conditions have been set up, the control of the measurement
is given to the computer/software. The software automatically
increases or decreases the voltage in pre-defined steps to maintain
the measurement at a desired flux. This is known as a constant
flux measurement. However, since the radius of the apex increases
with depth due to the shank angle of the tip, the number of atoms
present on the surface increases. This implies that the atoms testing
the potential barrier for evaporation increases with depth. Writing
the rate law (Eq. 2.1) in terms of atoms/second we get,
φ = neνatomexp
(−Q(F )
KbT
)
(A.1)
where ne is the number of atoms at the edge of an atomic terrace (i.e.
atoms which experience the maximum field). Equation A.1 states
that the flux (in atoms/sec) is also a function of number of atoms
testing the potential barrier for field evaporation. Hence, keeping
the flux constant in terms of atoms/pulse actually decreases the
evaporation flux in terms of atoms per pulse per surface area.
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Figure A.4 – Diffraction spot at the tip apex
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Reconstruction of APT data
In this appendix I will briefly discuss the method used for calculating the
mass/charge ratio of the evaporated ions and reconstruction protocol to
calculate the original XYZ coordinates of the evaporated ion. The below
described reconstruction algorithm was introduced by Bas et al. [26]. This
algorithm is used directly or in a slightly modified form by the majority
of the APT community. In APT, a curved surface with a radius of ∼
20nm − 50nm is projected onto a position sensitive detector of radius
∼ 5 cm. The raw data from an APT measurement are:
• the impact positions on the position sensitive detector
• the time between the laser/voltage pulse and an impact event on
the detector, i.e. the time of flight of an ion
• the voltage required for field evaporation
From this data we have to calculate the mass/charge ratio of the
evaporating element and the XYZ coordinates of the ion on the tip.
The mass/charge ratio of the evaporating ion can be calculated using
conservation of energy as follows. Under the assumption that the ion
takes a straight path to the detector and that it reaches its final velocity
instantaneously, equating the initial kinetic energy Ekin of the ion to the
potential energy Epot at the detector we get:
Ekin =
1
2Mv
2 = 12M
d2
t2
= nqeV = Epot (B.1)
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whereM is the mass of the ion, nqe is the charge, V is the applied potential
and velocity v = dt , d being the distance between the tip and the detector
and t being the time of flight. Rearranging equation B.1 we can calculate
the mass/charge ratio (Eq. B.2 )
M
n
= 2qeV
t2
d2
(B.2)
However, the flight path from the tip to the detector is not straight.
Furthermore, the flight length for atoms evaporating from the center of
the tip is less than for the atoms evaporating from the sides. To account
for the error generated due to this, first an initial mass/charge spectra
is generated using equation B.2. Subsequently, the mass/charge ratio is
optimized by using ’voltage correction’ and ’bowl correction’ [152].
Figure B.1 – Schematic drawing of the point projection model proposed by Bas
et al. [26] for reconstruction of APT data.
To reconstruct the raw data, i.e. to calculate the original XYZ
coordinates of the evaporated ion the, Bas et al. took the following
assumptions:
1. The surface of the specimen is a hemispherical cap
2. The trajectories of the ion can be modeled based on a point
projection model (Fig. B.1).
3. Each atom has a constant average atomic volume (vat). Although,
each mass can have its own unique atomic volume.
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4. The field F at an applied voltage V is given by F = VβR , where
R is the radius of the apex and β is a geometry parameter. Using
electrostatics, one can derive that β = 1 for a sphere, β = 2 for a
cylinder with hemispherical ends and ranges from2-8 for a typical
APT specimen.
5. The tip axis is perpendicular to the detector
Using the above listed assumptions and simple geometrical considerations,
one can easily deduce from Fig. B.1 :
x
xd
= (m+ 1)R− z
′
(m+ 1)R+ L =⇒ x = xd
(m+ 1)R− z′
(m+ 1)R+ L (B.3)
where xd is the x coordinate of the detected hit, x is the position of
the atom on the tip, R is the radius of the tip, m is a projection parameter
such that mR is the distance of the projection point from the surface of
the tip, L is the distance from the tip surface to the detector and z′ takes
into account the curvature of the tip and is equal to:
z′ = R− Z = R−
√
R2 − x2 (B.4)
where Z is the displacement of the point under consideration from
the center of the semicircle in the Z-direction (Fig. B.1 ). Combining
equation B.3 and B.4 and solving for x we get:
x = (Rmxd)(L+ (m+ 1)R) +
√
R2x2d((L+ (m+ 1)R)2 − (m2 − 1)x2d)
(L+ (m+ 1)R)2 + x2d
(B.5)
However, no simple solution exist in two-dimensions for the position of the
atom on the tip as, z′ is a function of both x and y in three-dimensions.
Hence, to avoid such complications equation B.5 can be approximated as:
x
xd
= (m+ 1)R
L
=⇒ x = xd (m+ 1)R
L
(B.6)
using the fact that z′ << mR << L. Similarly:
y
yd
= (m+ 1)R
L
=⇒ y = yd (m+ 1)R
L
(B.7)
The magnification G achieved by projecting an atom at position x on the
tip surface onto a position xd on the detector is
G = xd
x
(B.8)
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combining equation B.6 and B.8 we get:
G = L(m+ 1)R (B.9)
The raw z-coordinate, i.e. the position of the atoms along the axis of
the tip, can be calculated using the assumption of the constant volume
of each atom. Ignoring the curved surface of the tip apex, the position of
the Nth atom along the tip axis z0, can be written as [153]:
z0 =
N−1∑
i=1
L2
SDQ
(Fβ)2vat
(m+ 1)2 ×
1
(Vi)2
(B.10)
where SDis the surface area of the detector, Q is the detection efficiency
and Viis the voltage required to evaporate the ith atom. The z-coordinate
(z) after accounting for the curvature of the tip apex, can be calculated
as [26]:
z = z0 − z′ =⇒ z0 −R
(
1−
√
1− (m+ 1)
2 × (x2d + y2d)
L2
)
(B.11)
Hence, the original xyz-coordinate of every atom prior to evaporation
can be calculated using equations B.6, B.7 and B.11 respectively. Bas
et al. also developed a reconstruction protocol if the tip axis was
not perpendicular to the detector [26]. In this case the mathematical
formulation to calculate the coordinates was also a function of the angle
between the tip and the detector.
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